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Abstract
This thesis presents a plasma-physical characterisation of an electron cyclotron
These experiments afe
resonance GCRi microwave plasma processing reactor.
and the plasma as
intended to provide an empiricãl connection between the reactor
First' a
interactions'
well as the phenomenologicãl roots of a model of reactor-plasma
review of the literabrief presentation of pertiirent background materials and a critical
ECR reactors is
field
ru¡e Ëoncerning plasma characterisations of divergent magnetic
these systems is poor' and
given. It is coicirded that the current understanding of
can be developed'
that extensive experimentation is required before useful models
ECR system' The staseveral plasma diagnostics are first adapted for use in the
incident
bility of the þhsma is Jharacterised using visual inspection, reflected versus
microwave
the
of
microwave power characteristics, and dynamic measurements
It is shown that the
power or thå floating voltage of a probe inserted into the plasma'
by
ptur*", occur in tñe form of stable, quiescent "plasma modes" characterised
varisystem
on
lnique shapes and power characteristics, and continuous dependences
bistable' It is
often
and
ables. Transitions between modes are noisy, discontinuous
electromagnetic
proposed that the plasma modes resulted from the mixing of
plasma'
the
of
index
refractive
*arreguide modes duã to changes in the
regime of the
The above d.iagnostics are then used' to select a stable operating
A computerised data
divergent field ECR"configuration for detailed characterisation'
l¿ngu.qui;itio' and analysis slystem based on a cylindrical orbital-motion limited
temelectron
muir probe is used to measure the axial variation of the plasma density,
p"rulrr., plasma potential and floating voltage as functions of microwave Power/
density is observed to depend primarily on
þ.orrrr" uia *ugr,etic field. strength. Tñe
located at ECR' Increasàifzurion along the magnetic fieldaway from a source r-egion
the axial
ing the power increasãs the density, and increasing the pressure reduces
heatto
efficient
due
at ECR
d.iffusion length. The electron temPerarure shows a spfüe
lncreasing either the
ing inside th; ECR zone, and. inelastic collisional cooling outside'
magnetic field
power or pressure d.ecrpeses the temperahue slightly' varying the
along with- the location
strength simply shifted the electron temperature profiIe axially
depended on
of the ECR zone. The density profile moved onþ partially since it also
to depend on the denthe locations of the chamber'wãils" The potentials were shown
sity and electron temPerature.
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CHAPTER

1

TNTR.OÐUCT'TOÞd
Basic research is when

I'm doing what I don't kttow

wh"at

I'm doing'

- Werner von Braun

The subject of this thesis is a plasma-physical analysis of an electron cyclotron
some backresonance GCR) microwave plasma processing reactor. In this chapter
motivated this
ground material is given, as well as a discussion of the factors which
iork. The objectives and organisation of the thesis are also described'
1.1. PLASMA PROCESSING

general, plasma processing refers to the synthesis, decomposition or
usually implies
modification of materials using a plasma. More specifically, this term
procedures
the use of an electrical dischaige io perform various surface modification
grouped
be
during the fabrication of microelectronic ci¡cuits. These procedures can
into fou¡ categories:
(1) Cleaning: A plasma is used to chemically and/or physically remove unwanted
or protective coatsurface d.epoiits such as adsorbed contaminants, native oxides

In

ings.

(2)

(3)

plasma is used to cut specific patterns into a surface through the
of protective
selective removal of material. This is accomplished through the use
While simi
masks and plasma conditions which only remove certain substances.
lar to cleaning in principle, it is quite different in intent.
which combine
Graunh: A plasma is used to generate reactive chemical species
(oxidation, for examdirectly with the surface to form a modified surface layer
Etching:

A

ple).

plasma is used to either chemically (through homogeneous or
(through sputtering or beam forheterogeneous chemical reactions) or physically
(adsorb, nucieate/react,
mation) generate species which wil âeposit a thin-film
and deposition is
coalesce) on a surface. The essential difference between growth
they
in
that in growth the plasma species reacl with the surface, while deposition
react on the su¡face'
By far the greatest r:se of plasma processing takes place in the microelectronics
market'1
industry; etching applications alone susiain u -rrttibiltion doltut equipment
circuit technology
The recent adoption of Vlsi (very large scale iniegration) integrated
fabrication'
has greatly increased the use of phsma processing in integrated circuit
VISI circuits require sub-micrometer features which necessitate the use of highly
plasma techniques'2
directional and. selective etching Processes only attainable with
always be
small feahrre sizes also mean that conventionál growth Processes canrtot
of' or
diffusion
used because the high temperatures often involved' induce excessive
can be used to overcome
Structural instabilities in, some materials.3 Plasma deposition

(4)

Drposition:

A

-2rather than the surface, allowthese problèrirs, since energy is coupled into the plasma
materiing fiIms to be grown at much lower surface temperatures.2 In addition, some
uË.u. only be produced by plasma techniques, slch as hydrogenated amorphous siJiPlasma processing is compacon, which is usø in solar cells and xerographic drums'a
tible with other important vacuum techniques used in integrated ci¡cuit fabrication
(molecular beam .pitu*y, ion implantation), and is safer to use, cleaner and -less poltuting than older methoâs, many of which rely on the use of liquid chemicals'S

MOTIVATIONS
For mainly historical reasons, the most commonly used plasma processing technique is capacitively coupled, radio-frequency,(typically 13'56 MHz) glow discharge
(RFGD) with internal paiallet-plate electrodes.6 Such systems are capable
-etching
"ofThey
can
features smaller than 1 ¡rm with a high degree of anisotropy and selectivity'/
circuit
integrated
in
also prod.uce thin-films of many of the important materials used
of high
iuUlå"tio".8 These reactors achieve anisotropic etching through the production
reactive
chemically
of
presence
energy ions, which bombard. the sample surface in the
ions are pro,p".i"s,9,10 activating their reaction with the surface' These energetic
damage the
can
and
sheaths
diced by the targe"OC electric fields in the electrode
ã,lirJ ,rrr¡u..r.3,1"1 This damage (in the form of defect creation, contamination, layer
mixing and/or surface roughening), js often not tolerable in vIsI or GaAs circuits'
the substrate
similar considerations apply" to d.eposition, with the added problem that
too high'3'12 Thus
temperatures required to prod.uce quality materials ".. od"n still
ion energies and
there appears to be room for improvement, primarily in reducing
lowering the substrate temperatures required for good thin-film quality'
ECRplasmaprocessingsystemsaretho^ught!9,9|fç'improvementsoverRFGD
and other methoás in both of these areas'3'12'13'74'15'16 ECR reactors can perform
damhighly controilable, selective, sub-micron, di¡ectional etching with little surface
tema{e|'+ They have also been used. to pr99^u:s-.guality thin-films at low substrate
capable
are
pËratures ánd at good d.eposition ,u¡"".2,t2,t2,18 In particular, ECR systems
a Process
flat
surface),
a
produce
to
àf singte.pass plaíarisatioi (the filliog of trenches
gentypically
which requires several passes through RFGD systems'3 ECR reactors
ion fluxes at low
erate high plasma densiìies at low p*ror.r."t which results in high
deposition' High
energies. These are often desi¡able properties for both etching and
credited with ailowing
der,sities imply high dissociation rates which, in turn, are often
high processing iates to be maintained at low substrate temperatures without
activate surface reacsacrificing the quality of th-e Process. High ion fluences aPPear to
ion energies can
tions, especially in eiching6 and also perhaps r1 aenoï.f1on. If desired,
versatile and
more.
pC
o. nf sample biases,19'20 a process
be increased. separately t^ãtf.
from the method of
controllable than porriUt. ill RFGD, where th" biut is inseparable

1.2.

plasma production.
It therefore appears that ECR plasma processing may be of great importance in
regime' This view
the effort to push integrated. circuit ?earure iizes into the submicron
which had
U'S'A'*'
is reflected in the ,*"ît surge of interest in ECR systems in the
example, the 12 million dollar (over 5 years) Center for Plasma-Aided
Funded mostly by indusManufacturing started in^1988 at the University of Wisconsin-Madison'
(and largely catch-up)
extensive
for
targeted
areâs
key
trial contributions, one of the four

. C"*td"r, f*

-3Belllargely ignored this technology throughout its developmental stages. ln canada,
nitride
nfo"rtf,.* Research has been ãtrayi"g the applicaiion of ECR plasmas to silicon
Northern
parent company/
deposition and GaAs etching for sãveral years.zl Their
device fabricationl'
prototype
for
Telecom, is now using comirercial ECR systems
reactors in 1990
ECR
Mitei S.C.C. is also plaining pre-production trials of commerciat
to evaluate tneir use in aavãnced iC fabrica6on processes.Z
Given that plasma processing is vital to advanced integrated ci¡cuit fabrication
be
and that ECR syitems are becoming important plasma processing tools, it should
what they
obvious that understand.ing how ECR plasma processing systems work and
as well as
work,
this
for
can do is of great importaice. This is ihe general motivation
for the last six
the applications research which has been performed in our laboratory
years.
L.3. oBJECTIVES

AII Plasma ProPlasma processing is, by necessity, a largely empirical science*'
which influence the plasma
cessing systems have ã large number of system variables
m a hãsi of complex *uyl and which also interact with each other via the plasma'
triai-and-error
System and applications d.evelop ment musf proceed primarily by
However'
systems'
complicated
because currently there are .,o -od"ls of these highly
sysRFGD
capacitive
because of the widespread use and commercial importance of
of these systems'
tems, considerable effort has recently gone into developing models
computers
inexpensive
This has been made possible by the apPearance of powerful,
such
with which to perform the extensivè numerical computations required for
chemical
and
physical
the
body of experimental data concerning
mod.els, and a large
-præ*ár.
Such d.ata is conspicuously absent in the field of ECR
properties of RF
systems' Some ECR
piur*u processing, a .esrrlt of the novelty and rarity of these
(and
will be reviewed in
recently
þhr*u åharacterúation studies have been performed of the immense parameter space
chapter 2), but these have only scratched the surface
concerning ECR
available to these machines. Only very recently have any models
plasma processing been ProPoted'.ß'?a
of this thesis
The ECR microwave plasma processing reactor that is the subject
amorfabricate
to
was designed and built by sergio Mejia and Bob Mcleod in order
in solar ,"yt.25'26'27
phous hydrogenated silicôn (aISi,H) it",io-rii-, intended. for use
a Potential^rgPlace(pc-Si:H)
as
thin-films,
The fabrication of microcrystalline silicon
ment for polycrystalline siiicon in VISI integrated. circuits, was also s¡tt¿it¿,28'29'30'31
on lowas w¿ts the etching of Si and SiO2.32'33 Recent efforts have focussed
dielectric in Si
temperahrre depositlon of SiO2 thin-films for use as a general-purpose
in VlsI and sub-micron
and. GaAs integrated circuits, and perhaps as a gate dielectric
Until this thesis, ño*err"t, no detaited plasma characterisations
VfðSfgf,r.17,18',34,35,96

t"*"t.h " Pl"t*" processing of semiconductors by ECR'
fFromemploymentadvertisementsandNTjobinterviewsofcolleagues.

advertising the
example, the fotlowing comment contained in the brochure
processing:
on
plasma
(No'
1989)
10'61s.
couIse
Massachusetts Institute åf Tectrnotogy', ,t**u.
,,plasma processes have been devJlcped, largeiy, by a trial-andcrror approach with minimal
understanding of the plasma physics and chemistry"'

* Consider, for

-4have been undertaken.

steps in
The overall purpose of this thesis is to take some of the first seriotts
in ECR and
developing a detailed understand.ing of the physical processes important
through a
done
sub-EiR magnetised. microwave processing plasmas' This is to be
applicanumber of bãsic plasma-physical (as opposed to plasma-chemical, which are
a
on
experiments
Proven
tion d.ependent and. thus not considered in this thesis)
of the
many
aS
answering
of
intent
with
the
reactor,
processing
..r"ur.h ECR plasma
following questions in as much detail as possible:
(1) What kind. of information about these plasmas is most important, and what techniques must be used to obtain this information?
(2) What are the fundamental properties of these plasmas, and how do they depend
on important system variables?
(3) \^lhich plasma mechanisms are, and which are not, important and how do they
influence the properties and behaviou¡s of the plasmas?
(4) What are the basic components that a theoreticai model or description of these
plasmas should Possess?
informative
specifically, the experiments are to consist of the most basic and
will be developed as
plasmå diagnostic (charåcterisation) techniques. Some of these
so that they wiil
part of this-thesis while others will be stanáa¡d techniques, modified
aim will be to
The
function reliably under the cond.itions found in these plasmas'

plasmas' These
measure the most immediately informative properties of the ECR
neglected' such
widely
yet
include those properties that are both obviously important
the standard parameters
as visible shape and microwave power absorption, aS well as
functions of the most
as
trends
of plasma density and electron temperature. Relative
strength and
important system variabies (microwave Power, pressure, magnetic field
position) will be of primary interest'
theoreticai
Whenever possible, the resuits wilL be interpreted in terms of basic
of ECR piasma Processconcepts in order to develop a more rigorous understanding
make recommendations
to
used
ing systems. The results of ihese efforts will then be
toiuui¿r design improvements and process optimisation procedures.

ORGANISATION
and an outli¡e
This thesis begins with an introduction to ECR plasma processing
material
background
2,
the
of the motivationsina objectives of this thesis. In chapter
is
physics
important to this thesis is presented. A general review of basic plasma
processing
girren first, followed by a brief description of . the dgsign of ECR P-las1a
conliteralure
the
of
reactors. The last part of chapter 2 consists of a critical review
cerning plasma characterisations in ECR processing reactors.
detail in chapter 3,
The specific ECR system studied. in this thesis is described in
the plasmas'
along with the Langmuir probe diagnostic system used' to characterise
techniques is
Add.itional theory p"ertinent to the Jytt.tn technologies and diagnostic

1.4.

also given,

and methods of
Eariy exPeriments, which were critical in defining the objectives
a set of three
this thesis, are Presented in chapter 4. Chapter 5 then describes

-5complementary, qualitative diagnostics which were found to be very usefui in characterising the ovlrail behaviou¡ of ECR and magnetised microwave processing plasmas'
The heart of this thesis is contained in chapter 6. This chapter dessribes the
ECR Processresults of a detailed Langmuir probe characterisation of divergent field
variables.
to
system
ing plasmas, with empfraiis on ih.it axiai struclure and resPonses
Thle^theoretical and piactical implications of these results are also discussed.
Finally, the conclusions and. recommendations of this thesis are Presented in
chapter

7.
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CHAPTER 2

R.EVTEW OF ECT{. PR.OCESSIN{G PT.ESTVTAS
Th¿re is something føscinating about science.
One gets such wholesale returns of conieciure

out of such a trifling inuestment of fact.
- Mark Twain, Life on the Mississippi.

important
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the basic physical concepts
in ECR microwave processing plasmas, to describe existing ECR plasma processing
properties of
reactors and. to ,.rri"* the literalure concerning the physical plasma
these systems.
a passing
Throughout this thesis it wül be assumed that the reader has at least
of
knowledge
that
fact
the
familiarity îri*, tn" kinetic theory of gases. In_particular,
to calculate
the enerjy (or velocity) dist¡Uution function GDÐ of a gas enables on_e
plasmas of
importance'
virfua[yã[ of its macroscoPic properties is of fundamental
-In
the
the typl used in processing appiièations it is the electron gas which determines
is essenma¡oâiy of the plasma properties, so knowledge of the electron EDF GEDF)
often
also
is
I-ts
ti¿ in ány efforts to moãelihe physics or chemistry of such plasmas'
equili-bnum Marweltnre in these plasmas that the Egpr is well approximated by the
the particle denparameters;
tian EDF. This distribution is uniquely specified by two
aversity per unit volume, n, and thetemperalure,T, which is a measu¡e of both theThereabout this value'
ugä kio"ti. particle energy and the variance of the distribution
is of fundamental
fore, knowledge of theäectron densitf , tle, and' temperature, T,
which ii is used
importance in any efforts to modei either the plasma or the Processes
their
to perform. Fortunately these are relatively ãasy parameters to measure' and EcR
of
determination has been the primary focus of most plasma characterisations
processing plasmas to date, this thesis included'
2.1. SOME BASIC PLASMA PHYSICS

reactions
The primary purpose of any processing plasma is to generate chemical
generawithin gu, oI' U"t*ee" a gas and.-a surface. This is accomplished through the
radical
and
"
atomic
tion of free electrons, ionã and photons, as well as molecular,
of these products deterspecies of varying d.egrees of excilation. The chemical nalure
in the range of 1
mines the kind.s of plämas that must be used; electron temperalures
induce reactions'
to a few tens of ev are required to create viable chemical species and
-3
significant
while moderate eiectron densities of, n, > 1gla ,t are needed to produce

reaction rates.

produce chemica_I plasmas using low pressure'
ECR plasma processing systems
-microwãve
discharges' The resulting plasmas are genflowing, båunded,^magnetised
property of plaserally qunsi-neutrøt aid. weakly ionised. Quasi-nzutialiby is a defining
io
*así *tti.h requires that n be large enough that the charged particles are able

-8of the containing
effectively screen out elech"ic fields over distances smaller than those
can be r:sed'
n
vessel. T'his usually means that the plasmt approximatiott, tt¡ = n, = '
weakiy ionwhere n; is the positive ion density and n is catled the plasma dmsity ' By
charged'
ised it is meant that n is less than the neutral gas density. This implies that
Such
colspecies'
gas
neutral
with
particles undergo a significant number of colüsions
iirion, do not dominate charged particte dynamics in a plasma; electromagnetic
(geninteractions do, but they are basic to a number of important plasma phenomena
eration, diffusion and recombination, in particu-Lar)'

In this section, the basic physical Processes thought to be important in ECR
microwave processing pl,asmas *iU U" outlined. The model to be used is basically
that of a mãgnetis ú, Lorentz gas.2,3 This model is a good first approximation to the

for most of the
kind.s of plasiras found. in ECR systems, and can qualitatiaely account

ln

this model, electrons are treated as
distriindependent particlei. Ions and other species are assumed to form a uniformiy
buted backgrãund of immobile (due to thei¡ large mass relative to electrons) charged

dominani physical phenomena involved.

domand neutral scattering centers. Electron-neutral collisions are assumed to be the
inant collision procesi, characterised by a constant total elastic collision frequency, v'
In add.ition, the eiectrons may be assumed to be either cold (T" = 0) ot temperate
(T, r 0). This is essentially the standard. model used to describe plasmas of the type
used in processing aPPlications.
will be
The use of a temperature implies a Maxwellian EEDF, and their existence
be expected when v is
assumed. throughout iiris thesis. I¡ a Lorm? gas these would
ã*tur,t,2,a an ixcellent assumption in H2 and He plasmas'S ¡{¿au¡sllian EEDF's also

occurwhenCoulombcollisions(betweenchargedparticles)aresignificant,typically
when n is large. Factors which tend to prevent equilibrium from occurring include
such coninelastic collisions (significant at low n )a and. strong electric field's.a'2 Under
energ'y
high
in
ditions the EEDF ten-cis towards a Druaestyn EDF, which is deficient
strong
electrons relative to a Maxwellian at the same "temperalure".4 In ECR plasmas,
magstrong
a
to
electric fields in the form of microwaves are applied perpendicular
netic field. This acts to drive the EEDF towards a Maxweilian since the oscillations
field
induced by the microwaves and. the larmor gyration induced by the magnetic
v is
of
value
(see suÞsection 2.1.1) imitate the effect of collisions.l Thus, the effective
inelastic
much greater than the plasma and./or gas densities would suggest, and only
collisio-ns should. significantly Perturb the EEDF from equilibrium'
2.1.1. Magnetised Microwave Plasmas

-This simple picThis sub-section gives a brief overview of ECR plasma physics.
It is suggested
rure will be mad.e morã detailed and exact in sub-sections 2.'1.2 to 2'1.5.
least browse
at
that the read.er u¡rfamiliar with ECR plasma processing systems should
following discttssection 2.2, espætally figures 2.5 and 2.6, to get an idea of whai the
sions are in reference to.

lnmicrowaved'ischarges,plasmaisgeneratedbyacceleratingfreeelectronsinto

fields' These
inelastic collisions with neutral gas molect¡-les using microwave electric
excitation
of
collisions prod.uce ions, atoms ãnd rad'ical species of varying degrees
(which may radiate photons as they relax), ai well as more electrons with which to
above about 1
sustain the procesr. Ion, are not affected. by electric fields oscillating
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MHz becau5e of their large mass.6 This means that virhrally all the microwave energy
is coupled directty to electrons, so that ions can be neglected when considering the
absorption of miciowave power. This also implies that the ion temperatu¡e should be
near that of the nzuhal gas, which is determin.d by the temperatu¡e of the vesel
walls. This assumption is often made with high frequenry plasmas5 but is in fact
untrue.7 This will be discussed further in sub-section 2.3.5. The microwave field will
be assumed to not d.rive electrons into collisions with the container walls during an
(and thus of
oscillation. Thus diffusion phenomena dominate the loss of electrons
plasma) from these dischargìs,S,8 with recombination contributing at high densities.l
To ignite a plasma ("break down" the gas), some free electrons must initially be
present it tt wãrkmg gas. In ECR systems, the few electrons always present due to
"
cosmic ray ionisation ãre sufficient to allow the microwaves to initiate a discharge.
Breakdown electric fields are quite large since each electron must acquire enough
energy to generate many new electrons in order to build up the plasma' ln the
,t.uãy-rt"t"l ho*"u.r, each electron must only replace itself before being lost, so
main[enance field.s are much smaller.S
Magnetic fields are used in ECR systems for two PurPoses; to conf ine the plasma
by reduãing the d,iffusive loss of charged particles, thereby permitting operation at
lower pressures, and to enable resonant coupling of microwave energy to the plasma
electrons through the use of electron cyclotron resonattce.
Confinement is obtained through the 4 vxBs force exerted by a magnetic field on
a paficle of charge 4. Here Bs is the appüed static vector magnetic flux density, v is

thesingleparticievelocityandq=Zê,whereZisthechargestateofanion,or-1for
motion
electrons. 'ilris fo.ce converts linear motion perpendicular to Bs into a circular
of a
motion
the
called cyclotron gyration.l Since motion along Be is unchanged,
is the
charged particle in such a field describes a helical path. The radius of gyration
Larmor rødius,

fL=

lo*l

(2.1)

(t)6

and the cyclotron f requencY ts
I

íuòr="m

q¡o

I

(2.2)

u* is the root-mean-squared speed of the particle in the plane perpendicular to 86 and
m is the Particle mass.
"shlck" to
The occurrence of ryclotron gyration implies that charged Particles are
magthe magnetic field tioes; in the absence of collisions they cannot move across the
the
then
vessel,
netic fiãtd.7 If r, is much less than the dimensions of the containing
from
magnetic field effectively confines the plasma by preventing charged particles
to
susdifñrsing across 86 to the walls. This decreases the microwave Power required
tain a phr.r,u of given density as compared to the unmagnetised case'
ú) (Dc?
Cyclotron gyration implies that a microwave electric field oscillating at =
(with components polarised perpendicularly to Bd will accelerate electrons continuowly throighout tireir gy.o-p".iod. This is calted. eleclron cyclotron rnoru¿nce GCR),
dense
and coupl"¿ tn. microwave energy to electrons very efficiently. This allows

-10plåsmas to bê generated easily over a wide range of conditions' For example, even at
a relatively hig-h pressure of 1 Torr, the microwave electric field strength required to
break down He at ECR is more than an order of magnitude less than that required
with no magnetic field.s The motion of a resonating electron forms a spiral, or helix of
increasing

,ãd.i*,

as

u* increases'g

2.1.2. Wave Propagation: Unmagnetised Plasma

sub-section it wiil be assumed that the plasma is cold, homogeneous,
unmagnetised and. infinite in extent. The effects of boundaries on wave propagation
will bã addressed at the end of sub'section 2.1.3. The nahrral frequency of oscillation
of the plasma electrons is called l}.e plasm'a f requency:7
( ^ \'In

In this

(Dp,

=

lne"l

l"*

(2.3)

)

in the cold
where q is the permittivity of vacuum. These are electrostatic oscillations
fields outside
plasma assumed here. If electron thermal motions, collisions or fringing
(electric
tongitudinal
ä firrit" ptasma were included, these oscillations wouid convert to
field våtor parallel to the wave-vector; E'k * 0) electrostatic waves called electron
are basically
plasma (or Bohm4ross, langmuif, Tonks-I¿ngmuir) *aves'1'9 These
electronic acoustic waves.
(E'k = 0) elecMicrowave plasmas are often sustained by launching transverse
plasma' Propagatromagnetic (TEÐ waves from a vacuuln region into a non-uniform
which
tion of the wave into the plasma depends Joiely upon the local value of {opil
vanishing
a
by
is
characterised
conesponds to a cutof f for TEM wãves.1,9 A cutoff
wavelength,
wavevector, k + 0, ;; refractive index, .n=clclr¡ + 0, or a divergent
with some wave
)¡ = 1,lk + -. Any wave incident on a cutoff is totally reflected,
(exPonentia[y
decaying)
energy teaking into the plasma in the form of an cl)anescenf
by k -> *, which
wave with I + -. Theãpposite process is resonance, characterised
totally absorbs an incident wave. In the cold plasma model, a resonantly absorbed
+ 0' Note
wave is converted into non-propagating electrostatic oscillations, since l'
oscillations'9'1o
and'
that cop, is a resonance for longitudinal electrostatic waves
by
Collisions tend to randomise the organised particle motions represented
to this damping is' of
waves, and. thw resuit in wave damping' Th" *uu" energy iost
elastic and inelastic colcourse, acquired as kinetic energy bythã electrons. While both
energy populalisions cause damping, it is thJin"iu"ti. collisions, involving the high
partial wave
allow
also
tion of electrons, *i iãn result in plasma generation. Collisions
terms to k (removtransmission through cutoffs and. resonances by adding imaginary
ing the poles and zeros in the dispersion relation)'
to the density
The existence of a cutoff at cÙp, implies that there is an upper limit
only on
of plasma which can be sustained. by an external TEM wave which depends
plasma
critical
the frequenry of the wave. From (2.3) at (D = ú)p¿ we have the so-called
density ,

l7p,

a2tnm,

= ------e'

(2.4)

- 11 Thus a TEM wave would generate plasma through collisional heating only up to np,
after which excess wave energy would be reflected. However, longitr,rdinal electrostatic
oscillations (excited between a pair of electrodes, for example) would resonate with
the plasma it produced, thus generating an overdense plasma (n > npr).
Though often quotú' np, is of little use in plasma processing since, in practice,
overd.ense plasmas are routinely generated. For example, parallei-plate RFGD systems
operating in the tens of MHz range should, from the above, only produce n on the
oid.r. of"1012 *-3, but in fact11 operate above 1016 m-3. This is partially due to electrostatic resonance at {Dpr,10 but also to other less well und.erstood mechanisms such
as multipaction8 and electron sheath "surfing".12 Lr the case of ECR microwave plasmas, the strong magnetic fields present modify the wave propagation characteristics
of the plasma so that op, is not particularly significant by itself.
2.1.3. Wave Propagation: Magnetised Plasma

The simple model described in sub-section 2.1.1 might lead one to conclude that
ECR occurs wherever ú) = ú)&. That this is not so becomes clear when the propagation of waves in magnetised ptasmas is examined in detail. Derivations will not be
repeated here, only the important resuits. The interested reader is referred to any of
thã excellent texts
"uu¡"61..1'3'9'13
The plasma will be assumed to be temperate and immersed in a uniform (or
slowly r'ruryiog), static magnetic field oriented along the z-axis, Be(z )' The waves of
interest will be travelling parallel to 86(z ), in the same direction as Bs. The geometry
under consideration is shown in figure 2.1.

FIGURE 2.1. Geomerry for parallel TEM wave propagation in a magnetised ptasma'.LP, RCP
and LCP refer to longitudinal, right-circular and left-circr¡lar polarisations, respectively.

There are three solutions to the wave equation in this case. One is just the longitudinal electrostatic wave described in sub-section 2.1.2. Since its electric field vector is
parallel to B9 this wave mode is unchanged.1,g The other two waves are transverse
modes correspond.ing to left and right-hand circulariy polarised GCP, RCP) TEM
waves. Each wave has a cutoff atr'e

tcoç +
(DR,L

=

(

^
"ì12
Lt*'* 4rr" )

(2.s)

where the +(-) sign refers to the RCP(LCP) wave. The RCP wave undergoes ECR at
oçr, since the etectric vector rotates in the same sense as the electrons in their cyclotron gyration. Had ion motions been included, the LCP wave would undergo ion

-72for every
cyclotron resonance at oc¡ 4 OJe. In general there exists one RCP wave
At
microwave
species.g
negative particle species, and. one LCP wave for every Positive
fr.fruenciL the el'ect¡on component dominates. The frequency dispersion of these
(with respect to the
waves is shown in figure 2.2. This figure shows the normalised
(where k is a funcvacuurn speed of [gñt, c) phase velocity of the waves, aq=1¡lk,
tion of o:p, and t*) 'r".rrrt frequency' This method of plotting the dispersion relation
is clearer than the usual o versus k format in this case. Note that aq vanishes at a
resonance, and diverges at a cutoff'1
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WAVE FREQUENCY
FlGuRE2,2.sketchofphasevelocityvs.angularfrell:n-c¿-forplanewavepropagation
and RCP refer to longitudiparallel to a static -ugnåi. ngfa il acold LoËnv8?"' Ll'!çP
waves'
rl'^\f-clrcularly^polarised
potarisea
left-circularly
irally polarised electrõstatic,
1d.
'D¡ ß the AIfuén sPd: and C is the va',rålo.ity,
*"rr"
the
Bohm4ross
is
o¡6
respecrively.
an electrostatic oscillacuum speed of light. The LP mode,is a wave in a temperate Plasma,
Tanenbaum'2
from
plut*^. Taken
tion at <op" in a
"ád
neglected in the
since only the RCP wave undergoes ECR, the LcP mode wiil be
different
following d.iscussion on how to launch an external wave into ECR' Three
(ù¿"
increasBs(z)
ø,
at
=
magnetiãfield configurations could be used; 86(z) constani
(l)6,
fi¡st
case
> o¡' The
ingLto ECR from õo . co or 86(z) decreasing into ECR from
what
will be considered. u ñrritiog form of the decreasing 86(z) configtuation' To see
in figure 2'2 that
happens to a wave launched. into a non-uniform plasma, note
co' Also note that
increasing
of
increasing 86 moves both o16, and ro¡ in the direction
increasing ñ seParates ol¡ and {Ð6r.
of
For a wave launched from a region of low magnetic field towards a region
approaches
high magnetic field, cù is initiauy hr[er than olp and ro6r. As the wave
then the cutoff
ECR, it must first pass througn ine *toff at co¡. If rop, is significant,
never reaches the ECR
and resonant regions are well separated in space and' the wave
the ECR
ro.r".t3 If the cänditions are such that the evanescent wave extends into
of collisions a larger
zone, then the wave can tunnel into resonance.g In the presence
launching a
fraction of the wave will leak through to the resonance region' Cleariy'
these magnetic field
wave through a cutoff is not an efficient way to achieve ECR, so

-13geometries are not usually used for this purpose'

a region of
For a wave launchd from a region of high magnetíc field towards
toward
moves
wave
As
the
low magnetic field, ol is initially less than ro¿ and al¡.
co6' and o, and
ECR, o16, and ro¡ decrease tOwards o¡. There is no cutoff between
magnetic
ECR will occur with little reflection.9,l3 This configuration was named the
a sandy beach'
beach by Thomas StU13 in analogy to the damping of water waves on
plasma ProECR
in
This is the usual method for obtainlng ECR, and is widely used
cessing reactors.

The behaviour of the LCP wave is straightforward in an increasing magnetic field
profile; it has a cutoff like the RCP wave, but at a higher value of 86(z). This value
ii1 o.*. if n and Bs are sufficiently large. Unforrunately, figure 2.2 does not clearly
a mtoff.
ind.icate that in the magnetic beach case the LCP wave may still experience
To see this, imagine thai o¿ < ocr; if n increases (spatially) faster than B¡(z) decreases
(a likely situation in the high Bs region near a microwave input window' for examunimpte), then the LCP wave may still undergo a cutoff while the RCP propagates
TEM
polarised
of a linearly
b"¿"a into ECR. Thus the LCp anA RCP components
iurr" are generally subject to quite different propagation properties.

The preced.ing discussion has been based on the unphysical assumption of a
resonant
plasma inÀnite in ãxtent. ECR plasmas, typicaily generated in waveguides or
during
considered
be
must
which
cavities, obviously inlroduce bbundary cond.itions
conthe
force
the solution of the wave eqSration. The boundary conditions generally
tinuous plane wave rp*t¡ì* of the infinite plasma into a discrete set of allowed
wave patmod.es. Éach mode e*tlibits a unique geometric cutoff frequency, standing
tern and polarisation.3
In principle, the solution of plasma-Ioaded waveguide problems is an exercise in
has
the tensor solution of a classical boundary value problem' The general procedure
difficuit
been outlined by dtiis, Buschbaum and. Be¡s.3 In practice this is an extremely
the
that
will
assume
task. For the crude approximations required in this thesis, we
using the infinite
effects due to the plas-ma and waveguide may be treated separately
that this ts
howeve¡'
recognised,
be
plasma and vaorum waveguide moáels. It must
few of its
but
à crude approximaUon whlh captures only the essence of the problem,
details.

Diffusíon
of
Pliasmas used in processing applications are produced in vacuuln chambers
on
influence
various sorts, and are ihns bou.,ded.. These boundaries have a dramatic
the propefies and. behaviou¡s of a plasma. The most important effect is in suppiying
a sink for charged. particles. Electrôns are lost either through recombination on the
(metais) or both'
surface (metals and, insulators), absorption into the conduction band
back into
Ions ad.sorb onto surfaces where they recombine with electrons and desorb
and
the plasma as neutrals. These losses resuit in a diffusive flow of charged particles
corrLponding electric fields. The diffusion process will be described in this subsection, and the concurrent formation of potentials in the next.
Other mechanisms may contribute to electron loss under specific conditions'
affinity, such as
Attachment may occur in the Presence of species with a high electron

2.1.4. Boundaries:

-14to form
oxvqen or fluorine. This involves the capture of electrons by neulral spæies
gases are
ions.14 This process may be important in-applications, where such
""äãri".
.oå*or,, but does ,roì o..* in the gases commonly used in plasma characterisations'
the capAt high densities various gas-phase recombination mechanisms' which involve
gases'14
ture of electrons by positive ions, may become significant in moiecular
Diffusion is a net fiow of particies from regions of high to low density which
analytically by comtends to smooth out density uutiutiott. This problem is handled
dif f usion equation;
bining the fluid equations oi continuity and motion to obtain the

Y-DYzn=Q(r),
òt

(2,6)

and Q(r) is
where f is time, V2 is the laplace operator, D is the dif f usion coef ficient
a position dePendent source term'
ree diffusion, which
The diffusion coefficient is particularly simple in the case of. f
.ields. In this casel
takes place in the absence of space-charge or magnetic
KT
Dr=
' tnv

(2.7)

in a plasma; elecHowever, screening and space charge effects cannot be neglected
positive ionic space
trons initialty diffu-se morå rapidly than ions, leaving behind a
losses' Steady state occurs
charge whicir retards electron loss while accelerating ionic
by an ambipolar
when the two species diffuse at the same rate, a condition enforced
electric field.. The ambipolar diffusion coefficient is1
(2.8)
l'014 m-3, a conAmbipolar diffusion is usually observed. for plasma densitieslS above
is dominated
dition typically satisfied in ECR reactors. Note that ambipolar diffusio-n
cooling
non{ollisional
a
as
it
acts
bv the colder species (typically the ions) and, that
field'
#echanism,lS since fast electrons can surmount the ambipolar
the diffusion Process
The presence of a magnetic field introduces anisotropy into
ln this case D becomes a tensor'
because of the larmor gytãtiot perpendicular to Bo.
becomes
Assuming Bo = BoG )â, the diffusion tensor in cartesian coordinates

"

=

Ipl-?"

D¡1 ol
D* 0l,

(2.e)

o Dr_i

with elemmts

,r=2*
(t)6'*vand
DH

=

The diffusion equation (2.6) now becomes

(2.10)

Dtltl
.

{062+v2

Q.1.1)
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#="-l#"#)

*or4
òz'

(2.12)

As long as v < o6, d¡ffusion across 86 is greatly reduced from the free value; the
js
piasma is confined by the magnetic fieid.l It interesting to note that while coliisions
inhibit free diffusion, lhey enhance diffusion across a magnetic field'l Plasma
confinement with magnetic fields is of fundamentai importance in laboratory plasma
physics, fusion technology in particular. It is also a standard feafure in ECR plasma
processing reactors.

Ambipolar diffusion in the presence of a magnetic field is a complex process to
which it is not possible to assign a single d.iffusion coefficient.l'2 Since only the fofal
particle loss must be ambipolar, particle losses in any one direction need not be. AIso,
magnetic field. confin.*.nt often does not work as well as expected because of the
of various waves and/or instabilties which can dramatically increase

"*.itutio.r
particle transPort across 86.1
charged
Note that a uniform magnetic field by itself does no net work on a free charged
particle because the force is perpendicular to the induced motion. However, there are
ã host of drift motions whicñ may become important when the magnetic field is nonuniform.l Here we will consider only the effects of a gradient in 86 which is parallel
to 86. Such configurations do work through the VBe force they exert on the magnetic
moments of gYrating Particles.l
We first note that a gyrating charged particle is diamagnetic' The force exerted
on the particle along the z-axis is1
òBNQ)

F, = -þ-Åz

,

(2.13)

B
where the nugnetic moment is the kinetic energ'y perpendicular to 86 divided by u
tt:-

P

-

ffiT*2

(2.14)

zB o{z)

p
Though /L changes as the particle moves through regions of stronger or weaker B6'
,.*ulî, cãnstar,i.l As the þarticle moves into regions of weaker 86 its l-armor radius
kinetic
¡lcreases, so ?rx must necessarily d.ecrease to keep ¡r constant' Since the total
incruse as
energy of the particle must be conserved, the velocity parallel to 86 must
beach, or
magnetic
a
u,. däeas.r. Th* the particte is accelerated as it travels down
with
slowed as it tavels ,rp ìn" beach. This is the basis of axial plasma confinement
(propulacceleration
magnetic mirorsl (two beaches facing each other) and plasma
sion) with a single beach.
2.1.5. Boundaries: Sheaths

Any electric potential appearing in a plasma attracts oppositely charged particles
and repels like cñarges. Thã- resul.tánt space<harge region shields the bulk plasma
from the applied potãndal; this is called. icreening or Debye shielding'l'2 Screening in a
plasma is nót 100% effective because of the thermal motions of the screening particles'
and
Particles with kinetic energies in excess of a potentiâl wilt esaPe that potential
the
on
potentials
particles,
not contribute to screening. On average, for Maxwellian

-1,6extend into the bulk plasma.
The scaie length of a plasma is determined by the characteristic screening length,
called lhe DebYe length,T

order of

LcTr12
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For lengths on the order of l,p or less, the plasma is not quasineutral, strong electric
of the
field.s .ãU.¿ micro-fields exist throughout the plasma. Clearly, if the dimensions
plasma
containing vessel are on the order of Àp or less, screening cannot occur and a
cannot be said to exist.l
screening will occur around any biased object in contact with a plasma. The bias
itself can
is with .op".i to the plasma and need not be externally applied. The plasma
in
ambipolar
as
particles
supply tnå Uias ttrrougfr differential losses of charged
difftsion to a surfa...f Th. non-neutral space'charge region surrou¡ding a biased
object in contact with a plasma is called' a sheath '1'2
In general, the structure of a sheath can be very comPlex' For simplicity assumel
a one dimensional plasma-wall geometry where the mean free paths of ali particles
is at zero
are much larger tt,ut, Ào (collisionless sheath). Also assume that the plasma
surface (perfect
potential*, anã that all charged particles are lost uPon contact with the
absorber). Since electrons are lost at a much higher rate than ions' ambipolar
wail (or plasma)
d.iffusion produces a positive sPace charge layer next to the wall' The
(wall) called the
d.evelops a net negative (positive) potentìd with respect to the plasma
The sheath has
particles.
sheath potential, [,{,), *ti.t', equalises the loss of charged
the form shown in figure 2.3.
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FIGURE 2.3. Structure of a simple one dimensionai collisionless-sheath'
Tanenbaum'2
from
(z
Taken
plasma is defined to be at zero potentiaf so s5 ) is negative.
o Throughout this thesis, potentials, denoted by Q, will be taken with respect to the plasma'
while voltaies, denoted by V, will be with resPect to the system ground'

-77decreases
Electrons are repelled by 0s (z ) and their density within the sheath
rapidly,
less
accord.ing to a Boltzmann factor. The ion density also dæreases, though
"edge" of the sheath
as they space out due to their acceleration towards the wall. The
is co.,rrer,ìionally taken where q¡rasi-neutral conditions begin' Immediately outside the
sheath is a quasi-neutral pre-sheath, within which exists a potential of approximately
w.Trl?-e. This is a result of imperfect screening by thermal electrons.

To get an expression for þsQ), the nonlinear Poisson equation for the sheath
must be solved.l Fãrrunately, the achral solution is not important here. However, the
requirement for a physical solution to exist, known as the Bohm sheath criterion, yields
imþortant information concerning- sheath formation. It states that a positive sPace
chårge sheath will form onlY when16
Qs(z) s

-

xT"

(2.1.6)

"
o11

a;Q)

>

KT,

1n

(2.17)

ttl¡

(2'16) impties that
is satisfied. Note that a pre'sheath exists for any 0s É 0' Physically,
only when the potential applied to a surface exceeds a certain value will a sPaceof the ions
cfrarge sheath foirm. Ttre aÎtèrnative form, (2.'17), states that the velocity
i*púg^g on the surface, acquired through acceleration by the pre-sheath, must
exieed a critical value (the ion acoustic speed)'
A particularly important consequence of sheaths in laboratory plasmas is that the
proper reference potential is the ftot-o (or space) potential, QP, âssumed by the
Qr may vary from point to
þf"r*u d.ue to wall sheaths.lT ff the walls are insulating, definition.
Any insulator or
point.18 If they are grounded cond,uctors, then þp=Vp by
floating metai object with an area small compared to that of the walls inserted into
the pËma will assumethe floatlng potential, Qr, which is negative with respect to
to
the ilasma potential. Qp arises from the same mechanism as Sp, but is not equal $p
area of an
because it forms in the presence of an existing potential. If the surface
the enti¡e
object exposed to the plasma is comparable to that of the wall, or perturbs
then $p wlll change.19 Note that the system ground, if one
plasma in some
^*rr..,
exists, is independent of both Sp and Q¡ '
2.2. REA,CTOR DESIGNS

The purpose of this section is to d.escribe the various ECR reactor designs
reported io tt literature. The host of ECR processing applications will not be
"
inctuded as they are beyond the scope of this thesis'
a
The reader wiil probably not be surprised to learn that ECR systems come in
the
through
pilf"i.t
t types of reactors can be distinguished
wid.e variety of styler.
different techniques with which ECR is produced. The basic technicai issues which
must be addressed in all EcR reactor deiigns are concerned with the magnetic field
There are two
geometry and how the micr-owaves shou-ld be coupled into the plasma'
and
diaergent
lhe
äagnetiå field geometries currenily in use in ECR systems;

lo
- l('-

fields are simply dipole
multipolar field geometries, illustrated. in figure 2'4. Dívetgent

fietdsgenerated-bysoleniod'sencirclingtheplas¡¡¿chamber'whilemultipolereactors
field configuration'
use an arrangement of permanent magnets to form a c1lsP
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FIGURE2.4.BasicmagneticfieldgeometriesusedinECRplasmaprocessingsystems.The
the magnetic flux densitop figure ,i o*, it Uãri. g"o-.t[ while the bottom graph shows
to form a mag:netic
"
soleniod
u
Uy
ty along the noted axes. (ã) Divergent field generatea
magîets'
permanent
by
(hexapole)
generated
ñeld
ú"a.n. õl MultiPolar

The microwaves can be coupled into the plasma using either a waveguide'
a hollow conducting
resonant cavity or antenna. To be specific,20'21 a waveguide is

is a closed conducting
pipe which supports a travelling wave, while a resonant cavity
standing wave ratio)'
cavity which supports a standing wave of high VSWR-(voltage
are to allow a
provisos
The "travelling wave" and "stan-d.ing wave of high VSWR"
fubes
functional distinction for antenna-based systems, which also use conducting
not resonant)' Note that
Õut not to guid.e travelling waves) or caviúes þut which are
frequencies/ are genelectrode-b"t"¿ (*t"nna) ãystems, which are common at radio
plasmas.
erally not used. to generate magnetised or ECR microwave

Field Reactors
the divergent
By far the most common type of ECR plasma processinq j:".,1?i,"
early
Another
field, or "reactive ion beam", tyPe originaily d'eveioped at Hitachi'z
related to fusion
design evolved. from machin.t-ótigio"iy used to study problems
upon the
reactors in use todav
i?,P*asf
;;;ï*." røot, divergent field
"9131
One implementaäesign developed at Ñppon Telephone and Telegraph NTD.¿4þ
fealures of diverthe
of
most
tion of the NTT design L shown io figrrt. 2.5, in which
available from
gent field reactors .Ã b" ,*"r,' Designs of this tyPe are commercially
Àeveral sources and are widely r:sed in applications'

2.2.1. Divergent
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FIGURE 2.5. Representative divergent field ECR microwave plasma processing
NT'f
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from
Patent.6

Clearly many variations of this theme are Possible, and many have been rePortd'
in the literafu¡e. The magnetic field Profile can be modified through the use of iron
to
structuresb or additional magnets or coils.26,27 DC or RF potentials-qltt b" aPplied
modify
the
or
the sample table to either control the energy of impinget',¡ i6¡527'2ð'¿e
a suPplasma in front of the samples.3O Sputtering targets could be added to provide
implemented
be
can
piy of materiai unavailabl" lt gaseons form.26 A true ion source
itiongt the ad.dition of an appropriate grid system on the plasma chamber
o'
or¡i.".31Ê2 The resonant cavity .ä ¡à rephcäd wiitr a section of waveguide,Z7'z9
related
fusion
replacd by an antenna structure, such as the Lisitano coil often used in
;5;-t:,giiì,-,i" sample and ptasma chambers can be combined.3s'36'37'38
An interesting design has recently been developed' by German researchers39'40
of a
and is being sfudiá at l]eybold AG. The piasma is generated across the aperture
To generate
large microiave horn antenna and is used as a large area plasma source'
un""ppro*imately dipole magnetic field across the large antenna aPerfure' a circummagnetic
ferenìiat alTangemeni of permanent magnets is used' However, the actual
perpendicuoccurs
fietd configuraiion is such that significant microwave propagation
lar to the magnetic field. Becausã of this, and the novelty of the design, it will not be
considered further in this thesis'
Finally, a number of systems have been reported23'41'42 *¡is¡ are basically magThese
netised versions of the early microwave d.ischarge fube-in-waveguide designs'43
used'
systems are not optimised for EcR operation, and are only rarely
2.2.2.

Multipolar Reactors

in the
There have been three multipolar ECR plasma processing systems reported
at CNET
literature. only one, the so<alted DECR (dist¡uute¿ ECR) reactor, developed
commer(Centre Nationai d'Erudes des Télêcommunications) in France' is available
;i"lly.* U"f*. solenoid-based reaciors, there is no representative multipolar ECR

20js
system. Forhrnately there are fewer variations to be considered. The DECR system
,i,o*o in figure á.6,. This system has a potential advantage over divergent field
that the
designs because it is a large volume reactor which is easily scaied up. Note
of a
su¡face
the
outer
reactor can be made plutt;, or with the antennas located on
rytinder to produce a central-source configuration'

MONOPOLE

ANTENNAE

PERMANE
MAGNETS
Shown is
FIGURE 2.6. Desig-n of the DECR multipolar microwave plasma processing leactor.
the
above
directly
located
are
rod
antennas
The
chamber.
an interior sectlori of the plasma
are
Microwaves
for
ECR.
required
that
exceeds
magnetic,field
where^the
magnets
peûnanent
ñeld)
(across
magnetic
the
diffuses
launched i¡to the "ECR lobes", frãm which the plasma
into the center of the chamber. Taken from Pichot and Du¡andet.6

The pred.ecessor of the DECR system was a hybrid multipole-solenoid design,
multipowhere a standard divergent field plasma source launched plasma into a large
DECR
the
of
favour
in
U, .f,"*U"r.a6 This system aPPears to have been abandoned
design, which produces denser and more uniform plasmas'
The other multipole design consists of a resonant cavity containing a multipolar
ring of permanent màgnets, *ititi" which ECR conditions are produced, at one end of
a larger
the" carrity. T The piur*u chamber is attached as a pl,asma source onto
chamber, as in divergent field reactors.
2.3. PLASMA CHARACTERISATIONS

The ECR plasma processing system studied in this thesis is basically a divergent
of diverfieid reactor. In this section the literarure concerning plasma characterisations
Mulreviewed'
gent field. ECR microwave plasma processing systems will be critically
tìpohr ECR reactors will not be considered here'
in
Few plasma characterisations of ECR processing systems have been reported
were Perthe literalure. Given this, it must be noted that a number of these studies
studies
these
of
some
that
and
formed by equipment manufacturer/s and/or vendors,
or
avoid
may havå beàn subject to a bias (conscious or not) to "pl'ay down"' neglect
such features
featu¡es which *uy u" considered undesi¡able by potential customers'
may include non-uniformities, discontinuous behaviours or anomalous properties'

-27However, these are often those features which are of most interest in efforts to model
the plasma, since they can provide unique clues to the physical mechanisms important
in the piasma. napeis from the following rnanufacfu¡e1,s and/or vendors should be
considered in this light: Hitachi Ltd.d fuücroscience Inc'€'49 ¡5126'31'50'51Þ2 "t't¿
Veeco lnstruments lnc.'32
The primary system variables that have been examined include B6Q), the
incident (P¡), reflected (PR) and absorbed (Pa = P¡-Pn) microwave powers' the
(p) and composition. The
plasma chamber dimensions, and the nzutral gas pressure
ieactors are typically a few centimeters to tens of centimeters in diameter, and several
tens of centimeterr iottg. The walls of the plasma chambers are typically clean, electrically ground.ed stainless steel, although quartz disclarg9 lubes or sleeves are sometimest"A to isotate the plasma from the metal walls. The microwave Power range
The presextends from near 0 to over 2000 W, but is tyPica[y a few hundred Watts.
10-3 range'
sure range covers 10-5 to 10-1 Torr, but is *tt"Uy restricted to the 10a to
used'
The mosi commonly used gas is Ar, with H2, N2, Oz and CFa also

Global Parameters
A globai parameter is one which is characteristic of the plasma as a whole'
characterislnclud.ed under this label are breakdown and maintenance Powers, power

2.3.1.

P¡

versus P¡, shape and position'
The electrical breakdown of a gas into a magnetised microwave plasma has been
a plasma
considered in d.etait by MacDonald.S Lr general, the power required to ignite
plasma
d.ecreases drastically when ECR conditions are satisfied within the
this
since
configuration,
field
magnetic
chamber.5,29,38,48,53,v This is tme regardless of
Breakdown
only influences microwave propagation once a plasma has formed'
poi"r, decrease sharply as Be inlreases towards ECR, but increase only gradually as
the resoBs becomes gfeater than that required for ECR.5,38 The observed width of
The pressure
nance, at or below about 10-3 iorr, is app.roximately 0'02 1"t¡"'30'38
increasing p
that
is
such
range commonly used. in ECR reactors (104 to ].0" Torr)
decreases the power required to ignite a plasma'sÞ3
It has been noted that while ECR allows for very efficient plasma generation,
fields above that required. for ECR produce significantly denser plas-

tics such as

masnetic

This is important because the plasma density is more important
the higher
^ui.zl,zz,tt38,5556
than the efficiency of generation in processing applications. The reason for
it appears that
d.ensities observed abãve ECR is not yet understood. Nonetheless,
region of
extended
an
with
efficient high density operation requires a magnetic beach
is
strong magnetic fieia þreceaing tire ECR zone. In such configurations, ECR Pri(generatmarily *"d to ignite the plasmã, since the microwaves are mostly absorbed
ing dlnse ptasmã) before the ECR zone once the plasma has been formed'
be
The efficienry with which microwave Power is absorbed by the plasma can
match
the
to
designed
greatty enhanced through the use of external luning devices
(minimise PR )'38'48'49 Matching is
plasma chamber to the iest of the microwave circuit
of matching
also affected by system variables such as Bs(z), P¡, and p '48'49 The degree
(unmatched) ECR
can affect the visible shape and position of the Pl?:Ta. The initial
plasma chamber
the
plasma may be dim, have a largã P¡ and low r1.48'49 ¡4u¡thing

-22imped.ance with that of the waveguide transmission line causes the plasma to sudaenfy increase in brightness. This bright plasma also exhibits a low P¡ and high
,.æi+s The transition from the "dim" to the "bright" plasma exhibits^hy^steræis when
(radial)
accomplished by changing system variables sncñ * Bo, Pt and p.48'49 ¡¡.
shape of the bright, matched plasma could be in the .form of a rylindrical axial
.oLr*r,, hollow cytindrical ton$, or could be uniform.4S'49 1¡" exact shape, size and
position of the bright plasma region depends on the matching, and thtæ on P¡, p and
BsQ).
plasmas like these, which exhibit stable properties over a limited range of conditions, but between which occur discontinuous transitions, will be called plasma modes.
These modes appear to be a basic property of magnetised and ECR microwave plasmas, but no systematic studies have been reported in the literature- In chapter 5, global plasma properties are used to systematically investigate the modes which occurred
in our ECR plasma processing system.
A number of sfudies found that increasing either P¡ or p caused the plasma to
(no
gradually change shlp^e from a column (no plasma near the walls) to a ring
ilurrn" on the u*ir¡.a8Ã9 A striking photograph of this phenomena is given by Miyake
àt uL57 As will become appareni shortly, these shapes were also manifested in other
properties of the plasma.-As yet, no explanation has been offered for these observaiio[".sz,tz,æ,+eÞa
2.3.2, Plasma DensitY

The plasma density, n, in divergent field ECR processing reactors is highly variable since it depend.s ón a[ system Parameters to some degree' The range of n is
about 1016 to tgta *-a, averaging on the order of 1017 under typical operating conditions.
The plasma density was observed to decrease aiong the axis downstream of the
ECR zonà.T,37,48 Indód, the evidence appears to suggest that n foilows Bç(z)
variation of
directly,30,37,38 onsci¿lly in the downstream region. However, since the
resulting
Bo h ihis region is roughly exponential, this could merely be a coincidence
frám the ubiquitous nahrre of exponential^ variations in physical phenomena'
of this
Nonetheless, n d.oes increase with 80,2630,37'æ although the exact nature
will be
dependence remains unciear. Lr chapter 6, a non-simple magnetic field profile
n and
between
used in order to eliminate the possiUifity of a misleading coincidence
Bs.

Increasing the pressure should eventually eliminate any dependence of n on Bg
Larmor
once collisions with neutrals occur sufficiently often to prevent significant
different
with
but
gases,
gyration. This was observed in both noble and molecular
axis, while
results in the two cases.s ln Ar, n remained essentially constant along the
it decreased significantly h oz and CFa. Not only does this data suggest that loss
mechanprocesses in noUte and molecular gases are different at high p,b\t that-the
Lm underlying ptasma generation may have changed as well (the high p plasmas
for the loss
appear to U. g.tt.rated. at the window, rather than at the ECR zone)' As
(with a relatively long
mechanisms, it was proposed that colüsion dominated diffusion
mean free path tmgti) was responsible for the flat n profile in Ar, while

-?3gases.30 Recomrecombinatioh was responsible for the decrease of n in the molecula¡
bination in Ar proced.s through the tfueebody reaction
Q.18)
Ar*+Ar+e +2/^Í,

which has a very slow reaction rate under the conditions present's However, dissociative recombination of the tYPsia

AB++d*(A*+A+hv)+B

(2.19)

charged
takes place at a sufficiently high rate to account for the observed decay of
*
hv a
and
state
excited
an
specles in the molecular g"" plat*us.3o Here, an denotes
not
be
piotoo. The d.iffere^.. iti these two processes implies that rare gases should
gas
used in plasma characterisations which purport to model the complex molecular
H2
was
why
mixfures used in applications (at least not at high p)' This is one reason
used in this thesis; it is the simplest of the molecular gases.
away
sub-ECR Ar plasmas at low p also exhibited an n profile which 9Tuy"¿
result
from the microwave introduction window.38 Howerrer, this was more likely ihe
by
formed
generation
of the formation of an extended region of decreasing plasma
diffusion or
non-resonant (collisional) absorption of the microwaves, rather than

recombination Processes.
Torr)' where
Some anomalous resuits were found in one study at low p Qx1'0-s
The
n was found to incruse away from the ECR zone (do*.t a divergent field)'32
it
invokes
since
satisfying
explanation offered. for this phenomena is not particularly
(described in section 2'1'3)
the stand.ard. "magnetic beach" model of wave propagation
near' the
without an explanation of why plasma generation did not occur in, or even
ECR zone.
comThe dependence of n on the overall magnitude of Bs aPPears to be quite
a
that
aPPear
It
does
p1ex,31,32 as the mechanism of plasma generation is affected'
is
beach
substantial increase in n occ.ri, when the magnihrde of the magnetic
but
window,Z
introduction
sufficient for ECR to occur well away from the microwave
not so high that othe¡ (as yet unknown) effects begin to interfere with the plasma
generation process'31'32
with the
Different radial n profiles have been observed which aPPear conelated
modes occurring
visible modes describdin sub-section 2.3.1. The two most common
a toms exhibitor
profile,30'€'58
under ECR conditions have either a centrally peaked
The former would be expected from the funing a density minimum an the
"*¡.32"58
profiIes of system
damental diffusion mode and. from the fact that most of the radial
either uniform or
are
quantities (microwave field, magnetic field, neutral gas density)
åntratly peaked. No explanation has yet been qiY"l for the toroidal mode' However'
it does occur, since
as far as ãpp¡cations aå concerned., ii is probably fortunate that
form an essenappropriatå conditions can be chosen so as to "mix" the two modes to
tåify n^t rad.ial d.ensity profile.32,€'58 Such a profile is essential in commercial applicaend producis'
tions, where large.area uniformity is essential to the function of many
directly
Increasing p¡ causes a linear to sublinear increase in n measured either
indepenbe
to
in the ECR regionZZ,lZ,+a,+S or downstream.31,53,58 This resuit aPPears
found at high
dent of the gas type (Ar, N2, O2). Some evidence of saturation has been
have been
which
pã*", r.ï"f,iãróäs Some non-monotonic results were also found,32

-24correl,ated to the fonnation of the toroidal deruity mode dæcribed above. The rate of
incrpase of n with P¡ has been observed to either decreasd8 or increaseS3 with pressure. The latter results show other behaviours indicative of mode transitions, and so
may not be tyPical.
In a related set of experiments,4S'49 the diameter of the plasma chamber was
reduced while P¿ (and all other system variables) was held constant. n was found to
increase. This should have been expected, since it is the pou)er dansity, (W/m2 or
W¡m3) which determines n.59 Therefore, in scaling experiments such as these the total
absorbed power must be reduced atong with the chamber dimensions in order to
keep the po*"r density constant, otherwise the effects of power and dimension can-

not be separated.
Interestingly, it was found that n in the ECR zone was higher in pulsed plasmas
than in plasmãs sustained. by continuous microwave excitation.23 No explanation for
this resúlt was offered, but somewhat different plasma generation mechanisms, or
modes, may be susPected.
the variation of n with p is quite^c.o:rsistenU n increases
The data concerning
"Torr,
above which saluration sets in.2'€'53"58 1¡¡ result was
with p up to about 10-3
largeiy independent of P¿ , B s(z), chamber size and the location of the measurement'
Data outside the range of 10+ to 10-2 Torr is relatively scarce.^However, it does
appear that n begins to d.ecreases as p increases above 10:3 Torr.58 Below 104 Torr
ttré aata is very non-monotonic and was affected by the formation of toroidal modes,
as noted elsewhere in that study.32
It has been noted. that the total ion current collected downstream can be larger
than the flow rate of Ar atoms into the plasma chamber.s Thus a significant fraction
of the ion population must be due to recycledo neutrals, a fact which can have serious
implications ior applications. Since reaction products may contribute to n, but not
towards the processing, n may not be as useful a figure of merit for ECR processing
systems as has traditionally been assumed.
2.3.3. Electron TemPerature

The electron temperature, T, of Ar processing plasmas falls within the range of 2
In molecular gas=,^:1d.:r simil,ar conto 12 eV, averaging about 7
"y.22,26,30,32,38,48,58
ditions, T, varies over the same range, but with a lower average.23'30'48'49
Te was found to vary substantially along the axis of divergent field plasma
chambers. Typically T, drops rapidly_away from the ECR zone, then decreases more
slowly in the d.ownsfream plasma.38,a8,a9 1¡. rate of decrease increases with pressure,
as does the magnitude of the decreas e.38'49 This is because increasing p increases the
collision frequency and thus the rate at which the electrons thermally equilibrate with
the nzutral gas. Cleariy this implies that T, in the downstream plasma wiil depend
o By recycied we mean ions which had previousiy adsorbed onto the collector' recombined
with án electron (thus contributing to the cur¡ent) and then desorbed back i¡to the plasma as a
neutral atom, only to be ionised ãgain. A single atom may undergo this process several times
each ion was
befrore being *".í"t"d from the plãr^a chamber. Thus it would appear as though
atoms.
neutral
of
rate
mulriply chärged, and the collected current could exceed the input

-rçupon p, as tias been observed,s although it aPPears that in the ECR zone itself I' is
iniependent of p.49 Note that one study found T, to vary non-monotonically with p
in the downstream region.Z While no mechanism for this behaviour was $rvm, it was
correlated with changê in n, and may be indicative of mode changes in the plasma.
The rate of d.ecreasã of T, with p also appears to be less in plasmas where the
microwaves are absorbed along an extended region, as in sub-ECR plasmass or in
plasmas with long ECR zones.aS The radial 1, profile was only^examined downstream
ãf a visibly uniform plasma; no rad.ial variation was observed.€
Increasing P¡ increases the ionisation fraction, and. thus n, rather than Tr.ul-¡¡o
systematic change in T¿ with P¿ has been noted.s8 Only "irregular" variations,S3 in
one case over a wide range of power,32 were found. These may be indicative of mode
transitions.

magnetic field profile can influence
Tr.26 Sp*ifically, it was stated that that forming a small mirror in the downstream
..gion ie¿ucea T¿ in the plasma behind the mirror. However, what the data actually
up!"u.t to show is that increasing the diaergence of the field increased Tl but that the
mágnifude of the mirror had no effect on T,. Also, this trend was no larger than
ratìer due either to error or mode transitions, and is therefore unconvincing. These
probe measurements are also suspect for other reasons discussed at the end of this
ihupt.r. Since downstream control of T, would be of considerable use in many aPplications, more work on this problem should be undertaken'
OnIy one study reported electron energy distribution function GEDÐ measurements.3O Two measurements were made, under extremely different conditions, so the
generality of these results is not known. The result was that the form of the EEDF
was close ¡6 þ[¿¡v¿sllian, but with a lower high energy tail. This was also found to be
true even in the ECR zone.

It has been claimed that the downstream

2.3.4. Potentials

The plasma potential, Vp, is a parameter of great practical importance ECR
plasma processing reactors. All measu¡ements of Vp in these systems to date have
t""o ¡.,id" using the cunent-voltage characteristics of langmuir probes. However, as
will be discussed in sections 3.4.4 and 4.3.2, unless the probe dimensions in the plane
perpendicular to Bs(z) are-less than r¿, the true value of Vp cannot be reliably detera
mined. in this manner.18,Ñ,61,62,63 In this sifuation electron collection is confined to
region of electron deficient plasma along 86(z )
f lux tube consisting of an extended
with a cross section given by the intersection of the probe with the lines of magnetic
flux.ß Under these cõnditions electron collection is dependent on the rate of diffusion
of electrons into, and. rate of electron generation in, the flux fube. Thus the region of
the probe characteristic near and above Vp ts severely perfurbed, and parameters
extraìted directly from this region (such as Vp ) will exhibit complex dependencies on
B6Q),

p

and inelastic collision Processes.

Accurate determinations of Vp, âssurìing a Maxwellian EEDF, could be made
using emissive probes,18,O very small langmuir probes (section 3'4), or simply by calculation from the floating voliage, Vp, anâ T, obtained from a standard thin-sheath
above,
probe (whether or not it satisfies the weak magnetic field condition described

-26to the author's knowledge, none of the shrdies on ECR processing plasmas used any of these techniques. [n fact, none of the studies even Provided"cåmparable mpasurements of T, and Vp (or n ), even though they can all be
obtained from a single probe characteristic!
With the above in mind, the behavíour of Vp as reported in the literatu¡e will
now be described. Plasma potentials in ECR processing reactors tend to be low; ranging from 5 to 35 V under typigat operating conditions, averaging about 20 V' Vp has
bõn shown to both d,ecrea"eÆ,49 and to remain constant axially (irrespective of the
shape of the downstream magnetic field profile).26 In the former case, Vp was
for
obsãrved to follow n, and thus 86(z). No density measurements were provided
86(z),
with
comparison in the latter sfudy, although vp was found to increase slowly
* ¿i¿ n.26 Tlte radial profiIe of Vp well downstream of a visibly uniform ECR plasma
radius than
was constant, as was Ès(r) and n (although Vp remainedso over a l'arger
s€e section 4.3). However,

n).a8

Pn ' A
appears to be either independent of,s or only weakly d'ependent on,€
shape and
weak aepãndence in the ECR region was attributed to changes in the:"dil}
This
same
absorption'av
density þrofile of the plasma pioduced by increased power
rate of increase of
study'fo^una that decràsing the size of ttre chamber enhanced the
vp over a constant P¿ range. As mentioned earlier, this scaling data was not properly
not the total
piesented; the independenivariable should have been the power density,
was not taken into
àbsorbed Power. ALo, the change in the axial profile of the plasma
such that the
account in this figure, even though several of the chamber radü were
waveguide was operating below cutoff'

vp

The pressure dependence of Vp appears to be relatively straightforwatd; Vp
to 10-3 Torr as P
decreases in an exponential-like manner over the range of 10a
increases.3o'Æ

unaffected
The floating voltage is easily measured' with langmuir probes and is
radius'
by the pr.r.n..ãf mafrretic field.s as long as r¿¡ is much larger than the probe
have
srudies
Úr,fo.rur,ute\y, Vp =Vp +$p is meaningful only relative to Vp' Sevga^I
but none
examined. the behavio* oi Vp in ECR- ptasmå processing systems,2337'49
could be
Vp
which
provided simultaneous reliable *"**.*ãnts of Vp, ot of T, from
measurements of
calculated.. Variations in Vr are impossible to exptain unless reliable
shows a
the more fundamental quantities are provided. For exampLe, Vp typically
theory states
strong decrease in the EõR zone.37 AssumingVp to be constant, probe
Tí which
(see sub-section 4.3.2 for details) that this is a direct result of an increase in
is just what is observed.s
measurements in
Consid,erably more work is called for in the area of potential
As will be
ECR processing jtasmas, especially given their importance in applications'
discussed next, thei¡ effect on ion energies is particularly significant'

Ion EnergY
of
It is conventionally assumed that the temPerature, or mean kinetic energy'
most of the
ions in a microwave plasma is near that of the neutral gas, since
measurements have
microwave energy is colpled directly to the electrons'7 However,
non-thermal
shown that ions in ECR microwave processing plasmas exhibit distinctly

2.3.5.

-27beam-like energy distributions, with mean energies ranging from less than 1 eV to
more than 50 sy.?Á38,7'u These high ion energies can arise from the ion generation
process and/or acceleration by spatially non-uniform potentials.
As an example of the first process consider the dissociation of H2 by electron
impact.6 This is a Franck{ondono process with a dissociation energy of 8.8 eV.
Since the bond energy is only 4.5 eV, each H atom carries away 2.15 eV of kinetic
energy. Subsequent ionisation of the H atoms produces energetic H+ ions. This process has been invoked to explain the ion energies observed in Hz plasmas generated
with a Lisitano coil,7 and may have been responsible for the high ion energies
observed by optical emission spectroscopy in 02 divergent field plasmas.64 In most
sifuations however, this mechanism is probabty secondary to direct acceleration by
non-uniform electrostatic potentia-ls since large ion energies have also been observed
in Ar plasmas.26'eq'øz
The kinetic energy of an ion at an arbitrary point in the pl,asma, r, is given by
E;(r) = E¡(r) + Vp(rs)

-

Vp(r)

,

(2.20)

where rs denotes the ion's point of origin and E¡ denotes the ion's kinetic energ'y' The
energy of an ion impingent on a surface is given by Q.2Ð with Vp(r) replaced by Vr
for a floating or insulating object, or some DC bias value resulting from an applied
voltage. Note that the width of the ion energy profile in this model depends directly
on thã amount of spatial variation of E; (16) +Úp {re) in the ion generation region.T'26
Increasing p decreases both the magnitud.e of, and variation in, E'i.26'7'67 Th'
could be a result of enhanced cooling through çslliqle¡s with neutralsT and/or to a
decrease in the magnitude and, variation of Vp(rs).26 Recall from the previous subsection that Vp does in fact decrease with p.
Changing the shape and magnilude of 86(z) also influences E;, through Vp,by
changing tt't" ãiffurion process from which Vp develops.6T Lr particular, it was found
that a magnetic mirror in the downstream plasma could act as an ion energy filter;
increasing the strength of the mirror decreased both the magnitude26'67 un¿ variation26 of E;.

A futl understanding of Ej will require a ñrm grasP of diffusion in non-u¡iform,

magnetised. plasmas, since this determines the potential profiles. The development of
s.t.h a model will require more acfllrate and extensive spatially-resolved plasma

characterisations. This should be given a high priority in view of the importance of
ion energy in applicatio*.17^58 The spatial variation of the plasma parameters and
potentials is the focus of chapter 6.

MODELLING ECR PROCESSING PLASMAS
In this section the assumptions of the Lorentz gas model of ECR processing plasmas will be examined in the light of the experimental data. Since only order of magnilude estimates are required, it will be convenient to define a "standard" ECR
2.4.

o The Franck{ondon principle states,

in part, that the time required for an electronic transÊ
extremely short compared to the molecular vibrational period, so that
the internuclear distance is constant during such a transition.æ
tion, such as ionisation,

ii

-28processing plasma:

Ar

neutral gas tYPe
neut¡a1 gas Pressure
neutral gas temPeralure
electron temPeralure
ion energy
plasma densitY
microwave frequenry
magnetic flux densitY
minimum chamber dimension

(10-3 Torr)
Pn =0.133 Pa

T'=300K

T,

= 70 eV (Maxwsììian)

1 eV (non-thermal, beam-üke)

n = lg17

f

Bo

^-3

= 2'45 GF{z

= 0.0875 Tesla (875 Gauss; ECR)

L=10cm

TABLE 2.1. Parameters of a "standard" ECR microwave processing plasma.

to behave üke a plasma
euasi-neutrality was required in order for the discharge
guaranteed
and sã that the plasma approximation could be used. Quasi-neutrality is
plasma
(2.15)
the
standard
l,p
to
for
in an electron-ion plasma if l, * L. Applying
posiyields Lo = 75 t *, ro this condition is well satisfied. In addition, since both
(there are a large
iivety and negatively charged particies are generated in abundance
number of each *itii" a-sphlre of radius I¡r), screening prevents any significant
imbalance of charge from devefoPing in the bulk piasma'
The electron population has been shown by direct measurement to be well
characdescribed by an apþrå*imately Maxwellian distribution with some Dmvestyn
is
result
the
i"..æ wt ile ttris åiclusion is based on a single pair of meastuements,
2'1"1')'
that expected for a magnetised. microwave Lorentz gas (see before sub-section
beamThe poiitive ion populãtion, however, has been shown to exhibit a distinctly
backionic
like, non-thermal character. Thus the assumPtion of a cold, immobile
to the
ground, is incorrect. However, the very l,arge mass of the ions as compared
ionic
to
instantaneously
ãl*tron, implies that the electrons can resPond essentially
when- modelling
motions, so this assumption can still be used to a first approximation
phenomena,
diffusion-related
of
wave phenomena. These ions beams are a product
ignored
and so cannot be negiected in d.iscussions of this problem, nor can they be
be
when considering *tã aesigo and interpretation of langmuir probes, which can
sensitive to Plasma flow.
of
That ECR processing plasmas are weakly ionised can be seen from the degree
ionisation in the plasma, which is given by
uN---

n

nt+n

,

(2.21)

from the
where n,, is the density of neutral gas particies. This can be estimated
Boltzmann form of the ideal gas law;
Pn

= nrtkTn '

(2.?2)

on the order
which yields nn = 3x1.01e m-3 in the standard. plasma. Thus a is typically
while this
of |vo, and can reach values as high as 10 to 207o under extreme conditions'
to a fully
is very high compared to most processing Plasmas, it does not correspond

-29 ionised gas, and. collisions with nzulrals will Play a role in the dynamics of the
plasma, as in wave damping and dffusion across Bç
The role 6f sellisions is characterised by the collision frequencies, v¡r (between a
test particle of species i and a field- particle of species k ), and the mean free path
lengths, /¡. These are rel,ated throughl
t_J

al

,

Q.23)

'ir- rß'

where u¡ is the individual test particle speed. Thjs will be assumed to be given by the
most prJbable sped, for thjs (Maxwellian distributed) species;l
I z*r,
-.
u; -- Il-

7n

(2.24)

J

'

lmj

For a 10 eV electron, ae = ù1.06 m/s, while for room temperalure Ar atoms, un = 350
m/ s.
For collisions between neutral particles, Inn can be estimated with good accuracy
using the hard-sphere ideal gas relarion6S

.

I
'"" ---

kTn

,ErE2pn

/

(2.25)

where ô is the colliqion rtiameter of the neutral molecules. For Ar, ô = 0.364 nm, for
H2 õ = 0.275 nm. Vaiues of õ for other common gases are given by Dushman'68
Under our standard cond.itioffi In,, = 5 crn, which is significant in neutral gas flow
problems (sub-section 3.1.2). However, the coilision frequency between neutral Paftiðlo, vnn, is a neglig¡ble7 kHz due to the low value of'Tn'
Electron-neutral collision cross sections are generally complex functions of velocity, so it is more convenient to obtain v- from empirical data than from calculation'
For this purpose we will use the v^lP, versus kinetic energy graphs provided by
MacDonaìd.S-The electron energy will be assumed to be given by the most probable
energy of a single electron in a population describ.d by a Maxwellian distribution,
whicÏ is ¡11st *lr.\a It should. be pointed out that v-lpr is essentially constant with
respect to energy in Hz at approximately 5x10e (s'Torr)-l. This simple behaviou¡ was
ooå ,.*or, wiry H, may be preferred over more complex gases such as Ar in fundamental plasma studies. Regardless, f.or a 10 eV electron in Ar, v*lpn - 13'5x10e
(s.Torr)-i. Therefore at 10-3 Torr, v- = 13.5 MHz and I- = 15 cm'
Charged particle collisions do not contribute significantly to the dynamics of ECR
processinf phsmas si¡ce n is too low. This can be seen by calculating ! ¿, Y ee and v;¡
from the;'handy" formul,as provid.ed by Chen.l Atl three parameters are Jound to be
less than 100 ki{z. This is much less than v-, which in h]rn is much less than or'
order of
Because of the high velocities involved, the mean free path lengths are on the
contribute
not
do
tens of meters, much larger than L. Also, líke-particle collisions
significantly to diffusion,t and so are further reduced in importance'
The net result is that electron-neutral collisions are indeed the dominant coìlision
proCeSS. However, SinCe V- 4.0), (ìp¿r coç, they Can be COnSidered of SeCondary,
though not negligible, importance in wave and diffusion Processes.

-30The fact that l- > L may, at fi¡st glance, suggest that the diffusion equation does
not apply to ECR processing plasmas. However, ECR plasmas are strongly magnet'rsed, which means that the mean free path length for charged particlæ diffusing
across Be is effectively r¿, lrot /.1,5 The effect of 86 on charged particle diffusion can
be seen in the ratio

Dx
D, =

v2

ar2+v2 '

(2.26)

which is approximately 3x10-5 for eleclrons in the standard plasma, but only on the
order of 1 iôr the ions. Thus electrons are very well confined, but ions are not. Looking directly at the larmor radü, applying (2.1) and Q.24) to the standard plasma, we
firia r¡, = 0.1,2 mm and r¡¡ = 10 mm. This asymmetry in the transPort of charged particles implies that ambipotar diffruion in an ECR reactor will be dominated by the
the "slower" species) but by the ions axially (as in the
electrons radially (since ih"y
"t"
unmagnetised case). In general, âny radial confinement at all leads to a larger axial
R..r" oÏ phsma than would result simply from unmagnetised ambipolar diffusion, or
from acceleration bY VBs forces.
Finally, some comments on the problems which need to be addressed by any
modelling effort will be made. It should be clear from the previous section that neither
the geneiation or loss mechanisms operating in ECR processing plasmas are well
of the
und.erstood. While some attempts have been made to explain the exact nahre
and
strucfures
plasma
the
of
microwave power absorption mechanism(s), the origins
developed'
modes remains unciear at best. Certainly no predictiae model has been
Intimately connected. with the generation problem is the question of plasma loss'
Developing an accurate model of the d.iffusion Process trnder the complicated conditions fôunã i¡1 ECn processing plasmas wiil be difficult. Yet this is perhaps the more
important modelling task, given the importance of charged particle transPort to processing Parameters such as uniformity and ion energy'
Unfortunately, there remain more basic problems to be addressed before serious
modelling efforts tan be undertaken. Though it may aPPear from the sections 2'3 and
2.4 that the behaviour of the basic plasma properties of divergent field ECR systems
of
are well understood., this is not the èase. As should be clear f¡om section 2.3, many
the resuits are anomalous, inconsistent and/or outright contradictory' The possible
influence of plasma "mod.es", a largely unrecognised problem, only adds to the confuthey
sion. Wors" itiil, some results are presented in such a disconnected manner that
bring into question the validity of the results themselves.
Disconnected data sets come in a range of forms. Graphs of plasma parameters
such as n and T' which should have come from the ffiffig m@su¡ements' are some'
times presented und.er different cond.itions or at different values of the independent
be seen'
variable. Conspicuous gaPs in data which are not accounted for can often
field depenOccasionally, iod"p".tdJnf variables are mixed, as in obtaining a magnetic
z), or disof.
(since
a
function
89 is
dence through *.L*"*ents at d.ifferent positions
(often
the case
guisd (as in presenting z in "arbitrary units") or left out completely
with chamber dimensions).

-31 As an'example of the kind of confusion that can arise from incomplete sets of
Vr (increased
measurements, we consider a st*dy26 which observed a decrease in
These
negatively) in the d.ownstream region white Vp remained essentially constant.
Vp
were:
they
results were Presented. without any discussion of how exfraordinary
(see (4'5) in sub-section
d.epends on Vp+ Sr, where Q¡ is d.irectly proportional to -1,
4.j.2). Any increase in I Vr-Vp I must be a direct result of an increase in T¿. Therefore, the resuits reported in this PaPer imply that T, increøses in the downstream
region by as much as 3 eV, in complete contradiction of both expectation and experi(which must have
ment! Of course, no corresPonding spatial results concerning T,
were obtained)
been obtainable from the same I-V curves from which the potentials
were provided'
In this thesis we propose to make some initial efforts in resolving some of these
diagnosproblems. This will be-accãmptished in three steps. The first involves finding
be
made
to
measurements
iic proced,rres which will all-ow reliable and informative
deterto
will
be
..od", the complex conditions found in these systems' The next step
means
mine what ,egi^o of operation may be most profitably studied; this primariiy
plasma'
in
the
finding a way to eithei eliminate or d.eal with the modal behaviours
Finalli, the chosen regime(s) of operation wiil be thoroughly characterised, such that a
such results will
complAe and fully consistent set of data are obtained. The hope is that
so that our
lend themselves to interpretation in terms of theory and other experiments
improved'
is
understanding of the physics of EcR processing plasmas
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-35CHAPTER 3

EXFERIh4ENTAL A.FP.&RAT'US AndD 3yïETI-IOD

S

Though this be madness, yet there is method in't.
- William Shakespeare, Hamlet.

In this chapter the ECR plasma processing system and associated diagnostic
apparatus wiLl be described. This system consisted of four major sub-assemblies; the
vacuurn and gas-handling system, the microwave circuit, the plasma chamber and the
Langmuir probe data acquisition system.
VACUUM AND GAS.HANDLING SYSTEM
Before beginning this section some comments concerning the pressure measurements reported in this thesis are necessary. AJter the thesis had been submitted to the
examining committee, it was discovered (through the purchase of a second pressure
gauge) that the capacitance manometer used for all the experiments reported in this
thesis had been mis-catbrated in the factory, and that all pressures were actually ten
times greater than indicated! All references to, and calculations using, the incorrect
pressure values have been corrected by replacing p with 10p. The effect of this on the
thesis is minimal, since the absolute aalue of p was of little concern as long as it was
low enough that collisions did not significantly obscure the Iarmor gyration of the
electrons (valid for p < 10 Torr).1

3.1.

3.1.1. Apparatus

Figure 3.1 shows a schematic diagram of the main vacuum and gas-handling
components of the ECR plasma processing system. Ali gas and vacuum fittings were
constructed of stainless steel in order to minimise the effects of corrosion. Compressed
metal-on-metal connections were used throughout (Conflat vacuum flanges and
Swagelock gas fittings).
The plasma chamber was evacuated with a rurbomolecular pump (Alcatel
UM2020 CP) backed by a rotary pump (Atcatel 2012 AC) equipped with an oil (FombIin) designed for use with chemically reactive gasses. The pressure in the chamber was
monitored with a capacitance manometer (MKS Baratron 590) capable of operating
accurately above 10+ Torr. The composition of the base vacuum was monitored with
a residual gas analyser (Inficon Quadrex 200), which was also used to zero the capacitance manomeier. The base vacuurn attainable was typically near 5x10{ Torr, and
oC bakeout for a few hours was required
consisted primarily of water vapour. A 200
to return to these conditions after exposing the chamber to air.
The flow of gas into the chamber was controlled by an electronic flow meter
(MKS 2259Ð and flow controller (MKS 2478) equipped with gas calibration and
automatic set-point controls. AII gas lines were filtered to remove Particulates iarger
than 0.2 pm. H2 gas, 99.999V" pure, chosen for its analytically simple and well
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thesis'
understood properties, was used for most of the experiments in this

Flow in Vacuum SYstems
operation of
There are a nurnber of empirical parameters used to characterise the
gas into
uu*rr* systems. 2 The mass f iow raú br more correctly, throughput), Q, of The
conflow controller'
the chamber could. be varied from 2.0 to 100.0 sccm using the
could
S'
speed'
pumping
ductance, C, of. the high vacuum Port, and thus the effective
high vacuum butterfly
the
with
pressures
low
be controlled with good u..*acy at
valve. This meant that the neutral gas Pressure/

3.1.2. Gas

o
p=È'
could be varied. by changing either Q or
given by

5.

(3'1)

The residence time of a typical molecule is

SQ
'=!=ry'

ß.2)

empty and
where V is the volume of the vessel. The volume of the Plut]nu chamber'
1.2x10-r m'. In plasma Processmg
not including port volumes, was aPProximately
-p
is
while S held constant, ensuring that waste
appl-ication s, p ts usually varied wittl
used in this thesis'
products are removed. as rapidly as possible.3 this is the technique
in
An important property of vacuum systems is the type of gas flow occurring
characteristic scale lengths
the system. This a"p".à, on ttt. relative Áagnifudes of the

-J/

-

of the gas and the containing structure+. This is characteris"d by the Knudsen number ,
Kn, which is defined as the mean free path length of the gas molecuies divided by the
characteristic dimension of the containing vessel or obstructing object. There are three
regimes: (1) aiscous flow for Kn < 0.01, (2) molecular flow f.or Kn > 1.00 and (3) transition, or Knudsen, flow for 0,01 < Kn < 1.00. Viscous flow occrrrs at high (atmospheric)
pressures where intermolecular collisions dominate the motion of the gas molecules.
Molecular flow occurs at low pressures; the molecr:les travel independently of each
other and collisions with surfaces (adsorption/desorption events) determine their path
through the system. The Knudsen regime exists at intermediate pressures.
One consequence of the presence of molecular and/or Knudsen conditions is that
is
no
longer clear what is meant by a "flow" of gas. However, the locations of the
it
feed and pumping ports imply that the gas molecules must undergo some type of net
directed motion from front to back; this is what will be meant by neutral gas flow in
this thesis. Note that this "net directed motion" is the cumulative result of independent particles moving in a sequence of straight line paths which change di¡ection randomly upon contact with a surface. A second consequence is that large pressu¡e and
density gradients can ocflir over short distances (typically near inlet and pumping
ports) because of an insufficient number of randomising collisions. In addition, the
absence of viscous flow implies that neutral gas flow effects (such as edd.ies or turbulence) cannot account for any plasma strucbures smaller than the chamber dimensions.
3.2. MICROWAVE CIRCUIT
3.2.1. Apparatus

The microwave circuit of the ECR plasma processing system is shown in figure
3.2. The frequency of operation was 2.45 CF{z. RG-214 coaxial cable connected the
source to the waveguide sections at the plasma chamber and the dummy load. These
consisted of WR-284 rectangular waveguide components operated in the TEte (fundamental) mode.
Microwave power was supplied by a magnetron-based power source (Opthos
MPG-4M). The output was continuously adjustable from 0 to 120 W (continuous
wave). Diode power meters measured the power leaving and entering the source. The
power at the plasma chamber was measured directly so that losses leading up to the
chamber did not have to be compensated for. No effort was made to match the
source to the chamber. A circulator (Microwave Associates 5N43) was placed on the
source output to protect the magnetron from reflected power, which was dumped
into a dummy load. This precaution increased the magnetron's lifetime and. improved
its stability by allowing it to operate into a matched load at all times.
The purpose of the 90' H-plane elbow preceding the directional coupler was to
allow an unobstructed view into the plasma chamber. The outer wall of the elbow
was replaced with a metal screen while the bend removed the coaxial to rectangular
4 Note, however, that (3.1) and (3.2) are dimensional relations between empirical quantities
and do not depend on the mechanisms underiying the gas flow.
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of the ECR Plasma system' The
FIGURE 3.2. Schematic diagram of the microwave ci¡cuit
waveguide'
plasma chamber appears asä short-ci¡cuited section of plasma-loaded

connecto/s antenna Post from the line of sight'
A dual directional couPler (Microwave Technolo gy 261Ð samPled the incident'
p¡, and reflected, P¡, powårs at the chamber window with coupling constants of
dual channel digital Power
approximatety -30 dB. Þ¡ and Pp were measurd using a
heads fiP 84814)'
meter (Hewlett Packard 4384) equiPped with thermistor power
before being used in the
The behaviou¡ of the magnetron was carefully examind
could easily have
plasma experiments. Peculiarities in the outPut of the source
measurements the reflected
resulted in artifacts in the experimental data. For these
detector
thermistor head *ut replaced with either a microwave diode
power
^(tvticrotab/FxR)
to determine the magnetron's Power stabilty' or a frequency counter
rectifid
(Systron Donner 6030) to measure its frequency response' The diode detector
other fluc.tuations in
ihe microwave signal into a DC voitage uPon which ripple and
The incident Power
the microwave power apPeard as conesþond.ing modulations'
(it
was confirmed that the
was monitored simuttaneãusly with the tñermistôr head
same behaviou¡s)' These measincid.ent and reflected microwave signals exhibited the
urements were performed with the chamber evacuated.
over the range of 3 to
The frequency of operation varied from 2.453 to 2.460 GHz
than 1 MHz' This frequency variation
720 W. The measur.*"nt was Precise to better
Hz line frequency harwas negligible. Ripple above iZ W consisted of 120 and 360
monics anã was always < 1,Vo of the signal level'
3 W the microwave sigsome notable features were observed below 12 W. Below
in both magnitude and
nal consisted mainiy of high frequency "hash" which changed
The result was that as the power
average level as thé "powãr output" was i¡creased'
(to +50 mW)' then
output variac was steäd.ily increased. from zero, P¡ first increased
again' The noise level in these regions
decreased. (to 250 mW) and. then increased
the noise remaine'd constant in
varied from 50 to 1007o of the signal ievel. AbÑe 3 W

-39magnitude while the signal level steadily increased. Between 10 and 72 W this noise
was broken by randomly occurring pulses with random duty cycles but constant
magnifud.e. The pulses consisted of the very low noise operation associated with the
higher power level operation described in the previous Paragraph. These pulses of
"nãrmal" operation of the magnetron appeared at about 10 W and increased in
number with power until operation was fulìy normal above 12 W. As a consequence
of these behaviours of the magnetron, any unusual uniaersøl behaviours in the plasmas over the ranges of 0 to 3 or i0-12 W P¡ should be considered artiJacts.

in Rectangular Waveguides
A major focus of this thesis was to understand how microwave power Propagated through, and coupled into, the plasma. Since the plasma chamber was basi-

3.2.2. Microwave Propagation

cally a short-circuited section of plasma-toaded waveguide, the first steP was to ensure
thai the properties of the system in the absence of plasma were clearly understood.
Discussions of rectangular waveguides can be found in any advanced undergraduate
electromagnetics text.4,S The classic work on the practical aspects of waveguides is by
Southworth.6
The geometry being considered here is shown in figure 3,3. The TE16 eiectric and
magnetic fields are the real parts of4
E

= gEnvssin(krr

)ei(@t-k"z) ,

(3,3a)

-l'

- ,
(3.3b)
k-x)
-..- . * hiÇ
. 'r
- olr,os(k-.-'l^;t'r-t"'r
)e
[t----sin.
where IÇ = rlX is the wavevector in the Q di¡ection. Enus is the root-mean-squared
H = ERvrs

I^

electric field strength at the waveguide axis and p is the magnetic permeability of the
(homogeneous, isotropic) medium filling the waveguide. E and H represent a linearly
polarisä (in the $ direction) wave traveling in the positive â direction. The electric
field strength varies as a 1 /2 penod of a sine function across the waveguide crosssection (Q direction).

1-E
r Lmrì
Y.n

+
I
I

l--;;*l
system' X, Y , Z
FIGIEE 3.3. ReAangular waveguide
Seometry in a right-handed coordinate
"w"rr"gi-tla.,
while ¡n and n give the number of vacuum halfrefer to the dimensions of the
wavelengths which fit along X and Y, respectively.

The dispersion reiation for the TEls mode is4

-40( \2
.1 a"pe
'r
lnl
Kr'=
- l; l
L1' j

,

(3.4)

fiiling
where e is the dielectric permittivity of the (homogeneous, isotropic) medium
the waveguid.e. The guide wavelength is given bya

^2n
Itc = -r'

(3.s)

t
)- Ðñ'
fcc-

(''u'

l"z

The cutoff frequencY of this mode,4

1"5 = ?3.2
is obtained from þ = 0. with the plasma chamber assumed to be evacuated,
cm and f ,o =2.08 GHz. The chamber was about 21"6 long'
The time'averaged power transmitted through an arbitrary cross-section of
waveguide is given bf
D-

E2p¡,¡sXYkt

I_

ß.7)

4cop

entrance to
E¡,y5 could be estimated by assuming that all reflection occurred at the
to be
the chamber, so that the absorbed po*"t, P¡ =PrPR' could be assumed
distributed
transmitted across that plane. in fact, however, reflection was probably
lengih'
continuously and r,or,.*ùo.I.n1y along a major fraction of the chamber
of the
Attenuation of the wave due to losses in the waveguide waÌìs, a result
finite wail conductivity, have so far been ignored in this discussion. The attenuation
coefficient d.ue to such losses is6
rco4^f 3
(3.8)
o = lç,Yf '9'
,o')
¡too^Y2(t''-f
aPPears as an
where o''' ß the DC conductivity of the wall metal' This attenuation
field. equations. s can be expressed in dB/m by mulextra e--tz factor multiplying
-fráctiónthe
of the power lost to the walls can be obtained from
tiplying by 8.686. fne

I

xf'

P

rcsr . a-uztto ,

(3.e)

Prout

measurements were to be meaniogf"l'
where cr is in dB/m. If the microwave
-=IU Power
the incident
the chamber walls should not have absorbed a substantial fraction of
that its relative perpower. Using the conductivity of (clean) 304 steel and assuming
of the wall losses to be
meabiJity was unity, c = 0.18 dB/m was found' As an estimate
the length of the chamber
expected. in plasma experiments we note that in trave[ng
(¿d.5 cm), Iess than ZTo of the incid.ent power was lost to the walls.
3.3. PLASMA CHAMBER

was conA sketch of the Plasma chamber is shown in figure 3'4. The chamber
conductivity of
structed of AISI 304 stainless steel; a non-magnetic steel with a
were those of WR-284
approximately 1.4x106 (o'm)-l' The cross sectionãl dimensions
the evacuated section
r-Jtangular waveguide; 7'21 by 3'40 cm' The interior length of

-41 in
was 46.5 cm. The chamber and associated gas and vacuuln Iines were wrapped
flexible heater ribbon and cou-ld be baked to 300 "C'
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near-LfV,
The quartz window was used to provid.e a vacuurn seal transparent to
flange,
rear
the
visible and microwave rad.iation. Access to the chamber was through
All
onto which either a sample table or probe feedthrough was usually mounted'
the
contain
to
in
order
holes
Iarge ports were const*it"d. as a cluster of smaller
were made
microwave field. The vaqrum seals at the window and the rear flange
with Viton o-rings. Note that the plasma chamber, even in the absence of internal
"cavity" within which
structures, was not a perfect short åue to the small cyündrical
wind.ow *u, *orrnted.. Thus the evacuated plasma chamber typically

the quartz

reflected approximately 40Vo of P1.
continuThe DC current supplied to the magnetic fieid coiis, 16, could be varied
were
oil'
in
transformer
ously from 0 to 27 a using a variac. The coils, immersed
through coPper fubing wound into the coils' In addition to
cooied by water flowing
-coil
.ottngt täiions and positions, the shape of the magnetic
the obvious choices of
in parallel with
field. profile could be adjusted by adding a variable shunt resistor
use of iron
either coil. Fine tuning oi tt prófit. was achieved through the þdicious
"
shims wrapped around the chamber.
and Is
The magnetic flux density, Bç(z), was measured as a function of position
with a Gaussmeter (Belt 610) equipped with a Hall effect probe. These measurements
profiles as a function of
were made with the rear flange removed. Axial magnetic fieid
cross-sectional profiles
16 for various coil configu¡ations are shown in figure 3.5. The
excêpt under the shims, where a 4Vo increase was

were uniform

to within lTVo,

-42magnetic
observed near the walls. This was presumably due to concentration of the
fietd lines near the shim.
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show the arrangement of
FIGURE 3.5. Magnetic field profiles as a fu¡ction of Is ' The insets
devices used
configuration.

to ob,tain each configuration. (a) Peaked configuration' ft) Magnetic beach

The characThe gas flow regimes of the plasma chamber will now be estimated'
radius; for the recteristic dimension roi gas flow through a cylindrical vessel is the
be used' For H2 at 300 K'
tangr.rlar plasma chamber an effective radius of.2.7 cm will
10-3 < p t 1O-1
Kn > 1. f.or p <3.5x10-3 Torr. This thesis was concerned with the range
Torr, which corresponds to Knudsen gas flow conditions'

-43LANGMUIR PROBE
plasma diagnostic
l,angmuir probes are the oldest and experimentally simplest
its current-voltage 0-V)
techniqui u ,-ãll electrode is inserted into lhe plasma and
is difficurty of
simplicíty
characteristic is measured. The price of this experimental
technique of l-angmuir
interpretation, a result of sheattr formation. The theory and
primary references used
pr"Uä diagnostics has been reviewed by many authors._The
Talbot and Touryan'8
here were the monographs by swift *¿ s.ttiurT and Chung,
and. the reviews Uy fi"tsntowltz,g Schottl0 and Chen'll
planar type' as
The first Langmuir probes used in the ECR system were of the
analytical simplicity and
described in section 4.3. That design was chosen for its
repiaced educated
apparent immunity to complicating -factors. The results obtained
data' th's allowg*irro as to the úusic puru*eters ãf the plasma with experimental be
used in more
design to
tg u proper determinåtion of the best type of prob-e
thin cytindricat probe satisfying
sophisticated experiments. It was d.ecided tttãt u long,
to the advanthe orbital-motion limit (oML) condition would be used' In addition
always be replaced by
tages to be described. below, the OML analysis could
this be necesexact numericai calculations for cyiindrical probes, should

3.4.

Laframboise,s
sary,72'73

of OPeration
probe voltage'
A basic probe I-V measu¡ement ci¡cuit is shown in figure 3'6' The
is
quantity
v = 0s + 0p, b with respect to the system ground*, The important chamberhere
walls
= Vp since the
the probe-to-plasma (sneãtn) potentiai qs. Ñote that Sp
of
sum
is
the
current, I(y),
consisted of clean, gro.rnded'metal srrrfãces. The probe
be positive when flowing lrzfo
the ionic and electronic components, and is d'efined to
(positive
ion) collection results in positive
ìn" means that pure electron
iiìã

3.4.1. PrinciPles

fJ.;.

(negative) current'

the probe and plasma'
Probe theory makes a number of assumptions about both
all of these conditions' In this
The probes used in this thesis were designed to satisfy
probe at the mesos,.guid., it should be recognised that the cond'itions seen by the
macroscopic level'
copic level are not .**rJily equivalent to those at the
was smaller than the
The langmuir probe was made small. obviously, the probe
that the probe did not pervolume of plasma in so that quasi-neutrality held, and so
reference electrode of the
turb the bulk plasma. The chãmber walls, which formed the
larger su¡face area than the
probe ci¡cuit, were clean conductors, and. had a much
scale lengths of the inhomoprobe. The probe was also marginally smaller,than the
assumed to be locally homogenegeneities in the plasma, so that the plasma could be
mean free path lengths
ous. The sheath could be assumed to be collisionless since all
probe dimensions perPenwere larger than the largest probe dimensions. in addition,
the l¿rmor radü so that the
dicu-lar to the magnetiJ fielå were made smaller than
in more detail in sub-section 3'4'4'
effect of Bo(z) couid be neglected. This is discussed

. Tirr",rgt*t*his thesis, an arbitrary potential difference wiil be denoted by Q' while a volto the system ground'

wiil refer specificaúy to u pot"ntiul with respect
-+I,."g,*^entwithconvention,ifnotwithallauthorsorphysicalintuition'

tage, V ,
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circuit' The
FIGURE 3.6. (a) Schematic diagram of a basic Langmuir probe I-V measuremeni
(b)
the Potenof
Sketch
with
convention'
i¡
accordance
di¡ection of positive current flów is
(Qs) and plasma
sheath
the
defining
collection,
ion
for
chamber
the
plasma
within
tial profile

(0n) Potentials'

The glass shielding sleeves of the Probe were also made as small as Possible so that
fringing fields could be neglected'
While no restrictions need be made concerning the number of positive ion
in strongly
species, the effect of negative ions will be neglected. This is valid except
thesis'
aitaching plasmas,T andïas certainly vaüd in the H2 plasmas examined in this
equilibrium'
is
in
thermal
probe theory d.oes assume that each charged. particle sPecies
This was piobably not true of the ions, but the effect of ion beams and/or plasma
flow can be d.ealt with separately, as discussed in sub-section 3.4.4' That sub-section
probe
also considers the effect of microwave electric fields and plasma noise on the
measu¡ements.

The most commonly used probe material, and the one used in this thesis' is
tu¡gsten. This mater'ral L preferred. because it is a relatively unreactive, refractory
*"tãt (melting point 3410 'Ô), is mechanically strong and is a good electrical conductor (conductivity 1.g5x10s (o.cm)-l). it also has a relatively high ionisation potential
(7.98 eV) and work function (4'55 eV). These properties allow the probe model to
particles' and
assurne that the probe is a perfect conductor and' absorber of charged
that it does not display ,.rriu." complications such as deposition, electron emission,
which
sputtering, etc. Tunistén is not, however, easily machined' Thus molybdenum,
probe
disc
the
for
ú easily irachined Ãa ftur properties simil,ar to hrngsten, was used
described in chaPter 4.
The I-V characteristics of an oML cylindrical probe have the form shown in
to
figure 3.7. The probe is assumed to be have a large asPect ratio, so that it appears
be an infinite cylinder (negligible fringing field.s and end collection)' Additional
in the
assumptions required specifiially to satGfy OML conditions wili be described
next sub-section.

The overall form of the I-V characteristic can be explained as follows. Let the
(0s = 0), has
probe be iaitially biased. at Vp) il is unbias¿d with respect to the plasma
no sheath and collects the fuIl rand.om thermal flux of ions and electrons. Since the
(due to the smaller mass
electron flux is typically much larger than that of the ions
* 16¡ = Iç'
and higher temperaturã of the electrons), I is large and positive; I = Iç

-45Here 16¡ is the "sahrration" current of the i 'th species, which corresponds to the random thLrmal flux incident on the probe. Now decrease V below Vp' After approximately -rTrl1e an ion sheath forms (Os < 0). Note that as a result of screening by the
sheath, the plasma never experiences a potential significantly larger than rTrl2e, so
only the rand.om thermal fluxes are collected at the sheath edge. I changes because
electrons are repelled by Qs < 0. As V decreases, Qs increases negatively, expanding
the sheath and reflecting a larger fraction of the electron population, thus decreasing
I. If the electrons have a Maiwellian distribution, this decrease is exponential, and
the elecdepends only on T,. Evenlually the floating potential, 0F = vp-vp, where
tron and ion currents cancel (/ = 0), is reached. Fina[y all electrons are reflected;
I = Io; and fu¡ther decreases in V only increase the ion sheath thickness. This is the
ion saluration region of the I-V characteristic. Lr general the su¡face area of the sheath
increase then
continues to increase so that 16; does not remain constant. The rate of
Debye length'
depends on the geometry of the probe and its size relative to the

V

oML Langmuir probe' Note that
collection dominates'
when
electron
current
in
positíve
results

FIGITRE 3.7. Sketch of the I-V characte¡istic of a cylindrical

the sign convention for

/

electron
As V is increased above vp the same Process takes place, except that an
as soon as the
sheath forms (os > 0) and /; is reduced to zero. This happens almost
practicai purPoses,
sheath is established because of the low ion temperalure. For all
to obtain T; from
electron saturation exists at any V > Vp' This makes it impossible
is modified by the
probe I-V characteristics. br addition, when T¡ < T, the ion velocity
(see sub-section 2'1'5)'
proUe pre.sheath in ord,er to satisfy the Bohm sheath criterion

OML Current Equations
assump
The exact theory of current collection by a cylindrical probe under the
of
analysis
tions listed. above is LframUoise'sl2 extension of the exact mono-energetic
ion distributions' This
Bernstein and Rabino witzl4 to includ.e Maxwellian electron and
Forfunately'
model does not yield anatytic results, but must be calculated numericaliy'
OML model of
the conditions found in the ECR system were such that the original
is a distillation
Mott-Smith and Langmuirl5 could úe used.*. The fotlowing discussion

3.4.2.

n Note, however, the missing ¿r factor in the third term of (the critical) equation (28a) of this
"function" used is actually the complementary error fundcion in
¡eference, and that the "error
modern usage.

-46of the presentations given i¡ the reviews and monographs cited earlier'
OML refers to the case where the probe coilects the maximum current possible
for its geometry at an arbitrary potential. I¡ Laframboise's theory, as in practice, this
radius, R ' This is
occurs ïn.., the sheath thickness is much larger than the probe
( + 0 In fact,
parameterised through the ratio [ =R/],p, so that oML occurs as
functions, not
current collection by OML cyünders depends only on the distribution
shapes
the exact probe geometry; the OML equations for all convex cylindrical probe
assumption
only
are the same, provided they are not ihort compared to 1,p.16 The
is that the
required in adãition to Ç + 0 and those listed at the start of this section
square
Power of the
potential in the sheath must vary less steepiy than an inverse
radius; an assumption satisfied. by all OML cytindrical probes with collisionless
,i""if.r.t, From the exact results of Laframboisel2 (figures 44 and 45), it can be seen
that the OML mod,el for cylinders is valid up to ( = 1'
is referred to
The current equations will not be derived here; the interested reader
given by
the substantial liteiature on this subjec¡,7,10,1'7,15 and the elegant derivation
probe is given by
Laframboise and Parker in particular.l6 The current collected by any

I =LIj

(3.10)

,

I

ù
where the current of the i particle species is
I

f.or repellin;g potentials,

j

(3.11)

= Io'exi

or
ß.12)

I, = Is¡Y(y¡)

probe shape'7 The
for attracting potentials. Note that (3.11) applies for any convex
,,satu¡ation" currents collected from the quasi-neutrai plasma (at vp) are

.
'ut

-Anq, lz*r,

l^.=+

rn
(3.13)

z | æm¡

speed and
where the square-root factor is the one.d.imensional Maxwellian average
A = ZuRL is the surface area of the cytindrical probe' R and L are the probe radius
and
and length, respectively. The minus sign is required by the current convention,
to the collected flux'
the1./Zbecause only pârticles going tozt:ards the probe contribute
The sheath potential lias been normalised to the Particle energy;

':

=

-LYJ:)
*Tr

(3.14)

'

The function Y is given bY

+ exierfc(6)
Y(xi)
-_l = 4^E
1r
where the complementary error function is defined
erfc(¡ > =

as17

- 1- exp(-x2)
!-J¡tzo,
1vft
x
'ñ
¡

(3,15)

,

hrge x

(3.16)

-47The function Y can be accurately approximated by using the asymptotic form of
erfc(¡ ) and recognising the result as the first two terms of a binomial expansion. The
result can be exPressed as7'11

Y(X;) =
'

., (
\7/2
lX¡+l1
)
\7C \ '

+

(3.17)

This equation is essentially exact for y<2. At worst, when X=0, it overestimates Y
by a factor of 2/G = 12Vo. Thus the region near Vp shou-ld not be relied upon in any
analysis proced.ure.T

Interpretation of the I-V Characteristic
There are four unknown plasma parameters which apPear in the current equations: Vp, T*Ti and n. Lr addition,Vp, (which is an important parameter in practice)
can simply be read off of the measured I-V characteristic at the voltage where I = 0.
Ideally, Vp can also be obtained. directly from the I-V characterisiic at the "knee" joining the electron retarding and. attracting regions. However, this knee is rarely well
defined and is often completely unrelated to Vp due to the influence of non-ideal factors (several of which occur in ECR plasmas). In such cases V, must be obtained by
extrapolation from the unperturbed I-V characteristic weli below electron saturation.
As aùeady mentioned, the I-V curve does not contain sufficient information for an
accurate determination of T¡.
The plasma parameters were determined by fitting the OML current equations
(3.10) to tã.r+l u¡rà (g.iz) to the measured I-V characteristics. This was accomplished
using the Levenberg-Marquardt modelling technique. Thìs method is a nonlinear generalised least-squarãs technique, and. is d.escribed. in detail in Numerical Recipes,TT
which includes Fortran and Pascal programs for implementing this procedure. A complete description of the analysis procedure as implemented in this thesis is given in
ãppendix B. Basically, a model function is supptied by the t¡ser, which the Program
fits to the data by minimising a chi-squared merit parameter. It should be recognised
that this proceduie simultaneously fits all plasma parameters of the model to the data
in a self-consistent manner. There were three primary reasons for using this iechnique: (1) speed, since this procedure can be completely automated, and,requi¡es a
*i¡i*rr* of operator intervention; (2) versatility, in that different model functions
noncould. be investigated; and (3) accuracy, in that the presence and nafure of any
idealities could be easily deiermined (by graphically comparing the data and model),
and could possibly be incorporated into the model function' The precision of the
analysis procedure is discussed in detail in appendix B'
In order to extract the plasma parameters, the mass(es) of the positive ion species
must be specified. h Hz plasmas, otrly t*o positive ion species are produced; H* and
these
H2*. Since no independ.ent means of determining the relative concentrations of
This
ions was available, the worst case, which is that all ions were H*, was assumed'
underestimated the d.ensity by a factor of û at most'

3.4.3.

-483.4.4. ComPlícating Factors

problem arises if the distribution function is not Maxwellian; the eleclron
not cor¡ect' Howcurrent àoes not decrease exponentiatly and the OML equations are
reasonably well
ever, measurements have shown titut ECR microwave plasmas are
problem' If necesdescribed by a Maxwellian EEDF,18 so this should not be a serious
from the I-V
sary, the approximate form of the electron EDF can be obtained directly
Note howV'7
to
characteristics by taking the second d,erivative of Ir(V) with respect
ever, that experimental errors could make ¿ Nf¿aq¡sllian EEDF appear to decrease
non-exponentìa[y or vice versa. In this case the Druvestyn method, being subject to
the same errors, will not resolve the problem'
The non-uniform, strong magnetic field present in the ECR system posed two
into
potential difficulties: anisotropic current colleciion and flow of the bulk plasma
by making the
the downstream region. The first problem was can be dispensed with
this has the
that
Note
probe dimension u."ross Bs much smaller than the Larmor radü.
that
ad.ditionai benefit of reinforcing OML conditions. Experimentl9 indicates
thesis'
in
this
used
R < 0.25 ru ts suJficient, assuming rL¿ < rL;. This is the criteria
and LaframHowever, more recent results2O based on the calculations of Rubinstein
considered'
be
also
boise2l indicate that the size of ljne shenth, relative to r¿, must
particle currents2l
These results are in the form of least upper bounds on the attracted
when the
indicate
do
they
and so are not useful in modelling .*på.i*.ntal data, but
in this
effects of magnetic fields will be significant. For the conditions encountered
while.the ions are
thesis, the electrons are collected. through a transition magnetosheaúh,
provided the region
collected through an essentially unmagnetised. sheath.2o Thus,
accurately model the
above vp ts uuãid"d, the unmagnetised oML equations should
transition magneexperimåntal data. Pertu¡bations to be expected from an electron
"saturation"
tosheath are a reduction of the magnitud.e and slope of the electron
phenomena
the
current, and a rounding of the kneJ near V, '21 These are exactly
and figures 6'1 and B'1
observed. in the experim-ental data (see sections 4.3.3 and 6'2,
in particular).
the
The effect of any flow in the plasma could be made negligible by aligning
L was large
probe parallel to the flow (which was along Bo), and by ensuring that
enough to satisfYE

A

L l*r,
_--:|
üolmi
-

712

>50.

(3.18)

from the VB6
Here u is the flow velocity of the plasma as a whole, which may arise
(2'13) using the maxforce, for example. A woist case value of u was estimated from
the ions
imum slope of the magnetic beach profile at Is = 25 A and assuming that
104 m/s' approxidetermined the net amúipolar flow iate. A value on the order of
ø ^[ú-mi, was obtained. Thus L > 50 Àp was required' unfortunately'
;;;;ty
"q;at
by ion "beaming" could not be comPensated for in
the more serious pråbt"*
^buu*, posed
wlll tend to enhance collection at the end of the probe tip; a
this way. The ion
end collection will
contribution which has been ignored in the analysis thus far' Such
wi-ll thus contribute a
take place through a more oi I.r, hemispherical sheath, and
as a linear contrispherical character to the measured. I-V curves. This shou-ld aPPear
1o y'7'16 1¡¡
bution to I(V),since spherical probes collect sahrration *.t"tttt linear

-49was in fact observed, and was accounted for using the technique described in appendix B and section 6.2.
Another potential problem arises if oscillarions occur in the plasma.l1'7 A good
discussion of this prob-lem is given by Hershkowitz.9 Oscillations could be due to
fluctuations in any of the plasma parameters or to the eiectric fields produced by
waves or instabilities The non-Linear properties of the probe sheath rectifies these signals into voltages which contribute to the unperfurbed I-V characteristic. Typically,
this shi-fts the i-V characteristics to more negative voitages and depress the currents
collected near Vp.9 As tong as the flucluations are smail, most of the original characteristic remains intact, and determinations of n and T" are unaffected. Fortunately,
inspection of the i-V curve clearly reveals when noise is a problem, and what portion
of the curve has been affected.
3.4.5. Experimental APParatus

A sketch of the probe and feedthrough is shown in figure 3.8. The construction
ls desc¡Ue¿ in detail in appendix A. Tlre probe tip consisted of a 1 cm
of the probe
'of.
25 pm diameter tungsten wire. The outside diameter of the glass shield at
Iength
z, the disthe tip was approximately 100 pm. The location of the probe is denoted by
window'
quarTz
the
of
tance of the center of the probe tip from the inside su¡face
2 cm'
Thus at z =1..5 cm the probe sampied. plasma along the axis from z = I to

WIRE TO
MEASURE ME NT
PROBE T IP

(l cm x 25 p.m TUNGSTEN wlRE)

GLASS SHIELD

C

GLAS S

IRCUTT

SLTDER
ROD

EPOXY
STOP

F EE

DTHROUGH

PLASMA CHAMBER
@=

O- RING VACUUM SEAL
REAR FLANGE

used to position
FIGURE 3.8. Sketch of the Langmuir probe and sliding feedthrough
plasma chamber'

it in the

in
The dimensions of the probe were chosen to satisfy the constraints discussed
measurements
the previous sub-sections using the d.ata obtained from the preliminary
3 eY' n = 1016
Tr-=
with
described. in section 4.1. Assuming operation in H2 at 300 "K,
*lf un¿ the probe dimensions given above, OML theory was satisfied for B¡ S 0'1
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PROBË
DATA ACQUISITION BOARD

PER SONAL
C OMP UTE R

system' The ünes
FIGURE 3.9. Block diagram of the Langmuir probe I-V data acquisition
thei¡ ground was
voitage
which
indicate
symbols
projecting from the sidãs of the amplifier
to.
taken with resPect

sPeaking,
Tesla and p < ß-2 Torr. The pressure criteria reflects the fact that, strictly
arriving at
Irn 2 L o ip. This is a weak restriction, since only very energetic eleclrons
the probe
within
L
gazing angles of incidence will travel distances on the order of
I^ = Xp is
sheath. Thus violations of this condition do not become significant until
as
pressures
(and
since
very fortunate),
approached.. This qualification is important
in this thesis, d.ue to the factory miscalibration of the
0.1 Torr *"r"
rurg"
"*"*ined
"r
at these high prescapacitance manometer discussed at the start of section 3'1' Even
,rrr"r, the OML theory described above should remain valid'
A block diagram of the probe measurement circuit is shown in figure 3'9' A
of a data acquisition
d.etailed. description is given in appendix A. The circuit consisted
(IBM
XT clone)' A t5
board (Metra-Byte Dascon-l) mounted in a personal computer
non-inverting
V digital-to-analog, D / A, converter sent its output into the 10x applied
to the
ampliier 41, whiÃ could output up to 150 V. The output of A1 was
prob", one input of A3 and. the common for A2's power supply. A2 was a current-toThe outputs of A1
voltage converter which transformed. I into a proportional voltage'
which converted the output
and. A2 went into the unity gain differential amplifier A3
of A2 (with respect to yj i"to a signal with respect to gfound which-was in turn
board'
measu¡ed. by an analog-to-d.igital, A/D, converter on the data acquisition
A BASIC program was written to control the data acquisition system' Analysis of
Each I-V
the data *u, purf"or*ed separately upon completion of the experiments'
The data was
curve was stored. on the frara ¿ist and then plotted on the monitor'
V ' Thus the
positive
to
acquired in four interlaced. low resolution scans, from negative
implefinal characteristic was a high resolution time average. A current limiter was
of the conmented in software to prevent excessive fluxes onto the probe' Details
troller program are given in appendix A'
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-52CHAPTER 4

BEH,&VIOUR OF DOWNSTTTE.&M PLASMAS
IN .A PE-CVD REACTOR.*
The cause is hidden, but the effect is known'

- Ovid, MetamorPhoses
some early experiments on the ECR plasma processing system
applications;
will be d.escribed.. The system was configured in ihe form used in most
(PE-CVD)
reactor
as a d.ownstream plasma-enhanced. chemical-vapour deposition
was a
experiments
these
of
using a singly peatìd magnetic field profile The focus
plasma
rear of the
pUnãr Langãulr probe mounted on a samPle table located at the
efforts' and is
cha¡acterisation
chamber. This chapter describes our earliest plasma
,,out of step,, with ihe rest of the thesis as a result. This chapter is included largely for
thesis arose primarily out of
completeness, Since the objectives and methods of this

in this chapter,

ihese earlY exPeriments'
4.1. EXPERIMENTAL

described in
The ECR system used in this study differed' somewhat from that
chamber through a
chapter 3. A diffusion pump (NRC) was connected to the plasma
manometer
longer and more .ottuolntéd (lower conductance) pipe' The capacitance
in the molecular
was attached. to the sid.e of this pipe; a poor location for operation
oneapproximately
were
fiow regime. The Pressrues measuied in these experiments
described in chapter 3.
half the values indicated by the same meter located properly as
in section 3'1' the
Due to the add.itional corrections to the pressure readings described
in the published paper'l
values of p quoted in this chapter are 2(j ümes those reported
in figure 3'5(a)'
The magnetic fietd profile *u, io the form of a single peak, shown
This was
Another important ài-ff.r.n.. was that the power meter was mis-calibrated'
by 1'5Vo over the values
corrected for in this section by increasing the reflected powers
of primary interest
were
which
reported in the published pup...1 The rãlative trends,
in this study, were unaffected by this change'
/
was
The microwave source used in these experiments (lvfl Technology)comwere
experiments
intended. for high power (kilowatt) applications' After these

pleted,itwasroun¿thattheoutput-ortn"magnetron(PhillipsYJ1160)washighly
discussed

(asiae from the obvious) are
oscillatory. The consequences of thls behaviour
during
in sub-section 4.4.3. Uìfortunately, the magnetron was accidentally destroyed
than the disease"')' so
efforis to eliminate these ,r"ry or.i-[utions (the cure was worse
no detailed characterisation of these behaviours was made'
DJ' Thomson' H'C'
chapter is an extensively revised version of: P'K' Shufflebotham'
Chemical-Vapor
Plasma
Microwave
a
Card, "Behavior of Downstream Plasmas Generated in
1988'
64,
PP'439&4403,
Deposition Reactor", lournal ot' AVplied Physics

* This

-534'1 was
When used as a PE-CVD reactor, the sample table shown in figure
an internal
mounted. on the rear flange of the plasma chamber. This table contained
relative to
biased
heater, thermocouple, and two gas injection nozzles, and could be
was
ihe surrounding waveguide. The planar Langmuir probe used in this experiment
and
waveguide
in
the
mounted on one .o*.i of the table, with the probe tip centered
orienied normal to the waveguide axis.

I-.HAMBER

wALLs -------.--..---*l

Mo 0lSC
THERMOC OUPL

ill

iitl

'AMPLE

rABLE

E

I

CERAMIC
SPACERS

REAR

I

FLANGE
EL

ECT RICAL

FE EOT HROUGH

PRoBE

] Lrr,r*uo.ouPL

E

FIGI'IRE4.l.SketchofthedownstreamsampletableandplanarLangmuirprobe.

made at 2
Most measurements were performed at P¡ = 4 w' but some were also
was 10-2
and 6 W. The primary variable of interest was Is. The operating Pressure
temPeraTorr at a flow rate of 29.0 sccm of H2. The chamber and table were at room
float in
to
aliowed
was
ture. The waveguide was grounded while the sample table
optical
order to minimise perturbãtion of the plasma' Microwave power readings' was
as
point/
each
for
recorded
I-V cha¡acteristics were
emission spectra ar,ä probe
^location
of the plasma as observed visually' The reproducibility
the shape, colour and
the experiof a number of representative points was repeatedly checked throughout
ment.
4.2. GLOBAL DTAGNOSTICS

plasma' in conGlobal diagnostics refers to those which characterise the entire
inspection'
trast to the local measurements made by probes' These include visual
(oES)'
microwave power absorption and optical emission sPectroscoPy
whether I3
Two quite different plasma shapes were observ-ed-depending upon
the axis'
down
(22'5 A)' Looking
was above or below that required to produce ECR
rings centered on the axis'
plasmas below ECR appear.å u, ,*uU discs or rectangular

-54diameter'
As Is increaèed the discs first spread into rings, which then expanded in
uniform
Above ZZ Ã the plasma sudd.enly switched to a complicated but relatively
transitional
In
the
structure which completely filled the waveguide cross-section'
region around. 22 A the plasma was u¡stable; flickering and randomly switching
in figure 4'2' Plasmas
between the two types. Sketches of typical plasmas are. given
und.er all conditions were a pale pink colour with a purple tint'

a

b

visual ínspection down the chamber axis'
FIGURE 4.2. Typical aPPearances of the plasmas to
respectively, whíle (c) is an ECR plasma
A
20
(a) and (b) are sub-ECR plasmas at 18 = ì8 ana

at/s)234.

basic
The visual apPearance of the plasmas demonstrated some of the most
Be was to confine
features of these plur*ur. Below ECR, the principal effect of
shapes'
axis-centered
charged particles àaiuUy, hence the non-uniform, symmetric,
Is
with
Incräsing confinement would explain the radial expansion of these plasmas
maintained by weaker electric
since better confinement would. allow the plasma to be
particles' Thus
fields and nearer to boundaries which åcted as sinks of charged
as observd' However'
increasing confinement allowed the plasma column to expand'
regions of resonance
at ECR the principal effect of B6 was to generate axialiy localised
plasma genwithin which most plasma generation occurred' In these resonant zones
entire-waveguide
the
eration was so efficiånt thatlhe plasma expanded to fill virtually
Thus a large and ässentiall¡ uniform plasma was avail'able for Process-

cross-section.
ing.

observed in
These simple magnetic field effects do not explain the fine structures
not exhibit any such structhese shapes, especiaU"y io ti e ECR plasmas, which should
below ECR' when larger
tu¡e at al]. It is also ,,át uppur"nt why there should be rings
have a direct bearing on Prodiscs should be ail that was required' These questions
of the process are largely
cessing applications, since the reproducibility ¿¡¿ s¡iformity
deterñinä by the reprod.ucibility and uniformity of the plasma.
ranges)
A complete set of OES spectra (covering the near-UV and vjsible spectral
that r:seful informawere taken as part of these experiments. It was originally thought

plasma could be
tion regarding the ionisation and reaction paths followed in the
fact that the plasma was a
obiained as functions of system variables. However, the
measure localised optical
non-uniJorm, diffuse optical source made it impossible to
This would not be a problem if
emissions from the ptaima with the existing ,yti.^'

could reasonably be expected
the plasma were uni?orm; in this case changes in spectra
such as density and
to be correlated with changes in fundameñtal plaima properties
the measured spectla
electron temperature. However, in u ,tor,-.,.tiform plasma
regions that contribute to the
depends on the relative amounts of the different plasma

-55image focussed on the monochromator slit, as weil as their basic plasma properties.
Thus, OES was unable to distinguish between variations due to changes in the basic
properties of a given region of plasma from changes in the relative area occuPied by
ihese regions. Èfforts to provide the spectrometer with localised imaging capabilities
ur. .rrrãntly underway. Until this problem is satisfactorily solved, the spectrometer
cannot be used as an effective piasma characterisation tool. Therefore, although a
large number of spectra were recorded and analysed as Part of these experiments, the
results were of little use to this thesis.
Figure 4.3 shows the values of P¡ required to maintain a given P¡ as a function
of I¡. thu ,u.,g" of Is shown was limited to the values for which a plasma could be
sustained. Specifically, plasmas could not be supported at values of Is less than 21, 18
and 1.7 A for P¡'s of 2,4 and,6 w, respectively. The minimum Power plasma that
could be maintained was aL P¡ = 0.046 W at P1 = 0'07 t 0'005 W for I3 between 23
and. 25 A. The piasmas became noisier and less stable above P ¡ = 6 ',N '
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FIGURE4.3PalPtforP¡=2,4and6Wvs'Is'Thedashedlineindicatesthelowestvalue
of Ie capable of producing ECR in the chamber'

By a fortunate accident, it was observed that the thermocouple mounted on the
incident on
substráte table could. act as a sensitive microwave "antenna", Microwaves
the
the table caused a dramatic increase in the reading of the thermocouple. Because
it
was
tempeïature responded. almost instantaneously to variations in the Power'
heated, or acting as
assumed that only the exposed tip of the thermocouple was being
into its mounting
deep
a high frequency rectifier. AIso, wiihd.rawing the thermocouple
out rapid
hoie-ln the sample table (see figure 4.1) eliminated this effect, thereby ruling
the
reached
no
Power
heating of the entire table. Using this device, it was found that
flange
the rear
table Ãce a plasma was struck. This was later confirmed by replacing

-56was removed
with a screeried wind.ow assembly. After striking a plasma, the screen
(Microwave
Technology
and the microwave field measured with a survey meter
SM1800); no microwaves were detected"

LANGMUIR PROBE
sample
This diagnostic was the focus of these experiments. Its purpose was to
core under the
the downstreãm plasma impingent on ihe sample table, not the active
from that of
slightly
differs
magnetic field coil. The thåory of plane probes, which
oMi probes (section 3.4), will be reviewed in sub-sections 4'3'1 and 4'3'2' The results
will be presented in sub-section 4'3'3'
thick and 3'8
The form of the probe, shown in figr.rre 4.7, was a Mo disc 0'1 mm
was located 2 cm in front of the sample table and 7 cm
mm in diameter. The probe
^magnetic
fietd. coil. oniy the front surface was uninsulated' The
from the center of the
70358) attached to
probe I-V characteristics ,i.r" ,...orded with an X-Y recorder fiP
measured the current' The
the analog output of an electrometer (Keiihty 610c), which
10 seconds' L0 times for
voltage was ramped from -18 to +18 volts over approximatety
was checked out to -50 V
each curve. The linearity of the ion safuration current
for presentation
separately. The raw data was digitised and' loaded into a spreadsheet

4.3. DOWNSTREAM PLANE

and analysis.
4.3.1. Current Equations

one of the main reaPiane probe theory is straightforward and analytic; this was
measurements' Other reasons for choosing this type of þrobe for these preliminary
immunity to most of the complicaSons were experimental simplicity and an obvious
problems in lhe analysis
tions in the ECR system ttrai (originally) appeared to present
is discussed in
of other probe geometries. The theory of piane probe current collection
d.etail by HutchLson2 and Schott'3
theory except that
Plane probe theory uses the salne assumptions as the oML
the sheath ß thin
that
the probe is assumed. to upp.u. locally as an n¡"i\1pløne, so
is therefore one dimensionai'
compared to the lateral probe dimensions. The problem
in fiSure 4'4' The equaThe I-V characteristics oi a plane Langmuir probe are shown
in the electron retarding region (VcVp) are

tions describing the I-V characteristñ
simpler than those of OML probes' The current is given by2

(4.1)

[=Io¡+IryeL
where

Í_ r01'-

(
(0.61')Ane

rr"

I*

112

(4.2)

and

tu
-

Ane

z

a,-'r
Tffie

(3'14);
The normalised potential is still given by

1n

(4.3)
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of a plane Langmuir probe' The ion saturation
while the
.r.,rrur,, is exaggerated for clarity. The solid line shows an ideal cha¡acteristic
of flux
(oriented
the
lines
with
field
magnetic
dashed line shã-ws the effect of a moderate
sheath.
probe
in
the
fields
fringing
and
surface)
perpendicular to the probe
FIGTIRE 4.4. Sketch of the I-V characteristic

^l

^e

e(V -V p)
=-

(4.4)

KT¿

A is the surface area of the sheath, which was assumed to be equal to the surface area
of the probe; A = fiR2, where R is the radius of the Probe disc. The numerical factor

actually exp(-112). The other symbols have the same meanings as in chapter 3'
Note that approp;iate geometrical factors must be included in the etu-ration currents
if fringing fietas-proauie significant sidewalls on the planar sheath. These would, for
examiie,"make 16; a function of voltage, Ii(V), in which case the true ion safuration
clrrrent shouid be taken at 16, = I¡(V= Vp)'

0.61 is

4.3.2. Interpretation

of the I-V Characteristics

at
The plane probe analysis Procdure invoived fitting a line, I¡(V), to the cunent
spherilarge negåtive blases.4 This is equivaient to assuming that the sheath had some
currents
cal character due to fringing fields, since spherical probes collect saluration
that T"
Observe
Ir(V)'
to
obtain
linear in y. This line was then subtracted from I(V)
in eV, is the inverse of the derivative with respect to v of the logarithm of

<VÐ. Graphically,thisistheinverseof theslopeof theline l¡r<¡-ltllversus
ú. O.,..-T, was known, n could. be obtained from (4.2) by extrapolation of the line
Ir(V

Iç

are collected directly' Thus we
the point where
define 16; = I¡ (VÐ. VF was read directty off of the I-V characteristic at
Vp and T, as
from
I = 0. In non-ideal cases, as occurred. here, Vp must be calculated
electron energy distrid.escribed below. Note that iJ lnllr(V)] was not linear, then the
the EEDF
bution function was not Maxwellian. ln such cases the approximate form of
to V '+p
can be obtained from the second derivative of Ir(V ) with resPect
plane
Magnetic fields produce several compiications in the interpretation of
In this case th. *ug.t.tic field strength was typically

It(V) to Vp. Here there is no sheath and Is; and

probe i-V characteristics.2,a,6,7

-58Under
such that rt" < R < rL¡; the so<alled. "moderate" magnetic field condition'6
16¡ is still given by
these conditions ion collection is essentially unaffected by 86, and
not significantly affected, so T, and V¡
@.2).2 Electron collection well below Vp is also
are obtained. as before.2 However, near and above Vp the I-V characteristic was
strongly distorted by Bo and ideal theory no longer applies'
yp) is to constrict the electron PreThe effect of B6 on electron collection (above
sheath to a flttx tube para\lel to 86 with a radius of about R+r¡". This arises because
Bs forces collection to take place primarily along the magnetic field lines. A flux tube
reduces the electron collecting area of any convex probe to its equivalent planar Projection perpendicular to the field lines. While this reinforces the planar condition, it
ulro.r.àt.i several theoreticai d.ifficulties.2,6'7,8 7¡" fust is that Iç is now determined
by the limiting rate of cross-field diffusion into the sides of the flux tube, so it is not
rate of
simpty relateJto the rand.om thermal flux of electrons. This is because the high
be replaced by
coilection in this region depletes the flux tube of plasma, which must
the surface
diJfusion across the"magneiic fietd lines. AIso, Io, does not saburate si¡ce
length enough to
area of the flux fube expands with V. The flux tube may exPand in
which case 1ç
in
loss,
enciose significant volumes of charged particle generation or
aiso becomes dependent on inelastic colliqion processes.T
manner,
The result is that Iç is reduced (see figure 4.4) in a largely unpredictable
(4'2)
can still
meaning that (4.3) cannot be used to obtain the plasma density, although
1, is
determine
used
to
be
be used. The range of the I-V characteristic which may
blurred and
also reduced, and the "saturation" knee in the I-V characteristic becomes
calculated
be
must
and
unrelated. to Vp. Thus Vp carìnot be obtained graphically
from Vp - VF- Qp once V¡ and T, have been determined' An expression for $p can
be obtained from (4'1) with / (Ve) = 0;

*L

0p= 2e [h.'

lr*!r]
*,) _,l

Lt

(4.s)

J

Flow of the plasma towards the rear of the chamber was not a problem for the
normal to the
single-sid.ed. plane probe used, in these sh-rdies, since it was oriented
the probe was
as
a
problem
not
áirã.tio" of fiow.6,a^Exposure to microwaves was also
other
always situaied in a ågion free of microwaves (sub-section 4'4'2)' However'
the I-V characoscillations in the ptasm--a may have produced small perhubations of
teristics as described in sub-section 3'4'1'
4.3.3. Measurements

I-V characteristics f.or P ¡ = 4 W plasmas above and
Figure 4.5 shows example
^
were all
below ECR. Corresponding I tntl, (y )l I curves are also shown' The latter
the noise floor
Iinear within .rro, ålr., thã range of approximately -10 to 0 V; above
ín /,(y) and beiow the magnetic field-induced roll-off below vp.
as calculated
The floaiing voltages are shown in figure 4.6- The.plasma Potentials,
in the
from (4.4), are also shJwn. Both Vp and. Vp confirm the gross trends observed
different
were
bulk plasma by visual observation and power measurements; ihat there
the two may
between
region
types of plasmas above and below ECR. The unstable
21
vp at and 23 A'
have manifested itself through the unexpected. jumps in vp and

-59although whY 22 A seems to have been unaffected is not known'
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and beiow ECR' Measu¡eFiGURE 4'5' Probe I-V characteristics of P¡ = 4 W plasmas above
The open symsymbol-size'
ment error, except where otherwise indicated, was iess ll^l.llÎ
takcharacteristics
I-V
¡'or
l.
are
lh[I,(y)l
symbols
closed.
the
bols are the raw data, while
saturation'
en below ECR, noise increased dramatically near and above electron
IB since all
Abot e ECR both vp and vp varied smoothly, increasing slowly with '
location, such a trend
plasmas above ECR should. have been similar excePt for their
in the
woutd be expected. This is because piasma generation should occur primarily
rather
resonance'
axially localised ECR planes centered at B s(z) = 0'0875 Tesla' Thus
all ECR plasmas
than confinement, *orrtd d.ominate the properties of the plasma, and
As I3 increased,
should have been essentially the same ð*..pt for their axial location.
This should have
the spacing between the piobe and the rear ECR plane decreased.
probeg (until the
resulted in gradual increaìes in all the parameters measured by the
occur)' This
probe enterãd. the resonant zone, where large changes would presumably
also' The
yF
r¿
and
Tt
in
und.Vr, and possibty
is exactly what was observed. with
data'
behaviour of v¡ and vp below ECR is not clear; there is insufficient
The eleciron temperatures are Presented. in figure 4.7, which shows additional
ECR' A gradual
evidence of distinct types of plasmas occurring above and below
may also be
planes
ECR
the
of
increase with Is above ËCn, p"inups due to movement
it could have
indicated. The origin of the larger variations below ECR is not clear;
In any case' T¿ does
been due to shape or position chãnges, or simPly to data scatter'
T, averages approxinot vary much with eiiher Is or P¡, either above or below ECR'
mately 3.5 eV'
data was only
The plasma d.ensities are shown in figure 4.8. The precision of this
plasmas above and
sufficient to discern the gross features no-ted previously; distinct
Average values
ECR'
below ECR and, perhaps,"a gradual increase ill. n with Is above
were approximately +xì015 ,i-, b"lo* ECR and. 1916 *-3 above.
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vs. lg at Pa = 2,4 and 6 W' The cu.mulative effect of measufement
errors, except where otherwise indicated, were less than the symbol slze. Vp was calculated
(see
from T" ,nà V.. The results have been grouped according to the shape ofthe plasm.a
of
producing
capable
Is
vaiue
of
the
lowest
i¡diðates
Line
dashed
The
sub-section 4.4.2).
ECR in the chamber.
FIGURE 4.6, VP and 7p

4.4. DISCUSSIONS

The reader may have noticd that the results of these exPeriments have not cast
much light on the nature of ECR Plasmas' A set of useful estimates of the most
important plasma parameters has been obtained, and their qualitative behaviour over
a restricted but represenbative range of system variables have been observed. However, these resuits do little to clarify the mechanisms underlying this behaviour.
The main source of this difficulty is clea¡ in retrospecu these exPeriments were
results
designed with a too simplistic picture of ECR plasmas in mind. Illdeed, these
list of
partial
A
ur. *or" remarkable for what was not found, rather than what was'
(cross-section) Plasmas
expected results makes this point clear: (1) uniJorm plane
(3) a Linear, or at least
abãve ECR, (2) uniform disc (cross-section) plasmas below ECR,
magmonotonic, dependence of n and P¿ on P¡, and (4) little to no ECR using this
of
this
value
true
the
that
netic field configuration. With hind.sight it now aPPeafs
prostudy lay i. the-clues it contained as to hsu) to look fot the physics underlying the
to exploit
perties of gCn plasmas. The remainder of this thesis is basicaily an attempt
these clues will
these clues. In the rest of this section several of the most important of
will be
be described, First however, improvements to the Langmuir probe diagnostic
discussed.
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to the
FIGURE 4.7. T" vs' Is at Pa = 2, 4 and 6 W' The results have been grouPd according
of I3
value
lowest
the
indicates
line
dashed
The
(see
4.4.2).
sub-section
shape of the plasma
chamber'
the
in
ECR
of
producing
capable

of the Langmuir Probe Diagnostic
The probe used. in these experiments was well suited for a study of downstream,
magnetisà phsmas. However, several improvements are clearly called for. The wide
ran-ge of cond.itions possible in the ECR system imPly that more rigorous characterisations will require a large number of probe measurements. Obviously automation of
both the datã acquisition and. analysis processes will be necessary' The very nonuniform nature oi these plasmas means that the Probe should also be movable, at
least axially, and preferably radially as well. The additional variables added by this
will make automation even more necessary.
A more serious question is the accuracy of the plane probe technique itself. Plane
probes have two inheient features which ämit their acflrracy to a qualibative level' The
iirst is that no practical probe can be completely planar; fringing fields and sheath
with
sidewalls will always be present. Although this can be partialty comPensated for
a guard-ring and/ór in the analysis Procdure, the fact remains that the tme geometry
oith. collecting surface of the sheath is unknown. Thus n can only be estimated and
with
d.eterminations of 1r, though not affected directly, are hindered by the accuracy
with
which I¡(V) can be obtained. The second problem is that plane probes, especially
way
guard.-rings, are large and. perturb the plasma near the probe in an unpredictable
(-which afiects both n and. Tr). Unfortunately, solutions to these problems are incom-

4.4.1. Improvement

is
patible; srnaller probes are less planar and vice versa. The only satisfactory solution
io abandon the pianar g.o*.iry for one which is amenable to miniaturisation. of
present in
course, the new àesign irust aiso be immune to the complicating factors
ECR reactors. As discussed in section 3.4, the solution adopted was the orbital-motion
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FIELD CURRENT (A)
extran vs.Is at P¡ = 2, 4 and 6 W as obtai¡ed from the ion saturationthecurrent
(see
plasma
of
the
shape
to
oolated to vp. The results have been grouped according
5"i:t*f." ¿.+.a. ft" dashed line i¡dìcates the lowest value of Is capable of producing

RGURE 4.8.

ECR in the chamber.

qualitatively acculimited cylind.rical geomet-ry. such probes have been shown to yietd
rate results in magnetised8 and flowing6 plasmas'
4.4.2. Global Diagnostics for Global Behaviours

The global diagnostics were originally intended only to facilitate reproducibility
were not
of the pla-sma conditions. However, when it became clear that the plasmas
were the
behaving as expected., it also became clear that the global measurements
to be revealing
most sensitive to this problem. Visual inspection in particular aPpeard
some kind of underlYing order.
distinction the
Consid.er any of the probe data; other than the ECR/sub-ECR
trend
data seems to be wid.ely scattered, with little in the way of a monotonic
correhowever'
Consider,
apparent. Thjs ís especialiy true of their dependence on P¡'
for figures 4'6 to 4'8'
done
was
This
futi.,g these results wittr the shape of the plut*u.
and þ)'
In these figures, "ring" refers tå phsmas like those shown in figure 4'2(ù complex
the
while ',¡¡ix,' refers to different mixtures of 4.2(Ð and (c). "ECR" refers to
the
between
form shown in figure 4.2(c). There is a clear, if qualitative, correlation
a given shape there
properties of the plasmas and their visual appearance' For
on
åpp.u* to be littleiariation with PÁ, and only a gradual, monotonic dependence
Perhaps
lr.^rnus for a giuenshape, the behaviour of the plasma is actually very simple'
sPace
parameter
tire shape of the plasma can be used to break up the ECR system's
simply'
into a collection of different regions, within which the plasmas behave

-63qualiConsiderations of this type led to an examination of ¡o* easily perfonrred,
overall
behaviours
tative, gtobal d.iagnostics could. be used to organise and classify the
of ECdphsmas. The results of these efforts are described in chapter 5'

On the Occurrence of ECR
Finally, the obvious question of how ECR could arise in a peaked magnetic field
configuration will be addråssed. White partial transmission of microwaves through the
cutofi into ECR due to 6ellisions and ru¡nellint1o,l1 toig¡t be expected to occur, these
to
should. not have allowed ECR to dominate the properties of the plasma as aPpeals
have been the case. Indeed, it now aPPears that these phenomena were enhanced by
instabilities in the magnetron, and. is a classic example of why thte system must be
fuily characterised before being used.
low
The phillips yJ1160 is a 500 w to 2.5 kW power magnetron not intended for
at
operated
power applicaiions. In these experiments the magnetron was typically
äppro*i-åtely 300 W, where atlbut a few watts (P¡) were lost/reflected in theconvoIuted transmission path leading uP to the chamber. When operated below its
well
minimum power rating, any magnetron exhibits shifts in operating frequenry as
measured
in
fact
were
shifts
as instabilities in the pãwer output. such instabilities and
in the output of this magnetron shortly before its demise. Oscillations in the kilohertz
range and above, on the order of 507o of the signal level, were observed'
The presence of such large oscillations in the microwave Power would permit
"pulses" to
ECR to o.ìrr. by allowing the þlasma d.ensity to drop sufficiently between
(Dc' Thus
(n
bring the cutoff and res=onant frequencies the together, since or¡ +0) =
enough
ECR would first occur, building up n until the cutoff region became strong
and far enough removed from the ECR ptane to prevent resonance' Then as the
power aroppãa the reverse would take place. Thr-rs the plasma would oscillate
hypothesis, it
between conditions of ECR and cutoff. As additional evidence for this
wiil be shown in chapter 5 that the peaked configwation does noú exhibit significant

4.4.3.

ECR-[ke behaviours when a stable Power source is used'
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-65CHAPTER 5

DI.{GNOSTICS FOI{. FT,ASMA ST'AtsIT,TTY*
You can obserae a lot just by watching.

- Yogi Berra.

The results of chapter 4 ciearly demonstrate the need for a means of searching
the parameter space of the plasma system for regions of instability or other unusual
behaviour. This chapter contains a description of three complementary diagnostic
and delimittechniques which weie found to be very useful in identifying, classifying,
ing the range of such regions'
The objects of interest in this chapter are the plasma modes produced in the ECR
plasma processing reactor. As d.iscr:ssed in sub-section 2'3'1, plasma modes are
system
äharacteilsed. by a distinct shape and properties which vary smoothly with
parameters. Tiansitions between modes are discontinuous, noisy and sometimes
stated
bistable. The astute read.er wi-ll have guessed that, although not expticitly
(because it was not recognised at the time), the results presented in_chapter 4 were
modal
seriously undermined bi the occurrence of modes in the plasma' Once the
in
this
nature of the plasmas was recognised, the diagnostic techniques described
extent of
chapter were dìveloped to proviãe a way of d'etermining the number and
system
given
a
of
the mod.es which could. aPpear in the parameter sPace
configuration.
This chapter is in the form of a demonstration by example, where the uses' caPabilities and. limitations of these diagnostic techniques are indicated by using them to
study the modes produced in system configurations of interest to this thesis'
5.1. EXPERIMENTAL

The plasma system was exactly as described in chapter 3. Both the-peaked and
would support a
beach 86 þrofiles were used.. I¡ was varied over as wide a range as
were restricted to
plasma, Þ¡ could be varied from 0 to 100 W, but these experiments
the 0 to 50 W range. The pressure was varied from 10-3 to 10-1 Torr.
The diagnostic measurements consisted of power characteristics, visual inspection, and time.resolved measu¡ements of either P¡ or Vp. The visual observations
with a 200 mm
were supported by photographs taken with a 35 mm camera equipped
telephoto lens and high contrast black and white film'
transducer
The dynamic measurements were performed by connecting a suitable
a
to a digitál storage oscilloscope (Tektronix 7221). The transducer was either
the
of
terminal
P¡
the
microwave diode detector 1¡416¡eþþ/FXR) connected to
*

Plasma Stability in Electron
P.K. Shufflebotham, D'J. Thomson. "Diagnostic Techniques for
in
the Journal ot' Vacuum Sci'
publìcation
for
Resonance Plasma Procussing", acäptea

Cyclotron

ence and TechnologY
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-66directional coupler or a floating Langmuir probe inserted into the rear of the chamber
(this probe *ui iortulled during all the measurements reported in this chapter). Both
has the
techniques produced. the same results, but the microwave detector method
proadrranåge óf U.iog non-invasive. The outPut of the diode detector was a voltage
portionai to pp. prr. to the relatively slow response of the thermistor Power heads,
the value measured. by the power meter corresponded roughly to the average value
oLltput by the diode detector.
The power characteristics consisted of cuwes of Pp versus P¡ obtained from the
microwave power meter readings. Data points over the range of P¡ = 0 to 50 w were
quantaken in 2 W decrements starting at 50 W. Note that while P¿ is the important
tity as far as the properties of the piasma are concerned, PR was used because it was
thå measured quantity and because \t ts lhe form of these curves which are of
we
interest. Whi-te the plasma Properties change within a given Power characteristic,
transition'
mode
a
at
only
have found that thã form òf th"t" characteristics changes
"map" of the
Therefore, power characteristics provid'e a quantitative way forming a
modes occurring in the system's parameter sPace'
5.2. RESULTS

power characteristics are plotted as functions of Is for djfferent magnetic field
completely
profiles in figures 5.1 and. 5.2. Despite their complex apPealance, they were
set
particular
any
under
(13V").
Observe that
ieproduciblJwithin measurement error
of system settings there was a (non-zero) minimum microwave Power required to
*uiotuin the plaima. This minimum maintenance Power, determined by P¡(min), set
lost
the lowest value of P ¿ which could. generate enough electrons to replace those
from the plasma.l Thus the plasmas did not gradually disappear as P¡ went to zero,
but rather became extinct as soon as P¡ < P¡(min). Extinction could also be produced
by changes in most other system variables'
At very low powers, P¡ < 5 W, and below 1 w especially, a few new modes
at these power
appeared to form. These modes appeared in all plasmas sustainable
ECR plasmas of
Ievels, regardless of I3 or p. The b"*p observed at low Power in the
with
figure 5.2 is ar, example of this. We te[eve that these were artifacts associated
at
magnetron
.,ãir. *.usured (in vãcuum) in the microwave Power output by the
level below Pt = 5
these iow levels. The noise was only greater than 107o of the signal
W. Below 3 W the output became entirely oscillatory. This was the origin of any
less than
universal mod.e-like features below Pt =5 W' Above 1'ZW' noise was always
lVo of. the signal level'

peaked magnetic
Consid.er ihe power characteristics of plasmas generated in the
figure 5'1 as a
in
shown
flux density profilà of figure 3.5(a). These characteristics,
Pn in the presfunction of 13 on a single graph, have several of fealures in common'
with IB even with
ence of plasma was a linear function of P¡ which did not change
the appearance of ECR cond'itions above ls = 22'8 A' These plasmas were also
in the
inefficient absorbers of microwave Power. Small differences were observed
sustained'
could be
shapes of the plasrnas and the range of power over which plasma
transition did
mode
sub-ECR
to
ECR
Ii wiII be shown later (figure 5.5) tttut å weak
in these less sensitive
occur, as indicaied by vistal inspection, but this did' not apPear
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FICURE 5.1. power cha¡acteristics at 0.01 Ton as functions of is
have been connected
characteristics
power
individual
The
3.5(a).
of
figure
flux density profile
<
W
ñor IB < 13 A. For
50
plasma
P¡
at
could not be lustained
together into a grid p",i"rr,.
(Pn/P¡ of the
be
sustained
could
piasma
no
where
p¡
.tiity, has Uã"n set to ze¡o in regions
grid patthe
have
do
not
also
regions
These
40vo).
was
approximat"ely
evacuated chamber
coil' The
this
of
overheating
to
tern. Characteristics avoue )o A could not be obtaineð due
axis'
current
lower
the
below
of
Is
function
a
as
general appearance of the plasmas are noted
,,Banded, uniform" refers tå plasmas which fiiled the chamber cross-section uniformly, excePt
for a dark band ac¡oss the diagonal'

measurements.

we believe ihat the decrease of P¡(min) as Be(z) increased is well explained by
because
the standard d.iffusion mod.el of microwave breakdown'1 P¡(min) decreases
In
walls'
chamber
increasing 86 reduces the diffusive loss of plasma Particles to the

decrease in
addition, ECR conditions are exPected' to produce a Particularly dramatic

P1(min), as observed.l

IB at or above
The overail shapes of these Plasmas are d,etermined by B 6. With
most of the
fill
to
thai required to pråduce ECR the plasma would' be expected
near the walls would
chamber closs Section, aS observed, Jince even the weak fields
and related Patterns of
be able to sustain the plasma. However, dark diagonal bands
immediately below
unknown origin were åbo observed within these plasmas' With /s
ring (with a
that required. for ECR, the plasma was in the form of a large rectanguJar
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have been connected tocharacteristics
power
density profile of figure 3.5(b). The i¡d-ividual
< 50 W for IB < 10'6 A' For
P¡
at
sustained
bã
not
could
Þturrn"
gether'iito a g.ia p'aìiãrn.
(Pn/Pl of the
clarity, p¡ has beei set to zero in regions where no piasma could be sustained
the
grid pathave
not
do
also
regions
These
evacuated chamber was approximat;ly 40%)'
lower
the
below
Is
of
function
a
as
noted
a¡e
the
piasmas
of
tern. The general uppuur"åË"
the modes as
of
several
between
transitions
during
occurred
which
Hyrte^råsis,
a*Is.
current
a function of P¡ and Is, is not shown'

13 caused the
complex, fainter filling), centerd. on the waveguide axis' Decreasing
in radius
ring to first collapse gradually into an oval disc, which in turn decreased
radü at
until (at a non-zero raã.ius) the plasma suddenly disappeared' Smaller Plasma
elecmicrowave
larger
lower /s wou-ld be expected from decrease'd confinement since
contract
tric fields would be required to sustain the plasma,l causing the plasma to
the
however'
Again
toward.s the waveguide axis where the electric field was stronger'
why hollow rings
origins of the detailed struclure observed in these plasmas, such as
should occur instead of larger discs, is not known'
profile are to be contrasted with those
The resulrs for the peaked magnetic
-*h... field
the magnetic field decreases into ECR' Figfor a magnetic beach, figire 3.5b),
in this
ure 5.2 cleariy shows that highly absorbent plasmas were inded' generatd
(IB>20
A)'
chamber
configuration whenever ECR occufrd. ro*.ouh"'. in the piasma
all
were
plasmas
While the power characteristics and visual appearances of the ECR
and sub-ECR
very similar, d.ramatic differences were obierved between the ECR

-69were also different
plasmas. The'sub-ECR plasmas produced by the magnetic beach
?rom the plasmas generated using a peaked profile'
The sub-ECR plasmas exhibited a variety of plasma modes' Their overall shapes
were also conwere simi-lar to those observed in the peaked field configuration, and
variation
sistent with the confining action of 86. However, they exhibited considerable
of
example
A
striking
known.
in their detailed stmcture, the origins of which are not
a sub-ECR plasma mode is shown in figure 5.3(d). The modes in the sub-ECR plasmas could åasilv be identi-fied during an experiment, since they changed both shape
and P¡ sudd.eniy, often exhibiting hysteresis. Figure 5.2 is misteading in ihis regard'
as it shows transitions between modes to be continuous, whereas in fact most exhibited hysteresis, and thus many of the aclual mode domains overlap' The notes conobserved
cerning the shapes included in figure 5.2 correspond to the diJferent modes
in the high P¡ regime (40 to 50 W).
Note that at higher pressures the confining action of the magnetic field on the
the
sub-ECR plasmas *ut lost as electron-neutral coliisions began to dominate
sub-ECR
p,
diffusion process. Figure 5.3(c) shows an example of a typical higher
plasmas is
plasma. Again, the exact origin of the detailed structures observed in the
unknown.
The ECR plasmas tended to concentrate near the walls and to one side of the
PI
plasma chambãr, effects which became more pronounced as p, lB and/or
in
increased. The concentration toward.s the walls is very similar to that observed
bands'
several other ECR systems, as describe'd' in sub-section 2'3'1' Dark, diagonal
were
profile,
peaked
similar to those observed in the ECR plasmas produced with the
axially (at
observed below p¡=30 W. ECR plasmas all aþpeared to be well localised
increasing I3 '
least thei¡ visible front edges), anà moved away from the window with
following the resonant zone.
The effect of pressure on the ECR plasmas generated in the magnetic beach
measurements
configuration was examined. over the tuttg" of 10-3 1o 10-1 Torr. These
enough that
was
simple
This
data
A.
20
>
were restricted to the ECR region, where IB
(with
by p)
replaced
13
full sets of power characteristics, such as figures 5.1 and 5.2
of p ' The
were not required. Instead, figure 5.4 shows P¡ at Pr = 50 w as a function
at 10-2 Torr
complete form of the power characteristics was unchanged. from that seen
(figure 5.2) except thai thei¡ magnitudes varied with p according to figure 5'4'
10-2 Torr'
The ECR plasmas d.id. not change shape appreciably with P above
noted earlier'
although ttrey åid tend to concentratã closer to the chamber walls, as
filled the
they
until
Decrea-sing ¿ beiow 10-2 Torr allow-ed the plasmas to expand
Torr a small dark
entire chamber cross-section at 6x10-3 Torr. úo*.u.r, below 3x10-2
decreases in p
Further
plasma'
hole appeared in the center of the otherwise uniform
at 10-3 Torr, as
caused this hole to expand until ít virtually fitled the waveguide
are shown in figure
shorvn in figures 5,3(a) ãnd 5'3þ) (severai ordinary ECR plasmas
blue colour'
5.6). Note that the hole region was not completely dark, but had a deep
a// the ECR
Here we have an example ãf tfr. importance of direct visual observation:
despite the
Torr,
plasmas underwent a dramatic change as p d'ropped' below 3x10-3
*iool. effect implied by most of the power characteristics in figure 5'4'
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FIGURE 5.3. 35 mm photographs of several plasmas formed in the ECR plasma processing
chamber for the magnetic beach configuration of figure 3.5&). The system settings for each
plasma are noted iñ the following thiee number iormat: {Is (AmPs), P¡ (Watts), p (x70-2
Torr)). The waveguide cross-section at the quartz window has been outlined to Prevent confusion of the plasma with wall reflections and to provide a scale reference; the cross-sectional
dimensions of the waveguide were 7 .2 by 3.6 cm. The screened wall of the waveguide elbow,
through which these pictures were taken, was responsible for the faint grid-like patterns. The
"dirt" visible in (a) and (b) was due to roughness on the inner surface of the quartz window
which scattered the dark blue light produced by the "hole" regions. Note that (d) was taken
under low power conditions where noise in P¡ maf have affected the plasma.

We have found that the transition between modes could be studied in some
detaii through the use of dynamic measurements designed to detect oscillations of the
plasma as a whole. An example of what occurs during a mode transition is shown in
figure 5.5. Originally it was hoped that oscillations associated with drift or other low
frequency waves would be detected, which could then be correlated with the different
modes. This was not what was typically observed in these measurements. Instead, the
signal associated with most modes, away from transition regions, consisted of a DC
voltage upon which a weak noise signal of approximately t27o was suPerimposed (as
in traces (a) and (e) of figure 5.5). Within a given mode the DC levels changed
smoothly, following Pp, âs some system variable was varied. In figure 5.5, traces (a)
and (e) both decreased with Is. As a transition approached, however, the DC level
began to randomly switch to the value associated with the new mode (traces (b) and
(c)). This began with sharp, infrequent spikes to the new value of PR, which ocflrrrd
with increasing frequency as the system variable (Is in this case) continued to change
(decrease). In mid-transition it was sometimes possible to observe this switching
behaviour visualiy, when the switching rate was low enough. More often, the plasma
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3x10-3 Torr.

would appear as a mixfu¡e of the two plasma shapes because of averaging by the eye.
(fraces
Eventualiy the above process reversed itself as the new mode replaced the old
(c) and (d)). The periodic (=3 kHz) sawtooth waveform superimposed on the DC
value of the second mod.e (traces (b), (c), and (d) especially) gradually disappeared
(trace (e)) as 16 continued to decrease. Cleariy these dynamic measurements can be
used. to examine both the range and nature of the unstable plasma regions which
occur between plasma modes.
5.3. DISCUSSIONS

The three diagnostics reported here form a complementary set, where information obtained. frorn any one fills in some of the gaps left by the other two' ln our
opinion, visual inspection was the most accurate way to classify and compare modes'
Aìthough mode switching was not always evident in the Power meter readings, it was
always clear in the plasma shape and time-resolved measurements.
The obvious problem with visual inspection is that it does not provide a quantiuseft:],
tative measurement. In this regard, the power characteristics have Proven most
space
parameter
in
modes
since they can be used. to generate a "map" of the plasma
(as in figures 5.1,5.2and 5.+). We have fou¡d. these "maps" to be of considerable use
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FIGURE 5.5. Output of a microwave diode detector sampling the reflected Power during
several stages of a mode transition at 0.01. Torr in the peaked magnetic ñe-ld geometry of
to the Percenfigure 3.5(a). V refers to the time.averaged signal output_by the detector,
^y field coil was
tale variation of the AC component about this value. In this case the magnetic
thin
pìãced at the rear of the chamber next to a sample table, a.confìSuration used to deposit
(little
characteristhe
on
effect
weak
the
of
part
to
corresponds
Power
transition
Tttlt
iit*r.
tics, significant effect on the shape) tànsition from the ECR ("banded unifrcrm") to sub-ECR
("square rings") plasmas noted in figure 5'1'

in the planning of both characterisation and application exPeriments. Clearly, crossing
mode boundaries could cause havoc in the interpretation of exPeriments, especially
the trend. studies so important in application development and optimisation.
Neither visual inspection or power measurements provided clear information as
to either the nature oi extent of the transition regions between modes; this information was obtained using the d.ynamic measurements. These were directly concerned
with the stability of the plasma since rapid oscillations could not be detected with the
other two techniques.
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On thè Origin of Modes
The basic power absorption properties of these plasmas can be described using
the cold, magnetised Lorentz gas model described in sub-section 2.1'3' While a
rigoror:s analysis of our non-uniJormly magnetised plasma-loaded waveguide would
bã a very complex task, we can certainly say that changes in the wave proPagation
characteiistics of the plasma wili affect the impedance characteristics of the waveguide
chamber. Thus, an examination of this simple model should be sufficient to understand a number of the qualitative aspects of the microwave absorption problem.
As djscussed in sub-section 2.1.3, RCP waves launched into a plasma where the
magnetic field. increases into ECR experience a cutoff, from which they are reflected,
before they reach the ECR zone. Since collisions reduce the efficiency of the cutoff,2'3
and tunneiing of the wave through the cutoff into ECR can occur,2'4 a small fraction
of the incid.ent wave energy will reach the resonant zone. This explains the high
ECR on the
values of Pp observed as well as the weak, but significant, influence of
Note that
properties of plasmas generated in the peaked magnetic field configuration'
overdense
the LCp waves *uy ulio become cut off if the plasma becomes significantly
before the ECR zone. No evidence for this was observed'
The magnetic beach configuration is the preferred method for launching waves
into ECR since there are no cutoffs for the RCÞ waves preceding the ECR zone.4 The
power characteristics shown in figure 5.2 clearly reflect this fact' Here a1so, the LCP
iuu., may be cut off if the magnetic field and/or plasma density preceding ECR are
sufficientiy large. Again, no evidence for such effects was observed'
There are a host of possible explanations for the variety of modes observed and
to comthe complex shapes they exhibit. Possible phenomena which could contribute
waves
or
of
structures
plex shapes and,Tor mode behaviours include the develoPment
such as the
ås a result of diffusion across 86,5 the excitation of surface3 or drift waves
Mode
cutoffs'3
waveguide
;"*;i *"uuttiru,, and. the occurrence of plasma-modified
may be
conversion2 shoutd play some role in ECR plasmas, where the RCP waves
(k
perpendicuOrdinary
waves'
converted into electåstâtic plasmaT or ion acoustiC
lar, E parallel, to B¡) and exiraordinary (k and E perpendicular to 86) waves may also
for a
become excited. where the curvature of the magnetic field lines is sufficient
possible
significant fraction of the microwaves to be propagating across Be' It is also
tnãt T.g waveguid.e mod.es can convert at cutoffs to extraordinary waves ProPagating
Fåaly, non-linear plasma-wave interactions cannot be ruled out,8 espe;;;*l;t
cially in the case of the low p ECR plasmas, which exhibit some resemblance to the
caviionsg which result from ponderomotive forces'
without
Given all the possibilities, it would. seem that little progress can be made
an rntense experimental and. theoretical effort, Nonetheless, there remains one
observed in
mechanism which aPPearS to be able to explain a number of the modes
account for the
these experiments. In particular, it is the onty mechanism which can
that thc plasna
hypothesise
diagonalìymmetrie, ,o .o*rnon in the plasma shapes. we
waaeguide
modes are a result of the excitation of higher order electromagnetic
rydo'whose
magnetised plasma' A
the
of
index
refractiue
the
increases-in
by
made'possible
is
propagation
this work' Here
thorough exposition of this hypothesis wouid be beyond the scope of
we meieiy justify our hypothesis and propose an experimental test.

5.3.1.

-74We begin by noting that virtually all radiative excited atomic and molecular
of
states of Hf have very short lifetimes, and thus radiate essentiatly at their point
gento
the
generation. The brightness of the plasma at any point is thus proportional
eration rate at thaipoint. Since the microwaves proPagate axially, and 86 and p are
uniJorm across the waveguid.e cross-section, we make the reasonable assumption that
the brightness of the pLsma across the chamber cross-section (the shape of the
(r), according
ptasmai is proportional to n and the microwave electric field intensity, E
io a relationship of the formlo

flj

=n1¡¡Er(r),

(5.1)

denotes the i'th excited. state of an atom and 1 is a number between 2 and 4.
While this relaiion applies strictly only for electronic levels in atoms, it may reasonabty be expected that a similar relation holds for molecular electronic states as well'
(r)' Of course, the
ThÍs also assumes that the EEDF is locally in equilibrium with E
plasma parameters and electric field intensity will adjust themselves over the chamber
cross-section in a self consistent manner, and without doing a rigorous analysis we
can oniy hope to explain the overall shapes and symmetries of the plasmas' ECR conditions rftor-,t¿ be particularly simple in this regard, since the resonance both limits the

where

i

axial extent of the absorptlon ràgion and extends generation relatively uniformly
across the chamber cross-section.
Our hypothesis assumes that the plasma acts as a dielectric "inserted" into the
waveguide,'iith its relative dielectric constant, q, a function of z,86, p, and Pe
throÇh co6¿ and Opr. In particular, en > 1 will reduce the cutoff frequencies for the
vario,is waveguide mod.es relative to their vacuum values. For certain conditions, this
to the
effect may bJsufficient to allow higher ord.er mr:des to contribute significantly
For
referplasma.
of
the
shape
microwave electric field. distribution, and thus to the
are
is
high*
as it
ence, the first seven modes in a rectangular -waveguide twice as wide
(in ord.er of increasing cutoff frequency):11'72T9rc, TE2s, TElt and TM11 (same cutoff),
plasma/ conTE21 and. TM21 (same cutoff), and. TE3s. To clarify the effect of ep in the
the general equation for-the cutoff frequencies of the TE modes in a dielectric-

sider

Ioad.ed rectangular waveguide:

I/

rco=¿,[[+]'.lî]']'",

(s.2)

where a and, b refer to the width and. height ça = 2b ) of the waveguide, respectively,
and. m or n can be any integer provided they are not both zero.
The mechanism prod.ucing the increase in e¡ in ECR plasmas is þst the resoreal situation
nance itseif. In the cold plasma approximation e¡ diverges at ECR; in a
it must at least become large. This can be seen qualitatively if we naively assume that
r¡ is given by the exprelsion for an RCP wave in an infinite, cold, magnetised

Lorentz plasma;

.

TE* or TM* refer to the number of vacuum half-wavelengths
of the waveguide, resPectively'
height
rcidth
and
the
along
that fit
R.."11 ah", the m and n in

(s.3)

The actual behaviour of even this simple function is quite complex along the axis of
that
even a línear magnetic beach. However, as shown in figure 5.6, simply assuming
for
the
fully
accounts
modes
ihis increase is sufficient to mix the TE1¡ and TE26
observed plasma shapes in the ECR magnetic beach configuration. i:r particular, the
shift of the plasma lo ot. sid.e, not observed under any other conditions, can be
of the
explained. b¡ an increased contribution of the TE2s mode. Since the density
(see
this
6.3.1),
sub-section
P¿
ptås*a in the ECR zone increases with Is, p and/or
This is
effect should. become more pronounced as these system variables increase.
exactly what is observed.
The same mechanism explains similar results observed in cylindrical divergent
field ECR reactors (as discussed in section 2.3, Miyake et all3 provide striking photohas a
graphs of this phenomena). In this case the fundamental mode is TE11, which
iiogf. maximum in the microwave electric field strength along the axis' This mode is
At high
cleariy dominant at low p, where the plasma appears as a bright central disc.
dominate'
p, o;r hypothesis predicts that the next higher order mode, TMòl, should
fieid strength localised near the walls, with a null along the
This mode has the
"t..tri.
at the
waveguide axis. Indeed, at high p thé plasma forms a hollow ring concentrated
walls.

The hypothesis can explain most of the observed shapes of the Plasma' Through
of
various combinations of *od.r, hollow and. solid shapes exhibiting the symmetry
(cirthe waveguide cross-section, and. diagonal (azimuthal) symmetries in rectangular
particularly
cular) wãveguides can be modelled' These sfmmetry properties are
difficult to explain using any of the mechanisms mentioned earlier. Also, only the
plasma
variety of waveguide modes seem able to account for the variety of observed
modes.

The hypothesis also accounts for the stability properties of the plasma modes'
which waveguide mode, or modes, will occur u¡der a given set of conditions is deterA
mined by a self-consistent interaction between the plasma and microwave field'
restricted
a
over
only
given .o*birlution will be stable under small changes in e¡, but
modes
band. As eB increases both the order and number of allowed waveguide
are
shape
their
increases. Thus plasmas which require high order modes to explain
allowed
modes
also expected to exhibit more instability, titt.. more wavegurde
-aremagnetic
The
sub-ECR
and. tnå spacing between their cutoff frequencies is smaller'
beach plasmas fuifill both of these criteria'
we now propose a direct experimental test of our hypothesis' This is to simply
into the
insert a microwave electric field probe (suitably insulated from the plasma)
in the absorption
plasma chamber and directly measure the electric fieid pattern
brightness of the
the
to
region. If the measured fieid intensity does not correspond
have
plasma
then the hypothesis is incoriect. Some measurements simi1ar to these
Iô
increasing p '
teen performed,S unà sno* that E (r) and. n both move to the walls with
(5'1)
implies that the
while the visible shape of the plasma was not recorded, equation
plasma shape must also have behaved in this way'
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FIGURE 5.6. 35 mm photographs of several plasmas formed in the ECR plasma processing
chamber for the magnetic beach confìguration of figure 3.5(b), and corresponding mixtures
of electromagnetic waveguide modes. These are arranged from top to bottom in order of increasing strength of ECR. The system settings for each plasma are noted in the following
three number format: {/a (Amps), P, (Watts), p (x1,0-2 Torr)}. Note that contrast saturation
in the reproduction processes has made the plasmas appear more similar than they appear
to the eye. The waveguide cross-section at the quartz window has been outlined to prevent
confusion of the plasma with wall reflections and to provide a scale refercnce; the crosssectional dimensions of the waveguide were 7.2 by 3.6 cm. The screened wall of the
waveguide elbow, through which these pictures were taken, was responsible for the faint

gridJike patterns.
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CHAPTER

6

PTTOtsE CF{AR,ECTERTS,ATTON OF TF{E

MAGNETIC EEACF{ CONFIGUTT,&TIOÞ{S
Nature,

it

seems, is the PoPular name

for millinrds and milliards and milliards
of particles playing their infinite Same
of biltiards and billiards and billiards.
- Piet Hein, Grooks.

In chapter 5 the domains of the various plasma modes appearing in the ECR
plasma processing system were maPped out over a wide range of conditions' This
änapter ãescribes-u Lung*nir probe characterisation of the plasmas produced in the
ECR magneiic beach configuration, where the system was in the form of a divergent
field ECR plasma processing reactor.
The reader may recall from sections 2.3. and 2.4 that previous plasma characterisations of divergeni fl"ta ECR piasma processing reactors have left many basic questions concerning the physics of these machines unanswered. The experiments
described in this chapter are our attempt to resoive some of these issues. The method
used is a systematic, spatially-resolved Langmuir probe characterisation of the plasmas over a wide range of operating conditions. The focus is on the axial variation of
To
basic plasmu pururr,.t"r, u.td potentials as functions of important system variables'
ECR
field
the autho/s knowledge, thir is the first characterisation of a divergent
plasma processing reactor to present a complete set of data over a range of system
variables.

least, merely having accumulated a complete set of data will allow
unambigUous statements as to how the plasmas depend on the system variables to be
quantimad.e. Bãause the data is self-consisteni as well, correlations between plasma
ties will be possible, provid.ing insight into the physical processes at work' In particular, contributions towards thelesolution of a number of the specific issues pointed out

At the very

in section 2.3 should be Possible.
6.1. EXPERIMENTAL

The ECR plasma processing system was exactly as described' in chapter 3' The
ECR conmagnetic beaclrconfiguìation, figure 3.5(b), was used with 16 > 20 A so that
ditiãns always occurred within the plasma chamber. All measu¡ements were PerA'
formed, with the cylindrical oML probe described in section 3.4 and appendix
the
with
Measu¡ements werå made by first setting the desired svstem conditions
probe withdrarvn to the rear of the chamber, then taking i-V curves at pre-selected
* The contents of this chapter are currently being prepared for publication'

-79axial locationb. Any changes in the system variables (PR in particular) were noted for
each measurement. Additional measurements as fu¡ctions of p and P¡ were made at
fixed. locations i¡ order to clarify dependences on system variables.
Most measurements were performed at Is = 25 A; measurements at other values
were also made for comparison. The pressure was varied over the range of 10-3 to
10-1 Torr. The independent microwave power variable was P¡, which was varied from
0 to 50 W in 10 W intervals. This meant that the power variable most significant to
the results, P¡, y{às not in round numbers, and sometimes changed slightly with Ig
and, p. Over 400 I-V measurements were made in H2, another 100 in 02. All measure'
ments were performed over a one month period, during which no changes to, or
other uses of, ttre plasma system were allowed. Analysis of the results was performed
after all measurements had, been completed. The plasma parameters were extracted
using the cylindrical OML probe equations given in section 3.4 (with the modification
d.esciibea in the next section) and the modelling procedures described in section 3.4
and appendix B.
6.2. T.V CHARACTERISTICS

A typical set of probe I-V characteristics are shown in figure 6.1. These surves are
..rury ctosá to those expected from OML theory, with two important exceptions. First,
there is a distortion of these cuïves in the electron saturation region which made it
impossible to determine Vp accurately by inspection. Secondly, the ion saturation
cuirent increased. faster with V than anticipated from the cylindrical OML model' This
had. to be accounted for in the modelling procedure, as discussed below'
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À
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FIGURE 6.1. I-V characteristics of the
A, z=26.5 cm.
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-80The distbrtion of the region near and above Vp was probably a manifestation of
The
moderately magnetised electron colleciion,l,2 as discussed in sub-sætion 3.4.4.
form of tt p.rt*bation; a decrease in the magnihrde and slope of the eleclron
"
',saturation', current and a rounding of the electron "saturation" knee are exactly the
1
features expected from collection through a transition magnetosheath. These distortions did not ad.versely affect the precision of the plasma parameters since the modelling procedure did not use this portion of the I-v characteristic.
Below Vp most I-V curves could be fitted extremely well. In figure 6'1 the fitted
curves would be ind.istinguishable from the measured ones. Actual program output,
showing the high quality of a typical fit, is given in figure 8.1 of appendix B. This
appendt also cóntains extensive discussions regarding the precision of the modelling
procedure.

The second distortion of the I-V curves occurred in the ion safuration region.
Here the collected current increased significantly faster than the parabolic dependence
on V pred.icted by the OML model. This resulted in a poor fit of the model to many
(3'17) fulty
I-V curves. It was found that a termlinear in V added, to the OML model
accounted for this extra current componen|
Y(X;) =

fr^nn

- rt^n.t + (constant)v

(6.1)

still be obtained. as before since it multiplies Y. The values of n
and the fit of
obtained. using this correction averag ed. 70vo of those obtained without,

Note that

n

car-

the mod.el to the data was dramatically improved'
The origin of this linear term is consistent with the probe sheath exhibiting a
currents
significant spherical character, .since spherical OML probes collect saturation
*"ni.n vary linearly with y.3,4 Although the cylindrical probe has an asPect ratio of
400, there are several mechanisms which may cause it to collect charged Particles
spherical sheath. For example, ion beams in the downstream region
through a partly
-e*cessirre
collection by the non-cylind.rical portion of the sheath at the end
*uy ãu*"
of if,e probe. Fringing fieids would tend to make this portion of the sheath apPear
This
hemispirerical, thu; explaining the partly spherical natu¡e of the probe sheath'
as
wire'
*uy hurr" been exacerbated by a small residual curvature retained by the tip
noted in appendix A'
A number of I-V characteristics, especially those taken at low p, could not be
data from
fitted. by the model due to the occurrence of non-Maxwellian EEDF's. Probe
(or
"hot")
electron
energetic
these plasmas appear to show the effect of an excess
pop.,lution ,rrp".i*posed upon the high energy tail of an otherwise Maxwellian
Ègbf. ObviouÀly r...h u periurbation introduces significant error into the fitting proI-V curve and
cedure. These perturbatior,s *eru easily detected from the shape of the
situations'
the large negatìve values of I that the fitting procedure produced in these
Data points obtained. from I-V characteristics subject to this perturbation are duly
estimates
noted. at every occurrence. such points should be viewed by the reader as
considerably less precise than usual'
magniludes
Some I-V characteristics could not be modelled at all because thei¡
procedure'
were either too large or too small for either the diagnostic or the modelling
which the
from
By too large we mean the curve was virtually a stiaight vertical line,
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modelling procedure could extract essentialiy no useful information. This condition
typicaliy occ.r.red in the ECR zone when both n and T, were large' By too small we
pri-uriiy mean that the exponential region of the characteristic was not discernible.
This occurred. when n was very low, usually well into the downstream region. Howcould
ever, if T. was sufficiently ,*áll, I-V charaéteristics with n as low as 101a m-3
>
sometimes be fitted. More commonly, only regions having n 1015 m-3 could be
modelled.

The measured I-V characteristics were very reProducible. Two sets of ten I-V
measurements taken three days apart (between which 3 system shut-downs, 3 restarts and. over 250 intervening measurements were made) were used to check the
reproducibility. Differences in n, T, Vp and \/p were less than Ð, t3, t7 and t30Vo,
reipectively. Larger variations were observed only in I-V curves distorted by hot elecThe particutrons. Other data used to check the reproducibitity yielded similar results.
larly large error value for vp resulted from the acsumulated variation in the other
plasma parameters upon which it depends'
6.3. SPATIAL PROFILES

In this section the principal resulls of the OML probe characterisation of the ECR

the
magnetic beach configuiation are describe'd. The primary objective was to measure
the
is'
along
that
axis;
,putiui variation of tñe phsma Parameters along the chamber
in
magnetic beach. Each of the measu¡ed. plasma parameters are considered separately
I-V
this section. Note however, that since fãur plasma parameters result from a single
of
each
for
characteristic, each measurement contributeã to three separate graphs; one
n, T, and the pair of Vp and. Vp. The data in sub-sections 6.3.1 to 6'3'3 are fully comparable since they are diJferent asPects of the same measurements.
Every effort was made to provide as compiete a characterisation of the chosen
operating regime as possibl.. i{o*.u"r, the anomalous "blue hole" mode which
o.a.rrr.d at low pressures will not be consid.ered here as these plasmas exhibited a
number of peculiar properties of unknown origin'
6.3.1. Plasma DensitY

and
The spatial variation of n is shown as a function of p and P¿ in figures 6'2
agreement
6.3. The form of these curves, with a broad peak at ECR, are in general
to
attached
be
should
with the ]jterature.S,6,7,8 1¡ is not clear whether any significance
of these
the apparent double peak structure seen in these figures. The overall shape
on
centered
region
a
source
from
profiles is consistent with that expected for diffusion
axially,
ii,. fCn phne. plasma generated. near the ECR zone diffused radially and
of n in the
causing n to decreur" u*ãy from this region. The increased rate of decay
flux help
of
lines
region"of rapid decrease in 86 would be ãxpected since the diverging
tolpread the plasma radially. Note that while n depends uPon 86, it does not follow
B0è), as has been suggested elsewhere (see sub-section 2.3.2).
chamber'
Increasing p increases the peak value of n occurring i" ,.h: flïT"
Torr
10-2
to
¿x10-3
Recall from chapter 5 that plasmas generated over the tuig. of
at higher preswere visibly uniform over the chamLer cross section, while gþ:tras
un¿ implies that n
sures concentrated near the walls. This is commonly observed,6'9'10
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-83off the axis (in the ECR zone) was significantly Iarger that that measured on the axis
at high p. This has also been reported in the literaturc.T't'1'2'13'14
Increasing p also increased the rate of decay of n in the downstream region' The
is
d.ependence of n on p in this region is shown in more detail in figure 6.4. Figure 6'4
in excellent agreement with the literahrre.6,l'1',12,75,16 The behaviour of n above 3x10-3
Torr in figure 6.4 can be seen to be a direct consequence of the change in the axial
profile shówn in figure 6.2. A decrease in n at very low p has been observed in all
itrrdi.r to date. In our case, the decrease at low p is corre)ated with the formation of
the "blue hole" mode. Note that P¿ decreased from 287 to 26.2 W (8.7Vo drop) as p
increased from 2x10-3 to 8x10-1 Torr. This small change cannot account for the order
of magnitud.e variation observed in n. This comment also applies to figures 6.7 and
6.10.
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FIGURE 6.4. n vs, p at P¡_'30 W,Ig=25 A, and z=16.5 cm. '.H,,denotes points ob'tained
electrons.
hot
by
excess
I-V curves distorted

The effect of P¡ on r¡ is somewhat simpler than that of p. As can be seen in
figure 6.3, increasiog P¿ increases n throughout the plasma chamber' Overall, n tends
to increase approximately lineariy with P¿ but the rate of increase varies with z and
p. These results are also in agreement with the literature,6'8'70'11'17 although there are
determine
exceptions12,16 lporribty due to mode changes) and it is often difficult to
the power d.ensities needed for more accurate comparisons.
Note that n is always less than the critical plasma density, np, =7.45x1016 m-3,
under the conditions studied in this thesis. By naively extrapolating the power depenproduce
dence of n in the ECR zone, a rough estimate of the value of.P¿ required to
p
a plasma at n = flp¿ CàÍt be made. Values obtained in this manner vary widely with
150
of
range
the
as the the power depend.enc e of n changes, but tvpically fatl within
W io 450 W. At 10-f Torr, however, n shows no dependence on P¡, ând so never
extrapolates to npr.

-84of the other
In the following sub-sections it will be shown that the profiles I3
dæreases'
ECR zone as
plasma parameters Ji-pfy follow the movement of the

ECR zone since its shape is
However, the density ptáfif. is not free to follow the
mainly by the
determined prlmarlly ty diffusion, which in turn is determined
towards
profile
n
geometry of the ptÁma chamber. Thr:s decreasing 16 shifts the
which
lower z, but also moves the plasma generation region closer to the win-dow'
as
well
as
This changes the shape of the n profile
acts as a sink for plasma particles,
^in
plasma losses, due both to the movement of the source
its position. The increur"
by the weaker B6
closer to a sink and to the generally red.uced. confinement provided
at lower 13 '
would also account for the ieduced. power absorption efficiency observed
>A.
It shouid be noted. that this efficiency was constant for IB 22
6.3.2. Electron TemPerature

P¿ in figures 6'5 and
The spatial variation of T, is shown as a function of P, and
is the large temperature
6.6, respectiveiy. The most obvious feature in these curves
of microwave energy
spike ln the ECR zoner a result of efficient resonant absorotion
1¡" tt'tagtti
by the electrons. This observation is consistent with the liieratwe.13'5'6'10
values'
reported
the
with
tud.e of T, in the d.owÏìstream region is in good agreement
unclear in the literature'
However, the dependence of T, on system variables remains
h this stud"y, sufficiently detailed measurements of l, were made to allow definitive
comments concerning its dependence on system variables'
This decrease can
The magnitud.e of the peak in T, d.ecreases with increasing p '
the cyclotron gyration of
be attributed. to an increased collision frequency interrupting
energy they absorb from the
the resonating electrons more often, thereùy reducing the
T, by an amount promicrowaves. In the downstream region, increasing p decreases
behaviour is shown in figure
portional to the decrease observed in the ECR zone' This
be a result of the
6.7 and.is in agreement with the üterahrre.11 One exceptionls may
lower T, in the ECR zone and
appearance of a new mode. Increasing P¿ appears to
Comparisons with the literaturel2
decrease iLs rate of d.ecay in the downs"trearn iegion.
this dependence'
are difficult because of ine scarcity of data concerning
of ihe entire
The d.ependence of T, on 16 can be expiain"d by a simple shiJt
towards the window
profile in response to the movement of the ECR zone, which is
accounted for by
fully
be
with decreasing IB. smali resid,ual differences can
corresponding small differences in P¿'
6.3.3. Plasma and Floating Potentials

They depend on
The plasma and. floating Potentials have also been measured'
and' geometric properties of
the plasma parameters ,.¡ unã T, as well as the material
of the probe'
the chamber wails. In addition, vp depends on the geometry
n and T' and the
The relationships between the fundamental piasma Parameters
Here' we simply present
potentials Vp and Vp wiU be considered in the discussions'
and point out any
in" figr,ru, complementary to those given rn the previous sections' shown in figures
and V¡ are
novel features which *uy o.*r. The axial profilei of Vp
on p is shown in
detailed, graph of their d'ownstream dependence
6.8 and 6.9.
figure
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The magnitud.e of vp is consistent with the values rePorted .in the literaor not18 Vp shows a
ture,l9,6,7,1'0 bi.t tt"re remains some disagreement as to whetheÉ
with p in the
peak in the ECR zone. Regardless, Vp has been observed to decrease

weakly'
ãownstream regionT and tÀe ECR zone.6 Vp h1s been found to depend only
if at all, on PA in ihe downstream region'7'1O These observations are in agreement
with those made here.
The dip in Vr in the ECR zone has been reported elsewhere,lS'8 b.tt it is difficult
to make any other comparisons concerni¡g this parameter. As discussed later in subnot be treated as
section 6.4.i, VF is a d.irect consequence of Vp and T' and should
an independent Plasma Parameter.
The resembiance of the Vp profiles to those of Ç is striking' The downstream
with increasing
dependence of Vp on p also follows that of Tr. As weil, Vp decreases
as
P,r m the ECR zone, while simultaneously increasing in the downstream region'
the
is
not
region
does Tr. However, the d.ependence of Vp on P¿ in the downstream
that of T" '
same as f or T{ The depend'ence of both Vp and V¡ on Is is' like
the ECR zone'
apparently due simply to ã shift of the enti¡e profile aiong z, following
while the vp profile bears no obvious resemblance to that of T. or vp, the proimply a close counounced dip in the ECR zone and the slow d.ownstream variation
also
pling of vp to these quantities, as expected from probe theory. This comment
in
shown
region
uppú", to ttre detailed dependence of Vp on p in the downstream
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6.4. DISCUSSIONS

The measurements reported in this chapter have been able to reproduce the
majority of the results found in the literature concerning plasma characterisations of
divergent field, ECR plasma processing reactors. However, the detail and comPleteness
of thãse results make them a significant addition to the body of experimental data
concerning these complex plasmas. This was made possible through the work
reported. in chapter 5, which enabled the selection of stable plasma conditions in
which to perform the probe measurements.
The result is a self-consistent, continuous set of data sufficiently detailed to allow
the construction of, or comparisons to, analytical models. In general, of course, modelling these plasmas will be a d.ifficult task. Nonetheless, some tentative, phenomenologicai effors aiong these lines will be made in the rest of this section. The primary goals
will be to delimit the theoretical problem and suggest initial directions of attack rather
than to propose definitive models.
6.4.1. Plasma Generation, Transport and Loss

The d.ensity profile, n(z), ß a reflection of the mass and charge generation, transport and loss mechanisms occurring within the plasma chamber' In ECR plasma procãssing systems, generation is determined by microwave absorption processes, transport by diJfusion and loss by recombination on bounding surfaces. Gas-phase recombination may contribute to plasma loss under certain conditions, such as at high densities and/oi pr.rr,rres in tire presence of molecular ions,7 but it is usually observed
that diJfusion is the dominant transport/loss process in microwave plasmas.20 The
reason is the very low rates associated. with most recombinatron processes under the
the
conditions typicaiy found in microrvave processing plasmas.2l In this sub-section,
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of plasma generation and transport. A detailed theoretical treatment, which would
r*qiit. extensive numerical modelling, will be left for furure work.
We begin by noting that four distinct particle fluxes, the axial and radial electron
and ion fluxes, contribute to the net diJfusion of plasma. Diffusion is a random walk
process, so the diffusive fluxes (in the absence of space-charge fields) will be proportional to the corresponding step lengths in the four cases. For electrons travelling
along Bs the step length is þst the mean free path length,

.t-l I 2x1o-10
""- [. p

ZeT,

(6.2)

fr

with p in Torr and T, in eV. This was arrived at from (2'2Ð for lrn using the most
(independent of electron
probable veiocity Q.Z.+), and the fact that vrn = 5xL0ep s-l
ãr,ergy) in H2.2 Across Be the step length is given by the Larmor radius,

,u =

l*"

(6.3)

leøo Æ

with T, in eV. Here (?.24) was used. in (2.1) for r¿r. under the conditions found in
few tens of
these experiments, lrn ranged. from about a centimeter at 10-1 Torr to a
centimeters at 4x10-ã

torr.4t

the same time, r¿" was on the order of a few tenths of a

mi]limeterand'{D6,/v,n=100at0'0lTorrinthevicinityoftheECRzone.Thusthe

Larmor gyration greatly imped.es the flux of electrons across B0 relative to that along
on v¿n '
80. This ãiff"r"r,." incréases as p is red.uced., since difftuion across 86 depends
These comments also apply to the ion fluxes'
(mostly axially) rather
Given the strong tendency of the plasma to flow along 86
diffusion
than across (mostly ãai.Uy), n(z) should. have the basic form of the lowest
with the
variation
mode between parallel ptátes. This would be a cosinusoidal20'I
with a width
peak at ECR, wñere the generation rate is presumably the greatest, and
thus the
and
rate
generation
the
P¡ would increase
þroportion aI to lrn Lrcrãasing
p"ut.rutrr" of n, as observed n rig*.6.5. I;rcreasing p decreases lrn, thus causing the
(increasing p)
profile "hatf-width" to d.ecrease, as observed in figure 6'4' Decreasing /of n,
also reduces axial losses, which should prod.uce an increase in the peak value
assuming that axial losses are dominant. This is indeed what was observed'

(z) from an ideal
There are at least three factors which act to perturb n
(the ECR zone) is
cosinusoid.al distribution. The first is that the generation region
diffusin8 along
iocated near the quartz window, which is a sink for charged particles
p when /- is not
86, thus nQ) ß not symmetrical about the ECR zone. Also, at low
(=6 cm), the profile will be
small compared to the window to ECR zone spacin g
the window surface'
depressed near the window since n must be at or near zero on
of p;the
This is why the peak of n(z) appears to move downstream with a reduction
source'
at
the
profite is expanding in width while simultaneously being depleted
lines of flux in
The second perlurbation is due to the d.ivergence of the magnetic
radially and to
the downstfeam region. This acts to both spread the charged particles
the distance they must
guid.e them into thJ side walls of the chamber, thus shortening
to the
travel to a sink (the walls) along B¡. Both of these effects serve to add
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of n(z). This effect is particularly evident in the region where Bs
d.ownstream
decreases exPonentiallY.
A
The remaining "perturbation" concerns the shape of the generation region'
uniform
by
maintained
cosinusoidal axial átt¡brrtiot between parallel plates must be
in the divergent field
generation throughout the chamber,Z3 which is highty unükely
would support a triECR
at
ãonfiguration. aî ¡¡e opposite extreme, a plane source
u.g.,riu, n proÍí1e.23 In- ieality, plasma generation almost certainly occurs nonuniformty over an extended, but limited., axial region centered on the ECR zone' The
Thus
exact shape of this region presumably also depends on the system conditions'
the actuai n profiie *ð.ild, ãt best, be expected to be only approximately cosinusoidal
or triangulu.. Th. cross-sectional shape of the generation region, as indicaied by the
variables'
visible ,nup" of the plasma, is also nãnuniform and dependent on system
in
the syschanges
u¡der
This will influence thà behaviow of the shape of the profile
P¿ to concentem variables. In particular, the tend.ency of plasma at high p and/ or
underestimay
axis
the
along
n
trate a-Iong the walls implies that measurements of
mate peak values of n within the chamber'
of
Finally, some comments concerning the requirements for a rigorous analysis
assoprobleru
The
plasma losses in a d.ivergent field, ECR plasma processing reactor'
have already been
ciated with the anisotro"py and. nonuniformities iniroduced by Bo
unknown shape
of
region
mentioned. The fact thai generation occu¡s over a locaiised
of the generaintroduces three additional difficulties. The first is that while the shape
of the
knowledge
requires
form
its
important to diffusion, d'etermining

tion region is

fl can be so
wave absorption properties of the plasma. The second probiem is that
there'2o Thus
small in regions far fìom the source that free diffusion may d'ominate
the plasma'
of
ambipolar ãúfurion conditions may occur only in high density regions
chamber'
This cou-ld, il.t turn, be aggravat.á Uy the conducting walls of the plasma
plasma'
of
the
regions
which can support currents connecting fluxes from different
well outside the scope
These comptexities place the solution of the diffusion problem
of this work.
6.4.2. Plasma Heating and Cooling

The 1', profiles clearly illustrate the basic nalure of ECR plasmas; resonant
high energies within a
absorption of microwave energy accelerates plasma electrons to
elecnarrow region centered at the ÉCR plane. The energy attained by the resonating
electhe
longer
the
trons is ti*it.¿ by the collision frequency vrn. The lower !r, ß,

fieid' Therefore' decreastrons can gyrate and. thus absorb energy from the microwave
ng p aüJws T, to reach larger vaiues in the ECR zone. At the high temperatures
undergoes inelastic'
attained in the ECR zone, the majority of the electron population
most of an
rather than elastic, collisions with neútral species. In an inelastic collision'
excitation, dissociation
electron,s energy is absorbed. by the neutrãl particle through
populaand/or ionisation processes. Thus ineiastic coùisions rapidly cool the electron
tion.
rapid cooling proSince the extent of ECR along the axis is quite limited, the
T, away from the
vided by inelastic collisions accounts for the iapid decay of
value of T, does not
resonant zone. In the downstream region, the relatively low

-9Lunderchange appreciably. At these low values ol Tu most of the electron population
neutral
go"s"eUsìic 6sìtisions, in which energy transfer to the much more massive
tail
of the
energy
high
in
the
few
electrons
Jpecies is very inefficient. Since only a
population .oi]id. inelastically, little collisional cooling takes place.
The other major cooling process is due io ambipolar diffusion, where more eneras a
getic electrons are able to preferentially escape any spacecharge fields occurring
iesult of charge imbalances. The details of the diffusion cooling process will depend
detãils of ambipolar d.iffusion under the complex conditions found in the

upon the

piur*u chamber. It remains to be seen how significant this cooling Process is. Since
T,
coilisions reduce the efficiency of ECR and increase the efficiency of cooling,
d.ecreases as p increases, as observed in figure 6'5'
is
The apparent d.ecrease in the magnitude of the T, spike with increasing P¡
more
elecare
there
since
explained úy tnu corresponding increase in n this produces.
be
trons present, there is less microwave energy avaitable per eleCtron, so T, must
simimay
window
the
10*er.ä4 The correspond.ing movement of the spike towards
larly be a result oi tn. hìgher electron density absorbing more of the microwave
POwer sooner.
6.4.3. Potentials

As mentioned. previously, Vp and VF are a consequence of plasma-surface
and materials
interactions. These potentials are determined. by n, T,89, the geometry

(in the case of Vp)'
of the reactor wails, and the geomefry of the probe
vp arises as a result of ambipolar diffusion of the charged plasma sPecies to the
as an ECR
reactor wal]s. To predict the vah:e of Vp in a system as compiicated
simply knowplasma processing ieactor would be a difficult task indeed. Nonetheless,
the results to
of
ing that-Vp musldepend on n and T, allows for some simplification
in these
be mad.e. Fi¡st note that while the shape of the reactor was an invariant
varid
Bs
since
not'
was
experiments, the geometry important to dlffusion phenomena
*itt " and /s. Also, since the material of the chamber walls changed at thethequartz
spawindow, changes in the diffusion process may be expected near z = 0' Thus
varitial variatio., of Vr, und.er a given set of ?,P¡ and IB, must be a result of spatial
ations ín n, T, Bg, or due to the presence of the quartz window'
T'' in
From a comparison of Vp(z) with T, (z), it is clear that Vp depends on
was found to
fact, through a trial-and-error process, the following empirical relation
apply throughout the plasma cñamber, except near the qtnrtz window:

Vp(z)=Cr,[îG)TJz)+Cz

(6.4)

"constants" Cl and C2
No systematic dependence on B6(z) was found. Noie that the
pertaining to the
aeper.ra onp, P¿ and I3. These "constants" contain the information
Vp ' Relation (6'4)
ambipolar diJfusion pr;.o, which determines the magnitude of
be
*.r"iy d.escribes how this process varies aiong the chamber axis' C1 and C2is must
whenever a change made in
d.etermined. by experiment, and must be re-determined
known' it
p,pa,Is or ttr. ri.rup" of B6Q). Whiie the origin and meaningof 6.Ð is notAn
underc1 and c2'
can be used to re¿uce sets of vpQ) profiles to two parameters,
problem'
of the diffusion
stand.ing of 6.a) will, once again, require rigorous solution
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relation (6.4), presumably due to a change in the diffusion Process at the front of the
plasma chamber. It was observed that the extent of this perlurbation along z was
greatest at low p and/or low P¿. This could be a result of the longer screening and
*"ut free path lengths which occur under such conditions. The presence of this perturbation is obviou-s on a plot of Vp versus ^[tlT, which is linear if the perrurbed
points (near the wi¡dow) are ignored. In figure 6.11 axial profiles selected from
figrrt"r 6.8 and 6.9 have been re-plotted to demonstrate (6.4). AIl measutú' Vp(z)
profiles corild be linearised in this way'
a
'l

(w)
@l ro

!ro

oso

{ n T" (x 1O s./ K.m-3)
{ttr" as a function of P¿ at P=70-2 Torr and Is=E A' The three points
FIGURE 6.1L. Vp
"t.
nearest to the quartz window were not included. Similar curves were found under all conditions examined in these experiments. The I-V curve corresPonding to a missing point at z=4
cm, p¡=50 W could not be modelled. The lines correspond to linea¡ least-square ñts to the
data.

As mentioned several times previously, probe iheory assumes that ail potentials
are relative to the plasma potential' Qp = Vp' Therefore' in discussing V¡ one must
use Qr =Vr-Vp; the floating potentiai across the probe sheath' Note that Qp is nega(3'10) to
tive. An expression for Qp can be obtained from the OML current equations
(3.17) in the same way as for a plane probe (section 4.3.2). For a plane probe we have,
rewriting (4.5) in terms of the normalised potential,

-f
)

L^fr*ltl
's'
rT, = Z*'l-" *t

(6.s)

2

The correspond.ing result for a cyiindrical oML probe, written in the same format
(6.5), is

as
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RT,

-=

i"l^#J .å*[t+] l+ Hl] .

(6.6)

Note the unforfu¡ate fact that this equation is nonijnear in 0r, thus requiring numerical solution, and that T;/T, must be known'
According to (6.5), Qp should. be a linear function of T, only, with the slope
given by the term on the right hand sid.e (T, in eV). To discover how the measured
áata aciually varied, Qp wæ plotted as a function of T- The results for all probe
data folmeasurements feported in this chapter are shown in figure 6.1'7. Clearly the
the line
of
lows a universal Line independent of all system variables and n. The slope
daia is -3.04
pred,icted. by (6.5) ß -334:thar obtained from the least-squares fit to the
r0.05.

To compare the experimental results to 6.0, we first note that the complicating
on the final
terms appear as ratios in a logarithm. This greatly reduces their influence
make the
will
we
T'
resuit. Given that T¡ is unknõwn, but expected' to be less than
that e0e/rT' =-3 in
cold. ion approximation and assume I =0' By further assuming
-3.09, which is within the
the logarit-hm of (6.6), the slope predicted by oML theory is
margin of error for the fitted slope.
That these equations describe the measured data (or that Q. versus T, is a
Failure
universal line) is ,rnremarkabte. This is a direct consequence of probe theory.
measured
the
of
more
or
of the data to follow this curve can only mean that that one
not fit
values contributing to that point is in error or that the model I-V curve does
model Ithe data. This relaiionship is thus another quantitative check on the fit of the
which
the
V curve to the measured characteristic. Clearly the model I-V curves, from
plasma parameters were obtained, fit the measured data very well'
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-95CHAPTER 7

CCNCT,USIONS AF{D RECOMMEND,ATTONS
Truth is neaer pure, and rarely simple'
- Oscar Wilde, The Importance of Being Earnest'

7.1. CONCERNING THE CHOTCE OF GASES

Virfually all plasma processing applications use comPlex, highly reactive gas mixtures to p"ifo.^- their task. Such piasmas present a complicated and destructive
environment to in situ piasma diagnostics such as Langmuir probes. This is why most
plasma processing characterisations which use probes are performed with simpler gas
*l"trrt.i. The results of such experiments must then be extrapolated to the more complex cond.itions used in practicé. it should be obvious that the plasmas studied with
to those used in applications if this extraþroUes must be u ,.uronãble approximation
H2 was used exclusively. However, as disþolation is to be meaningfut. ¡r tiris thesis,
in Ar
cussed. in section 2.3, most studies reported in the literature were performed
for use
plasmas. We believe that Ar, or any other noble gas, is not an oPtimum choice
in characterisations of plasma processing reactors'
Noble gas atoms have relatively simple inelastic sellision spectra compared to
(rotational,
molecular gãr.r. Lr particular, molecular gases have numerous excitation
vibrationai, electronic) levels below the ionisation energy which noble gas atoms do
not have. This implies that energy transport between electrons and neutrals will be
electron temPeratures may be expected
more efficient in *ã1...,1ut gases. ior
"*u*ple,
to be lower in molecular gãr"t due to the increased number of iow energy inelastic
co llision processes available.
DisConsid.er also dissociation, which obviously is not significant in noble gases'
its
sociative recombination is an efficient electron-ion recombination Process, and
ECR
in
profiles
density
ocsurrence at high Pressures has been shown to affect the
ionisation also
plasma processing råactors,1 The complementary process of dissociative
as in the case
does not occur in noble gases. This process can produce energetic ions,
of Franck-Condon d.issociation of H2.L3 Obviously, chemical recombination also does
not occur in noble gas plasmas. In molecular gases this can occur in the gas phase or
on su¡faces, and cå sgniticantly affect the transport of energy out of the plasma'4
is domI¡ndeed, it appears that energy transport to surfaces in molecular plasmas
the surto
inated. by the transfer of the vibrational energy of the plasma molecules
face,4 a pathway not available in noble gas plasmas'
Recommendation

1:

in the
We recommend. that characterisations of processing plasmas be performed
mixgas
the
simplest molecular gas that provides a reasonable approximation to
ture of the intenáed application. H2 is obviously the simplest and most
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of many processing gas mixfures. H2 is also not particularly corrosive, doæ not
usually leave surface deposits and produces singly charged ions predominantly
of one type (H*), It also has the nice property that vrnlp ß essentially independent of electron energy,s making analytic calculations possible in many sihrations.

Recommendation

2:

In an effort to determine if and when electron-ion recombination is important in
ECR processing plasmas, we recommend that afterglow measurements be made
at various axiai locations under different system conditions. These would involve
probe measurements of the rate of decay of n with time after shutting off the
microwave power. Diffusion would produce an exPonential decay, recombination
a 1/f dependence.6'7
LANGMUIR PROBES
The Langmuir probe technique is a deceptively simpte way of simultaneously
measuring several fundamental plasma properties. However, there exist a host of
experimental and. interpretive pitfalls u*uìtiog the unwary experiment¿1¡¡.8'9'10'11'12'13
Thì complex envi¡onment found. in divergent field ECR plasma processing reactors
harbours a number of potentially bothersome creatures, including flux tubes' ion

7.2. CONCERNING THE USE OF

beams and plasma fluctuations.

With the exception of this thesis, all probe characterisations of divergent field
ECR plasmu p.o..rriog reactors have used cylindrical probes oriented perpendicular
to th; 1¡ug.,åti. field, and have analysed the results using a thin-sheath (planar)

theory simìiar to that described. in chapter 4. The use of s.uch probes in magnetic fields
with difficul¡i"5.8,9,10,12 Thé most serious problems result from flux lubes,
is fralght
-.hung.
the collecting surface of the probe in an unpredictable manner and
which
introduce a magnetic field dependence into the I-V characteristics'
In this thesis, the flux iube problem was side-stepped through the use of a probe
so small that it was immune to the effects of the magnetic field. This had the additional benefit of red.ucing the perturbation of the plasma while still allowing interpre'
tation of the I-V curves with an analytic (OML) theory. This theory is only slightly
be
more compiex than the thin-sheath model. oML probes have also been shown to
particularly well-suited. for use in non-fusion magnetised plasmas'14 To our
lnowtedgá, this thesis is the first reported ,se of this technique in the diagnosis of
ECR processing plasmas.

Recommendation 3:

Given the potential problems with using thin-sheath probes in strongly magplasmas such as those found in ECR processing plasmas'
netised, beam forming
-Oiøf
Langmuir probes be used instead' While not ideal'
we recommend that
they are subject to fewer and less ,"u.t. problems than standard thin-sheath
probes.
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Recommendàtion 4:

We recommend that the existing OML Langmuir probe be upgraded by adding:
(a) the capability to perform direct EEDF measurements, and ft) the ability to
converter
change current iur,g.i by changing the value of the current-to-voltage
establish
to
in
order
resistor. Calibration of the probe results by other techniques,
the accuracy of the probe results, should also be undertaken.
7.3. CONCERNING PLASMA STABILITY

It was demonstrated. in chapter 5 that the plasmas generated in ECR plasma proThese modes
cessing reactors generally appeai in the form of distinct "plasma modes".
are ch"aracterised by a distinct strucfure (radially and axially), are usually quiescent
and exhibit p.op.tti.r which vary smoothly with system variables. Transitions
noisy due to
between mod.es, however, are discontinuous, often bistable, and are
have a seriswitching between the two modes. It is obvious that such behaviour can
condi
processing
and
plasma
ous influence on the conirollabilty or reprod'ucibiÌity of
tions, as well as on the interpretation of trend studies'
At present the only way to ensure controllability of the plasma is to avoid the
number
unstable transition regións between modes. This requires knowtedge of the
the
and domains of plasira modes produced in the system's parameter sPace' and
complethree
of
we
The
extent and stability of the corresponding transition regions'
this task'
mentary techniques was developìa it ttris tnesf (chapter 5) to accomplish
and
Visuai inspection of the radial structure of the plasma can be used to identify
(PR
P¡
versus
classify thà different plasma modes. Microwave power "characteristics"
for exãmple) can then be used to make a map of the mode domains in the system's
regions can then be
parametei Space. The nature and extent of the unstable transition
measurements are easily
àxamined. using d.ynamic measurements of P¡ or Vp ' These
the number
performed and pioviae a complete, if highly qualitative, description of
ånd extent of plásma modes found in any given system configuration.
curious
Despite the lack of quantitative data, the variety of plasma modes, their
sufficient clues
symmetries (diagonal in our case) and thei¡ metastable nature provide
that the
to form a reasonable hypothesis concerning their origin The hypothesis states
within
profile
field
plasma mod.es are dué ìo modification of the microwave electric
electromagnetic
ih" plas*a chamber as a resu-lt of the mixing of higher order
changes in the
large
by
wøaeþuide modes. This mixing is assumed to be brought about
This hypothesis can
refractive index of the -"goãtit.d plasma filling the waveguide'
microwave
magnetised
related
explain virtually all of the ãhup"t observed in ECR and
plasma processing sYstems'
Recommendation

5:

we propose that the "waveguide mode" hypothesis be tested by direct measure'
ment oithe microwave eleciric field pattern within the modes'
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6:

We also recommend more quantitative characterisation of the plasma modes. In
particular, radially-resolved Langmuir probe measurements of the piasma modes
are called for.
7.4. CONCERNING BASIC PLASMA PROPERTIES

The axial variation of n within the divergent field ECR reactor configwation was
found to have the primarily cosinusoidal form expected from axial diffusion of plasma
away from a geneiation region at ECR. This profite was skewed towards the front of
the plasma chamber because the ECR region was located close to the quartz window,
which acted as a sink of charged particles.
Increasing P¿ increased. the magniiude of. n(z), a result of an increased rate of
generation rate in the ECR zone. Increasing p increased the rate of axial decay of
i {r) u*uy from the ECR zone. This was caused by an increased vrn reducing the axiai
d.iJfusion coefficient while simultaneously increasing the radial diffusion coefficient'
since axial diffusion dominated. plasma loss, increasing p reduced this loss and
allowed. n to increase in the ECR zone. At iower p, when the mean free paths were
larger than the ECR zone to window spacing, further changes in p had little effect on
(sou¡ce) were already welln (z ) since losses to the window (sink) and ECR zone
connected. However, as the profile spread with decreasing p, losses to the window
depleted n in the ECR region; thus the peak appeared to move downstream. Note
thát n (z) did not appear to follow 86(z) as observed in some studies.

The axial T, profile was dominated by the efficient heating of the plasma electrons produced by resonant absorption of microwaves at ECR. This resulted in a temperature spike in ttt" gCn zone. Inelastic collisions between the energetic electrons and
neutral species resulted. both in efficient piasma generation and rapid cooling of the
In
electron popuiation. This produced a rapid decay of T, just outside the ECR zone.
the downstream region, { d.ct.ured to the point where elastic colliqions wiih neutrals, in which energy transfer from electrons to neutrals is very low, was dominant'
Thus iittle cooling occurred and T, changed only slowiy'
The magnitude of Tr(z) ð.ecreased with p as an increased vrn both reduced the
efficiency of the resonance and. increased. the collisional cooling rate. Increasing the
p¡ decreased T, in the ECR zone and decreased its rate of decay in the downstream
region. This resulted. from the corresponding increase in n which caused less wave
power per electron to be avai'lable for heating'
Tr(z) d.epended. on Bs(z) only through the axial location of the ECR zone' Vp
and vp showed. the same behaviour. while n (z ) showed some movement, the fact
that its shape and. location also depended on the (fixed) location of the nearest particle
sink (the q.rurtr window) prevenied it from freely following the ECR zone'
Vp(z) and V¡(z) were determined. by n(z) and Tr(z); they are not fundamental
to
plasma parameteis. Vp was found to vary along the chamber axis according
ï, offi, where the d.ependences on system variables aPpear only in two constants
(slop. and vp-intercept) associated. with this function. This relation was obeyed
the ECR
throughout the plasmã chamber except between the quartz window and
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to perturbation of the plasma by the sheath and presheath of

the window.
Vp depends d.irectly on Vp and T, according to a relation given by probe theory'
be
Cleariy this parameter is not meaningful by itself; Te and/or Vp must also
yF
in
is
specified, othãrwise it is impossible to tell whether any observed variation
due to Vp, T, or both'
Recommendation

7.

Clearly probe measurements must be spatialiy-resolved if the true causes of variations in plasma or process variables are to be understood. Therefore we strongly
,..o**..d. that tpãtiut resolution be a minimum requirement of any serious
characterisation of ECR processing plasmas'
Recommendation 8:
Additional diagnostic techniques should be used to measure the properties of
ionic and neutral species in the plasma. Ion energy analysis, mass spectroscoPy
and optical emission spectroscopy would be particularly r:seful in this regard.

T.S.CoNCERNINGREACTORDESIGNANDAPPLICATION
proThe general objective of piasma characterisations of processing reactors is to
in applications'
vid.e a causal link between system variables and the results obtained
in this
reported
The
experiments
itself.
The intermediary here is, of iourse, the plasma
as
plasma
the
and
thesis have provid.ed an empirical connection between the reactor
well as the þhenomenological roots of a model of reactor-plasma interactions. What
ou¡ results imply for reac-tor and. application design depends on the exact nature of
issues'
the intended application. Here we will restrict our comments to general
reacFirst we note that n may not necessarily be a good figure of merit for the
neutral
and
charged
tion rate of a given applicaiion. ln the downstream region,
a very poor indicaspecies follow very d.iffãrãnt transport pathways, so that n may be
a significant fracAIso,
tor of the activated. neutral species conientration in this region.
tion of n may be due to recycled. neutrals,ls In applications this implies that a
which may or
corresponding fraction of the plasma originates from reaction products'
may not contribute to the desired Process'
nzutral
The nafure of ECR plasmas is such that while the plasma and radical
enerchamber'
plasma
the
species concentrations are large over an extended length of
ECR
the
to
getic species (hot electrons and excited' neutrals) are essentially confined
ECR
zone. Clearly processing chemistry will be different inside and outside of the
ECR
the
zone. Energetic, d.amug" ior.nritive processes could be performed within
damage sensizone ("conúct" plasma"processing) to maximise the reaction rate' More
spike
temperalure
tive applications could be perfõrmed just outside the electron
("diffusion" plasma processing) to reduce damage while preserving 1 nlsn reaction
in the-downstream
rate. Very sensitive iro..rrur-may best be performed "remotely"'
damage' Lr
region, óh.." the processing rate can be såcriJiced in favour of reduced
plasma
the latter case a weil coilimated. B¡(z) will effectively transport iow energy
the density of
onto the samples, while a strongly divergent B 6(z ) will greatly reduce
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piasma impingent on the samples. In either case the flux of
Thus quantity
usually are responsible for thJ processing reactions, will be unaffected'
directly
of piasma impingeni on samptes in the áownstream region can be controlled
using the magnetic field Profile'
Ion energies are relatively low in ECR reactors and are thus amenable to indrpendent external control. Radio-fiequency sample bias16 is a particularly elegant method
of increasing ion energies, for use in reactiv+.ion etching for example. Other much less
elegant techniques (such as repellor grids) are required to reduce ion energies'
Recommendation

9:

To increase the plasma density attainable in our ECR plasma processing system,
we recommend. ihat the ECR zone be moved further downstream, away from the
quartz window. Note that 86 must be kept well above that necessary for ECR in
the region Preceding the ECR zone.
Recommendation 10:
To connect the results of these plasma characterisations to the results of applications, we recommend. that simple processing experiments be undertaken to' at
proleast, d.etermine the difference between contact, diffusion and remote plasma
cessing. A simple, informative and important process which could be used is silicon oxidationo.
Recommendation 11:
Finally, and. most importantly, we feel that the results of this thesis are
sufficiently complete to aliow informative comparisons to be made to the results
of modelling ef?orts. We strongly recommend that a strenuous modelling Program now be undertaken. We suggest that the problem be separated into its

fluid(diffusion)andplasmawave(heating)components.
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APPENDIX A

t,ANGMUIR. I'ROEE DT^&GNOST'IC SYST'EM

The Langmuir probe and associated data acquisition system was designed and
constructed from scratch as part of this thesis. The purpose of this appendix is to
describe the hardware and software in detail.
A.1. LANGMUIR PROBE

The Langmuir probe is shown in figure 3,8. The glass shieids for the probes
were drawn by Ian Ward of the chemistry glass shop. The outside diameter of the
shield at the tip was approximately 100 pm. The probe was assembled by threading
(Torrthe W wire thrãugh ttreìhield and then setting it in place with vacuum epoxy
thickdiameier,
Seal) at one end. This was in turn attached to the end of a7/4 inch
walled glass tube which functioned. as the süder in the feedthrough assembly. Inside
the slid.ãr, Ag paint attached the W wire to the larger Cu wi¡e which led to the external connector. The slid.er was cemented at both ends to form a secure vacuum seal.
The shield to slider connection was enlarged to form a stop to prevent complete withdrawal of the probe from the feedthrough.
The probe tip could. not be made perfectly straight due to some residual curvatu¡e retained by ihe wire as a result of being wound on a rol1. Thus the tip of the
probe was tilted about 10o off axis.
A.2. ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
A block d.iagram of the Langmuir probe data acquisition system was given in
figure 3.9. The cãmputer control system consisted of a 640 kB personal computer
(NEC V-20) mnning
CfÉVf-X1' clone) equipped with an enhanced 8088 microProcessor
(Metra-Byte
at a clock rate of 8 ¡rmr. Data acquisifion was performed with a board
Dascon-l) installed in the comPuter.
The Dascon-i. was interfaced to the probe through the I-V measurement cilcuit
shown in figure 4.1. The overall operation of this circuit was described in section
3.4.5. Othei important features are as follows. Amplifiers A1 and A3 were special
(Analog Devhigh-voltag" op-a*ps capable of sourcing up to t 140 V DC at i0 mA
to the feedparallel
icÃ tztp. rn. rr"uit ceråmic (low inductance) capacitors placed
back resistors compensated for the stray inPut capacitance of the oP-amPs' thereby
reducing the noise it tn.it outputs. The 20,450 O feedback resistor on A2 determined
the conversion ratio of the current-to-voltage converter through Ohm's law' The
(such as an oscilloscope for
switch allowed the probe to be connected. to other devices
ln
viewing the floatinj voltage in real-time). Note that A2 floated on the output of A1'
(floatA2's
practicã this meant that an external connection from A1 io the common of
response
frequency
ir,g) po*er suppiy was required. While this may have reduced the
of the system considerably, tne very low frequency (tens of lHz) of' operation of the
Dasconi meant that this was not a problem in these experiments.
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ing

3.9. The dashed lines fiom tire oþ-amps indicate the common for their respective power
ceramic
supplies. AII resistors were 7/4 *ått, Sn, a[ capacitors were of the low inductance
tyPe.

The voltage applied to the probe was not measured directly because it could be
determined from the D/A value with A1 ProPerly calibrated' Also' the high resistance
A/D
attenuator needed to lower the voltage to a level where it could be read by the
oscillawould cause the op-amps to oscillatã wildly (up to 25 V peak-peak!)' Such
input
tions resulted when the high resistance path (through ground) into the negative
into
oscillations
of the op-amps combined with their stray inPut capacitance to shift
induce
the ampiifier'i pass-band. Any path resistances near the megohm range would
these oscillations and had to be avoided.
The noise output of amplifiers A1 and A2 was 50 mV peak-peak high frequency
traced
hash, with 30 mV þeak-peakout of 43. A good fraction of this noise couid be
was
a DC
noise
to radiation from ti,e comp.tter. The main disturbance caused by the
using
voltage shift produced of ãbout +5 mV. This was corrected for in software by
an aPProPriate offset

4.3. SOFTWARE
-4095 to
The full scale range of the D/A was 0 to 4095 bits over 0 to 10 VDC;
out of
4095 over -2.075 to 2.075 VDC for the A/D' The maximum voitage resolution
and
A1)
to
respect
A1 (-50 to 50 V fuIl scale) was 24.41,mV. The outPuts of. Az(with
A3 (with respect to ground) were adjusted to produce X2'075 V at a current of +100
pA. Thirs thã maximum current resoiution was 24.77 nA. However, since only every
V
fourth D/A byte was used, the actual resolution was 1/4 of these values; about 0'1
as the
and 0.1 pA, respectively. The latter value is of the same order of magnitude
bias currents at the inputs of the various oP-amps'
was
The conversion of the D/A values into the voitage appearing at the probe
accomplished using

- 1.04 -

v = (vDA - zo -No)

[YIi#41

(4.1)

where VDA was the output value of the D/A ftits), ZO ß the zero offset Q047.5
yFS is the firll scale output range of the D/A
bits), NO is the noise offiet (2.3 bits),
port (10 voits), BFS is the corresponding value in bits (4095) and AMP is the
ãmphfication factor provided by A1 (10x). The corresponding current conversion is
, VAD VFS'
(4.2)
I=--

.

R BFS''

where VAD ts the input to the A/D converter (volts), VFS ' is the fuIl scale input
(t
range of the A/D port (+ 2.0475 volts), BFS' is the corresponding value in bits
4O7S), and R =20,450 CJ is the value of the feedback resistor on the current to voltage
converter 42.
The I-V cgrves were collected in the following manner. The program first determined the upper and lower voltage limits given the maximum allowed collected
current of 100 ¡rA. This was to prevent excess perturbation of the plasma and/or
damage to the probe tip. The data was then acquired in a rLln consisting of 4 interhced.1cans. A run would. proceed as follows: During each scan the voltage was
increased. from lowest to highest, in 16 byte increments. Each of the following scans
purrepeated, the previous procedure, but with a +4 byte shift in its D/A values. The
4
póse of this lomewhai complex Process was to take, in effect, a time average of
a
scans in a reasonable length of time (approximateiy 40 s/run) while maintaining

high voltage resolution.
The d.ata acquisition program was written in GW-BASIC' It did not analyse the
I-V curves at the time they were taken, but did display them for inspection. A listing
of the d.ata acquisition program is given below. Analysis of the curves was performed
after all the experiments were completed. The analysis procedure is discussed in section 3.4.3 and aPPendix B.
A.4. PROGRAM LISTING
110'PROBE.BAS
720',

130' GW-BASIC Data Acquisition Software for

an

140 ' Orbital-Motion Limited Cylindrical Langmuir Probe
150 '
160 ' Last Rev.77 /M/1,989

170'by Paut K. Shufflebotham
/*ÉÉ+++Fñ

Titles.
180
190 KEY OFF: CLS
200 LOCATE 11,29: PRINT "ORBITAL-MOTION LIMITED"
210 LOCATE 12,27: PRINT "CYLINDRICAL LANGMLIR PROBE"
220 LOCATE 13,28: PRINT "DATA ACQUISITION PROGRAM"
/+*#+*F Initialisation:
230

240' DASCON1 WorksPace
250 CLEAR,32768!
2æ DEF SEG = 0
*
270 SG = 256 PEEK(&H511) + PEEK(&HSiO)
DASCON1
280
=0
290 SG = ß27681/16) + SC

-105300 DEF SEG.= SG
310 BLOAD ''DASCONI.BIN'"

O

320OPEN"l,#1',"DASCON1.ADR":INPUT#i,BASADR%:CLCfE#7
330' Va¡iable Initialisation
340 MDDA% = 7: CHDA% = 0: DIM DA%(8)
350 MDAD% = 1: CHADvo = 0: DIM

(MDDA%,CHDA%'DA%Q)'DAT,(1)'BASADR%)
= 2045: CALL DASCON1^D%(8'1025)
Control:
370 '4**+w** Program Execution
380 EXPT = 0: DIM FTESTS(99)

3æ

DA%(O)

390 SCREEN O
400 LOCATE 25,3: PRINT
410 LOCATE 25,3: INPUT "Execute Run''; YNS: CLS
420 EXPT = EXPT +1
430 IF YNS <> "n" AND \îlS <> "N" THEN GOTO 450
440 KËY ON: END
450 LOCATE 25,50: PRINT
460 LOCATE 25,50: INPUT "Data File Name:", DFILE$
470 IF DFILES = "', GOTO 460
480 FTEST$(EX[{) = DFILE$

490FORM=lTOEXPT-1
5OO IF FTESTS(M) <> F|ESTS(EXPT) GOTO 550

510

LOCATE 25,3: PRINT ,,FiIe
Already Exists, OK to overwrite''; Y|J$
25,3: INPUT
LOCATE 25,3: PRINT

520 LocATE

530

5ûIFYN$<>"y"ANDYN$Õ"Y"THENGOTO390ELSEGOTO560
550 NEXT M
560 '+*++++*+* Data Acquisition Routine:
Collecting
570 LOCATE 12,25: PRINT

"

Data"'

"

580 ZERO = 512: LOLIM = 0: UPLIM = 1024" SKIP = 4

590' Cu¡rent Limitation

I = ZERO + SKIP TO UPLIM STEP SKIP
DA%(0) = SKIP * I

600 FOR

610

620CALLDASCON1(MDDA%,C:HDAV",DA%(O),DA%O),BASADR%)

630 CALL DASCON 1 (M DAD EO,CH AD%, AD%(O,I), AD%(1'I)'BAS
640 IF AD%(4,I) <> &HSOO THEN NEXT I ELSE UPLIM = I

ADR% )

650 FOR I = ZERO TO LOLIM STEP -SKIP
660 DA%(O) = ABS(SKIP * I)

6T0CALLDASCON1(MDDAE",CHDA%,DAVO(O),DA%O),BASADR%)
CALL DASCONl (MDAD %,CH ADV", ÃD%Q,I), ADE"(1,I),BASADR%)
THEN NEXT I ELSE LOLIM = I
6n IF AD%ê,D <> &H500
i
CALL DASC9NI (MDDA%,CHDAvo,DLvo(g),DA%(1),BASADR%)
SKIP:
7N DAv"(g) L9LIM

680

=

71,0' l-V Data Collection
720 FIRST = LOLIM: LAST = UPLIM - SKIP
730 FOR J = 1 TO SKIP STEP 1
7û FOR I = FIRST TO*LAST STEP SKIP
7'r0 DA%(0) = SKIP I
7û CALL DASCON1 (MDDAvo,CHDAvo'DAEo(O)'DATo(1)'BASADR%)
770 AD%(0,1) = 0
7æ CALL DASCON1 (MDADV",CHAD%,ADEO(O,I),AD%(1,I),BASADR%)
790 NEXT I

800DA%(O)=LoLIMnSKIP:CALLDASCON1(MDDA%,CHDA%,DAEa(O),DAV|(1)'BASADR%)
810 FIRST = FIRST + 1: LAST = LAST + 1
820 NEXT I
AVo(7)'BAS ADR%)
830 DA%(O) = 2015: CALL DASCON1 (M DDA 7o,CHD AvqD A%Q)'D
840 BEEP
850 LOCATE 12,22: PRINT "
860 '+++É++** Filing Routine:
870 LOCATE 12,27: PRINT " Filing Data"' "
880 OPEN "O'" #1, DFILE$

-1068Ð FIRST = LOLIM: LAST = UPLIM - SKIP
9m FOR J = 1 TO SKIP STEP 1
910 FOR I = FIRST TO LAST STEP SKIP

920 DA%(o) = sKIP * I
930 PRINT #1, USING "##### ";DA%(O);
940 NEXT I
950 FIRST = FIRST + 1: LAST = LAST + 1

AD%(0,1)

960 NEXT J
970 CLO6E #1

'o*o*o** Plotting Routine:
990 LOCATE 10,30: PRINT

980

1000 LOCATE25,3: INPI-IT "Plot I-V Characteristic"; YNs

ioro tp yN$

o

"" AND YN$ <> "y" AND yNs <> "Y" THEN Goro

390

1020 KEY OFF: CLS: SCREEN 2:

1030' PIot Format Control
i040 LOCATE25,3: PRINT
ioso Loc¡f E 25t,3: INPLTr "Examine Quadrant (0,1-1)"; QUAD
1060 IF QUAD <> 0 GOTO 1120
1070 LOCATE 25,3: PRINT
1080 LOCATE23,3: INPLI "Zoom Factor:", ZOOM
1090 X1 = -100 Z@M: X2 = 100 ZæM
1100 Y1 = '7OO Z@M: Y2 = 100 Z@M
1110 GOTO 1200
1120 ON QUAD GOTO 1150, 1130, 7190,1770
1130 X1 = -10: Y1 = -100: X2 = 100: Y2 = 20

/
/

/
/

1140 GoTo 1200
1150 X1 = -10: Y1 = -20:X2 = 100: Y2 = 100
1160 coTo 1200
l17OX7 = -100: Y1 = -20: X2 = 20 Y2 = 100
1180 GOTO 1200
1190 X1 = -100:Y1 = -100: X2=20 Y2=20
1200 cLS
1210 wlNDoW (X1,Y1){X2,Y2)

1220' Vertical Axis (Current)
1æ0 LINE (0,-80)-(0,80)
1240 LINE (-1,-80)-(1,-80)
i250 LINE (-1,80)-(1,80)
1260' Horuontal Axis flr'oltage)
1270 LINE (-90,0){90,0)
1280 LINE ç90,-D-G90,2)
1 æ0 LINE (90,-1) -(90,2)
1300 ' Plot I-V Curve
1310 FOR I = LOLIM TO UPLIM
*
1320 XPT = ((SKIP * D - 2047.5) 90

1330
1340

YPT = AD%(0,1)
PSET (XPT,YPT)
1350 NEXT I

.80 /

/

2047'5

4095

1360 LOCATE25,3: INPtn "Examine Further"; YN$
"Y" THEN GOTO 390 ELSE GOTO 1040
1370 IF YN$ <> "y" AND YN$

o
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T,ANGMUTR

T'TTOB

E

DATA

ANAT,YST S

S

OFT'W^&T{.E

The I-V characteristics obtained from the OML Langmuir probe measurements
(LM) algorithm described tn Numerical
were analysed using the Levenberg-Marquardt
Pascal
Program was written which fitted
Recipes.l úsing ,.orrli'.,., given in this book, a
were then
the oML current equatio"ns to the measu¡ed curves. The plasma parameters
details concerning
extracted from the fitted mod.el parameters. I¡ this appendix, the
this procedure are be described'
8.1. LEVENBERG-MARQUARDT ALGORITHM*
we wish to
The problem is that we have a set of N data points y¡@¡), to which
a¡
fit a modãl equation y (x¡,a) which depends nonlinearly on a set of M parameters
chi-sqwred
(contained in a vector matrix a). To accomplish this, we minimise the
(least-squares) error;

, Ilv,-y(x;,")12
x-=!^l
q J'

ß.1)

of measure'
where o; is the standard d.eviation of a norma[y distributed ensemble
measure which
ments at X¡, for which /¡ is the average value. Here, X ts a statisticai
the normalised probe
occurs only in this appãndix, and snouta not be confused with
is a nonlinear function
voltage X¡, usea tnrolgnout the rest of this thesis' Since y(r;,a)
inaerse Hesof a, the minimisationLust proceed' iteratively. We have two options; the
sian and lhe gradient descent techniques'
of 12'
The inverse Hessian method assulnes that we are close to the minimum
iterathe
case
In
this
a'
on
u"a tiui12 depends in an approximately quadratic fashion
tion proceeds according to
(8.2)
Àn¿u = ãotd * o-t'¡-vx2(ao¡¿)j ,
of the gradient of 12
where l-Yyz(ao1¿)l is a vector matrix contain-ing the M elements
then a*- = âmin'
with respect to the 4k, evaluated'-at ao¡¿. ff X2(a) is exactly quadratic'
matrix' which contains
This procedure is nu*"¿ for D-1, the inverse of the Hessian
the second. derivatives with respect to the ø¡ '
of
If ts not quadratic, then the only option is to take a steP down the gradient
^trz

12 towards the minimum;
ãnew

=ãotd

-konstant¡1Yçz(ao¡¿)J,

where the constant is small relative to the extent of the gradient.

I

ft" **a"

general.

is completely
ts a condensation of chapter 1'1.4 of "Numerical Recipes"'l and

G'3)

-108In boih'cases we start with an initial guess of a and iterate (8.2) or (8.3) to convergence, which occurs when X2 decreases by a statistically insignificant amount,
g3

-.2
! *';-L^.2!!-

< to-3

(8.4)

,

X- old

for example.
To put G.2) and (B'3) into useful forms, we use (B'1) to find the elements of the
gradient
(x¡,a) ày (x¡,a)

atNrr.

-Y
= -2y!:
{L
òat,
o¡2

òa,*

i=1

k=1,'

and Hessian

ò'x' =='!=rxl
, $ -L f
òa¡òøi

òy (x¡

l=ak

'a)

òy (xi

-1

òzy¡(x; 'a)
^'r
*vi'^))

'¡" i
òat - Ív,-v(:
'a)

(B.s)

,M

I

|

àorò4 I

(8.6)

matrices. For convenience we define the new variables

a
- 7òxz
Pk=-1òrr

(8.7)

1. à2v2
aH=1àffi'

(8.8)

and

In cr we neglect the second. term on the right side of G'6)' The inverse Hessian
method (8.2) can now be written
M

,

>o*,õo, =þt,

G.9)

I=1

while the gradient descent method (B'3) becomes
\anõat = 9r

G.10)

.

in (B'3), which
The ,,fudge factor" 1. is a small number which ensures that the constant
ts tau, is not too large. These equations are solved for õa¡ = q*- alor'
far from
The inverse Hessian method is faster, but gradient descent can be used
(B'9)
and
the minimum. Levenberg and Marquard't suggested that the two techniques'
(B'10)
and
(8.10), be merged. into a single hybrid which starts out as gradient descent
The
approached'
is
(8.9)
minimum
as the
continuously changes into iiverse Hessian
Leaenberg -Marquardt method is produced by redefining cr'
o'7r =
and. replacing (8.9) and (8.10)

[(1+¡.)a,, i -k

JilJ''

la,r

j+k,

(8.11)

with
M

Is'r¡ðat¡ = Þi '

(8.12)

l=7

for the inverse Hessian
observe that as À + 0, the LM equation (8.12) approaches that

-109(8.9). Wher\ l" > 1, the off-diagonal terms become negligible compared to the diago(B'10)'
nals, and G.12) approaches the gradient descent equation
The LM algorithm proceeds as follows:

(1) Compute x2(a).
Q) Pick a modest value of l"; 1 in our case'
(3) solve the LM equation (8.12) for õa and caicuiate x2(a+ða).
(4a) If 12(a+õa) >XzG) thetrialfailed;rejectõa, incrense l,byl0andreturntostep(3).
(4b) If x2(a+ôa) < XzG) the triai succeeded; accept õa, decrease À by by 10 and return to
step (3).
(5) Stop only after a successf uI trial has produced a statistically insignificant change
in y2, as given bY G.4), for examPle'
In our case, as is often true, the o; w€re not known, so they were set equal to 1
This
for convenience. This means that ¡2 was not dimensionless, but in u¡its of Amps'
assuming the
does not affect the performance of the LM algorithm. upon completion,
points
can be cal(atl
the
data
for
o¡ - o)
model to be a good. fit, an average variance
culated from

d = fi,ìt!¡ - ak¡,a)12

(8.13)

measureNote that o is in units of Amps. This number provides an estimate of the
bars to be assigned to the data' However' without
ment error, and. thus allow,
"iro,
to
knowing the aclual o;, independ.ent measu¡es of goodness-of-fit cannot be assigned

the model.
8.2. SOFTWARE
at 4'77
The data analysis procedure was performed on an IBM XT clone running
lntel
8087
an
and
microprocessor
MHz equipped wiih ut rufC V-20 enhanced. 8088
requires
math co-processor. The software was written in Turbo Pascal version 4'0, and
of Turbo
Turbo Giaphix Toolbox version 4.0 for the graphics functions. In the spirit
primarily of a list
Pascal, the analysis program, ANAL.PAS, is very short, consisting
Turbo
of proceduru .uUr. ÁU froceaures written for ANAL.PAS are contained in the
unit
the
is
modification
pascal unit OML.peS. ffre only Turbo Pascal file which needs
TGINST'BAT'
GDRIVER.PAS. After mnning the Tu¡bo Graphix installation Plogram
100
to 1030 to
from
changed
the variable MaxPlotclb in cnnrvgn.PAS must be
accommodate the large I-V data sets'
calls proThe modelling algorithm is implemented by procedure MrqMin, which
from
modifications
cedures MrqCof u-rtd CurrrrJ. These were taken with only minor
The user-specified
Numerical Recipes.l The opúionul procedure CovSrt was not used'
F-OML'
is
called
procedure containing the function to be modelled
and its derivatives
Proced,ure F-OML must contain both the fu¡ction to be fitted
written
with respect to the fitting parameters at each V ' The mo{31 eqTtlol ,*,lt'-b"
means
This
(indistinguishable)'t
so that none of the fitting parameters are degenerate
that the OML current equation (from sub-section 3'4'2)'
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r=A4en{

t*l

)'o - ev -!e) l'"1 , G.14)
I ew -vp)) |
..n|
*r, l-læ¡J [.'-.r )l'
zrcr,

1.,

\D

must be rewritten in the form

( -_
I =LrexPlIV
I L1

(

\1t2

- f., -cnv)

L

+ C5V

(8.i5)

With temperatures expressed in electron volts,

T (eV) = rT

(8.16)

e

the first four fitting parameters are
(a

Ct = An

I

e'T-

lr"*

'nexPll-vo I
[

C2=T¿
Cz=C+(Vp
t--

u4 -

t^¿ l'

(8.17)

)

(8.18)

,

(8.19)

-T;),

zA2n2e3

(8.20)

1
#w.
It It t7

the data' This
The linear term C5V was added to improve the fit of the model to
shape and
the
(3.17)), which describes
corresponds to a modification of Y (equation
it is not contained
size oi the probe sheath. DeterminationÃ of n are not affected, since
some spherifrom
resulted
in v. As described. in sub-section 3.4.4, this term probably
currents
cal character in the probe sheath, since spherical probes collect saburation

proportion¡¡oY.23'a
parameters
once the modelling algorithm has fitted G.15) to the data, the plasma (1)
solve
manner:
are obtained from tn" ãttø parameters C1 to C+ in the following
(for
(8.19)
(3)
T¡
for
solve
(8.18) for T, and G.20) for n, (2) solve ß.17) f.or vp, and
diameter is D=25 ¡rm
completeness). The area of the probe is.4 =nDL, where the
A, but may be partly
and. the length is L= 1 cm. Enà effects are not included in
are calculated in proaccounted ror uy the c5v term in (8.16). The plasma parameters
cedure Param, called from ANAL'PAS'
are:
The partial d.erivatives of I with respect to the fitting parameters

#=".0[å]

#=-ff"*o[¿]
AI

ðCe

-=

I

(8.21)

,

c3- c+v

,

(8.22)

ß.n)

-
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ðIV :

òC+ zlc3-C4V
ðI
dLs

,f

Procedure F-OML contains (8.15) and (B'21) to G'25).
program ANAL.PAS is organised into three parts. The first reads

(8.24)
(8.2s)

in the meas-

ured daù and sorts it into a single I-V characteristic. This non-trivial task is performed by procedure Read.SortlV. The range of the I-V curve to be modelled can then
be rest¡icted (to below electron saturation, for example) using graphics procedure
Truncate. The measured i-V curve can then be compared to the initial guess with
graphics procedure IVComp, which uses graphics procedure GenPoly. Procedure
C"tftt a[ãws changes to be made to the initial guess using the plasma parameters
instead of the fitting Parameters.
The second part of ANAL.PAS takes the initial fitting parameters and iteratively
fits them to the measured daia using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. This loop
("alambda")
.r.,ã, *n"., X2 ("chisq") changes ("tesi") by less than 10-3. Fudge factor l'
Any combinastarts at 1 bt default, Uut tnG can be changed. interactively if necessary.
paramefitting
variabie
The
tion of the iitting parameters can be held fixed if desired.
the number
ters are specified in array "cüst[]", defined. in procedure GetEst. Note that
of variabie fitting paraåeters ("mfit") must also be changed with "clist[]". All I-v
curves analysed in this thesis allowed all of C1 to C5 to vary'
the
The third part of ANAL.PAS takes the fitted model parameters and calcu-lates
0
crossI=
first
the
from
plasma parameters using procedure Param. vp is obtained
ing of tÀe measured, I-V curve by procedure VF-Calc' While crude, this method was
fitted I-v
su-fficiently accurate for the PurPoses of this thesis. The measured and
curves urå th"r, plotted along with a fuil list of the analysis results by graphics Proced.ure IVCraph (which also cails procedure GenPoly)'

Example program output is shown in figure 8,1. Much of this outPut is self(daylmonth/year) top
explanatory. tfte fltename is given top ieft, the d'ate of analysis
rigfrt. tire density is given iri m-3,-témperatures in eV and potentials in V' The line
,tãp" (C5) is a iondt]cta¡6s (x10-7 o-1). The standard deviation, calculated in pro."d-rrr. Param, is just o obtained from (8.13) and is in units of Amps.
8.3. PROGRAM USAGE
that the
The analysis program is interactive and simple to use. The onty variables
"test",
in
user may wish to cnãnge within the program are the convergence criteria
"mfit" of procedure
ANAL.PAS, and. the list;f variable fitting þarameters, "clist[]" and
GetEst, in unit OML.PAS.
name of
The program proceeds in a straightforward manner, first asking for the
routine
the file containing the data to be anaiysed, then proceeding to a graphics
procedure
which allows the Ler to specify the truncation voltage' Note that graphics
are
GenPoly will crash ú Vp < V1. Once completed, the default plasma Parameters
then
is
curve
listed, and the user is asked for any changes. The initial guess I-V
until the
repeated
be
can
process
graphicaily compared, to the *.urrrtåd data. Trrr
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FIGURE B.1. Example outPut

of
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of the cylindrical OML Langmuir probe I-V

characteristic

analYsis Program.

initiat guess is deemed satisfactory.
As the modelling process begins, the initial value of "alambda" may be changed
from the d.efault valuã år r. n-,rlog the modelling iterations (each of which lasts about
10 seconds), the crtrrent values of "test" and "aiambda" are listed. Upon completion
the results are displayed graphically as in figure B'1'
In accordance with Murphy's law, this process was more difficult and time conroot
suming than the previous discussion may indicate. The problem is the square
(ciose
a
being
data
term in G.15). If the initial guess is not close enough to the actual
argument of
relative term depend.ent on iow id.eat the measured curve was), then the
"hang
up"'
Unforhrnately'
to
the square root could. go negative, causing the computer
not provide a meafìs
since Turbo Pascal can not handle imaginary numbers and does
of jumping out of procedure calls, we iould not find a way of avoiding this problem
(typically within prowiinouì nátting execution. Therefore, when this problem occurs
requesting the user to
ced.ure F_OML), the program pauses and. displays a message
the computer to
cause
will
halt execution by typing-CTRL--BREAK. Failu¡e to do so
The result
hang-up, and a ieboot wili be necessary (CTRL-ALT-DEL or CTRL-RESET)'
running ANAL'PAS
is th"at ånalysis of many I-V characterisiics consisted of repeatedly
with different initial guesses until it ran to completion'
In selecting the initial plasma parameters, it is obviously useful to know what
in figures B'2 to 8'6'
effect each has on the I-V characteristic. These effects are shown
distinct effects on the
observe that, except for T;, ail parameters have recognizably
relatively indistinguishable
shape of the .*uår. The effect of 1¡ is both minor and

-
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from changes in other parameters. This is basically why

I;

cannot be obtained from

cylindrical OML Probes.2
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I-V cha¡acFIGURE 8.2. Effect of increasing the plasma density on oML Langmuir probe
at a
the
cu¡rent
of
magnitude
the
n
determines
Vp.
to
teristics. The vertical line correspänds
V¡.
of
the
constancY
Note
given V.

8.4. ACCURACY OF RESULTS
As discussed at the end of section 8.1, the amount of measurement error was
measurement error
estimated. by comparison to the fitted model. By assuming that the
not change with
did
in I at each V *u, ¡o*utly distributed and. that this distribution
error, o, was calculated'
-)V , an estimate of the standard deviation of the measurement
value of o was always
The
points.
data
This was used to assign error bars to the I-v
ouþut
less than 1 LrA, which is on the order of the pixel size in the analysis Program
(figure 8.1).
acquisition
some measurement error was due to the finite resolution of the data
electronics
the
in
system; 0.1 pAlpoint and 0.1 mV/point. The rest was due to noise
(or probe) properties during
and, of course, in the plasma itself. Drifts in the piasma
scans from
an I-V measurements would have appeared as shifts in the four interlaced
which each I-V curve was assembled. These were not observed. In general, the preciconcern the
sion of the measured I-V data was quite good'. Two remaining questions
(how well
precision of the plasma parameters obtaLed from the I-V characteristics
(how well do they represent the aclual
does the model fit the d.ata) and their accuracy
physical properties of the plasma)?
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FIGURE 8.3. Effect of increasing the electron temPerature on OML Langmuir
of the
increase
of
the
rate
determines
Vp.
T,
to
characteristics. The vertical line cõnesponds
affected.
is
not
current
saturation
the
ion
that
Noté
region.
current in the exponential

Unfortunalely, the question of acflrracy cannot be answered unless independent
difficult task'
measurements of the phìma parameters are made. This is typically a
is that
given that probes mak¿ local measurements of several variables. The consensus
probes give approximate results, the primary use of which should be in comparative
an order of
ã*¿i*.í, As^a ro,rgh guide, n should. be considered correct to within
the
magnitude, while fiu"á Vp should be within a few tens of percent' Fortunately'
but
thesis'
to
this
u..irru.y of the plasr.,a Parameters is not of primary importance
of
rather their relative variãtions as functions of system Parameters' The accuracy
these trends is given by the precision of the modelled plasma parameters'
results is
The statistically preferred method of stating the precision of modelling
to assign confidenáe Limits to the fitted para*ut"tt. Assuming normally distributed
Érom the
measurement errors, these can be calcuLted from the fitted parameters
MrqMin and MrqCof
covariances (given in matrix "covar[]" calculated' by procedures
we
in OML.PAS). However, since we do not know the measurement error distribution
give the covariance
cannot, in good faith, calculate the confidence limits. We can only
of normally disassumption
the
fit
on
matrix as the ',formal covariance matrix of the
fitting
iriU"i.A .r.orr".1 This would not be particuiarly informative, as it applies to the
parameters, not the plasma parametels which are of interest.
of the
To provide a more physicalty meaningful (if less so statistically) estimate
each
of
the values
precision of the model plu*u parameters,-we d'irectly calculated
itt X2' This was
plasma parameter whicñ was required. to prod'uce a given increase
value until 12
done by simply varying each plasma paiameter about its optimal
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FIGURE 8.4. Effect of increasing the plasma Potential on oML langmuir probe.l-v .characthat the shape of
teristics. Vp determines the locat"ion oi the l-V'curve along the V axis' Note
culrent at a
saturation
ion
the
that
and
Vp,
the I-V cuwe does not change, that Vp foliows

ñxed V decreases with

YP '

the preciincreased by lo%o. This provides an (admittedly arbitrary) measure of both
sion and the relative significance of each plasma Parameter.
in
Five I-V characteristics were selected for this analysis from the data set used
forms these
this thesis. These were chosen so as to rePresent the full range of possible
overly
yielded
have
curves could. adopu they were not "typical" results which would
of these
optimistic erïor estimates. Note that d.espite the extreme nature of some
The
parameter'
plasma
one
clr*"r, none producd extreme results in more than
is
that 4 an
results of the ánalysis are sulnmarised in figure B'7' Clearly this confirms
T; on the form of
essentially meaningless parameter, aS expected'. Given the effect of
is
the I-V characterisii. {figUt" 8.5), about alt that can be said about this parameter
(deficit) of hot electroru in
that large negative (posñive) values may indicate_a excess
not contain
the otherwise appror,imately Maxwellian EEDF. Since the I-V curves do
will not be
sufficient information for a meaningfui determination of Ti, this parameter
(less than tívo), but since it is not
considered in this thesis, LS is reasonably Precise
However' í '
used this in any calculations, it too will not be considered in this thesis'
precise'
quite
are
T, and Vp all i,uu. urr.ruge variations at about t1Vo, and therefore
in th;e three parameters will be accurate rePlesentations of the
Thus relative trends
properties of the Plasma'
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of the I-V curve
the
location
both
itfl.t"n..t
vp.
T,
to
corresionds
line
vertical
The
teristics.
Note that
region'
saturation
ion
the
above
along the I axis and the sharpness of the knee
which 1'
from
region
exponential
the
in
especially
minor,
both these effects a¡e relativeþ
and Vp are obtained.

8.5. PROGRAM LISTING
PROCRAM Anal;
(o

Turbo Pascal ver. 4.0 Data Analysis Software for an

(o Orbital-Motion Limited Cyiindrical Langmuir Probe

o)
n)

(* Requires Turbo Graphix Toolbox ver. 4.0 and math co-processor
(n

last Rev. 27 /10 /1989

*)

(" by Paul K. Shufflebotham

o)

USES

Dos, Crt, GDriver, Printer, GKernel, GWindow, GShell' OML;

VAR
name, go, try: string;
ma, mfit, numO, num: integer;
alambda, chisq, chiold, test: singie;
da, ad, v, i, sig: glndata;
a: glma;

lista: gllista;
covar, alpha: glnPbYnP;
BEGIN ( begin Program Anal )
InitGraphic; { initialise graphics mode

}

o)
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the
slope
is
vp.-This.parameter
lust
.*r"n, equation (8.15). The veriicai üne co_rresPonds to
the
that
fixed
point'-and
the
(O-1)'
V=
0
is
that
Note
of a ü¡e and is in units of conductance
Vp
T.
a¡d
which
from
region
the
exponential
in
minor
relatively
is
effect of this parameter
are obtained'
LeaveGraphic; { leave graphics initialization },ReadSortlV(nu-",n.,^Ó,4à,að,,v,1); { get data file, read and sort data
Truncate(name,num0,num,v,i,ppin[7J); { truncate I-V curve )
ppintlì := 1.0e16; { default initiai plasma density }

)

ppi"!?l ,= i 9, f I"l^"ll ï:lil:li::"i-'^":.P..":Ï*
]
þþi"l:l := 0.0; I default initial ion temperature
potential }
plasma
initial
default
:='10.0;
{
þþinlat
ppintSì := 0.0; ( default initiai line slope

)

try :='y';

='t') OR (try ='Y') DO
BEGIN { get initiat estimates }
GetEsi(a,PPin,lista,ma,mfit,sig,num); i get initial Parameters
IVComp(name,num0,num,v,i,a,ppin); { plot trial I
Writeln('Try again? ü if Yes, Else hit <return>)');
WHILE Gry

)

Readln(try);
END;
aiambda := -1.0; ( initialization value )
MrqMin(v,i,sig,num,a,ma,lista,mfit,co var,alpha,chisq,alambda);
test := 1.0; t iñitial value of convergence test variable )
Writeln(test:5:3,",alambda:9);
WHILE test >= 1.0e-3 DO { iterate until change in fit is insignificant

BEGIN ( analysis loop
chiold := chisq;

)

MrqMin(v,i,sig,num,a,ma,lista,mfit,covar,alpha,chisq'aiambda);
test := (chiold<hisq)/chiold;
Writel¡(test:5 :3,",alambda:9);

)
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rePresent
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t

variation and the maximum and minimum total minus-to-plus varia-

tion.
END;
model
Param(a,chisq,PPout,num); i extract plasma Parameters from
daia
raw
Vf
(
from
)
extract
Vf-Calc(v,i,Ppôùttol);
IVGraph(name,numO,num,v,i,a,ppin,ppout,lista,mfit); { plot results }
END. { end program Anal }

UNIT OML;
(o

*)
Turbo Pascal ver. 4.0 Unit for Progra-m ANAL'PAS

(o Requires Turbo Graphix Toolbox ver' 4'0 and math co-processor
(+

l¿st Rev. 31/10/1989

*)

(o Paul K. Shufflebotham

n)

INTERFACE
USES

Dos, Crt, GDriver, Printer, GKernel, GWindow' GSheil;

CONST

pi = 3.14I59265a; { Pi

}

*)

)

-179e = 1.û2789246e-19; ( unit of charge )
me = 9.10953447e-3I; I electron mass ]
mi = 7.67264858e-27; { proton mass }
dia = 2.5€-5; ( proUe diameter ]
Ien = 1e-2; ( probe length )
iconv = 2.44[987775e-8; { i conversion, amps to bits

step = 4; ( voitage steP, in bits

}

)

TYPE { TYPE single requires co-processor }
glndata = ARRAY [1..10301 OF single;
gl*a = ARRAY t1..91 OF double;
qllista = ARRAY t1..91 oF integer;
single;
[r,npuynp = ARRAY [1"9,1"9] oF
integer;
OF
ARRAY
t1'.91
=
Clnp
glstr = ARRAY [t..91 OF string;
VAR
glbeta, PPin, PPout: glma;
glochisq: single;
j, k, num: integer;
PROCEDURE ReadSortlV(VAR filename: string; VAR numPtS: integer;

VAR x,Y,x1,Y1: glndata);

integer;
PROCEDLIRE Truncate(filenamã: string; numin: integer; VAR numout:
vt:
double);
VAR
glndata;
x,Y:
PROCEDURE ietÈst(VAR coeff, init: gLma; VAR clist: gllista;
VAR ma,mfit: integer; VAR sigma: glndata; numPts: integer);
x'y: glndata;
PROCEDLIRE IVComp(fi lenamã: string; numin,numpts: integer;
coeff,init: glma);
integer);
PROCEDURE Param(cóeff: glma; errest: single; VAR fin: glma; numPts:
double);
VAR
cross:
glndata;
Vf-Caic(x,y:
PROCEDURE
-OML(v:-siñgle;
a: glma; VAR i: singte; VAR dyda: glma);
PROCEDURE F
PROCEDURE MrqMin(x,y,sig: glndata; ndata: integer;
VAR ã: gima; ma: integer; lista: gllista; mfit: integer;
VAR cova¡,alpha: glnpbynp; VAR chisq,alambda: single);
PROCEDURE MrqCof(x,y,sig: glndata; ndata: integer;
VAR ã: glma; ma: integer; lista: gllista; mfit: integer;
VAR alp"ha: glnpbynp; VAR beta: glma; VAR chisq: single);
PROCEDURE GaussJ(VAR covar: glnpbynp; n: integer;
VAR oneda: glnPbYnP; m: integer);
pRocEDURE lVGraph(filänämã: itring; n,rmin,numpts: integer; x,y: glndata;

coeflinit,fin: glma; list: Sltista; numlist: integer);
PROCEDURE GenPoly(x:

itt

-

autu; u, gltn"; numPts: inte8er; VAR xy: Ploianay);

IMPLEMENTATION
PROCEDURE ReadSortlV;

*)
(* Reads in I-V data points and sorts them into increasing order'
VAR

iv: text;
first, last, jumP, count: integer;
BEGIN { begin procedure ReadSortlV
Writeln(¡Enter Filename: ');
Readln(filename);
numPts := 0;

first := 1;
last := 1024;

jumP := 4;
Assign(iv, ñlename);

)

I get data file

]

-720Reset(iv);

{.

open I-V data file

}

Readln(iv,xtfirstl,y[fi¡st]); { read and sort I-V data
x1[fi¡st] := (x[first]-2O 45'2) / 40.95;
yi t 6rstl := Y[ Éirstln2.477826e-8;

}

numPts := numPts+1;
FOR count := 1 TO jump DO
BEGIN

j := first+jump;
WHILE j<= last+iumP-1 DO
BEGIN
Readtn(iv,xI j],yIj]);

IF xtjl > x[j-iumPl THEN
BEGIN

xl ti) := (xÍi)-20a5'2) / a0'95 ;
/1 t jì = Yll.2'477 826e-8;
:

numPts := numPts+1;
j := j+jump;
END
ELSE

BECIN

k:= ii
j := last+jumP;
END;
END;
IF count <> i.rmP THEN
BEGIN
first := first+1;
xlfìrstl := x[k];
Y[firstì ;= Y[kl;
x1[first] := (x[first]-20 45.2) / 40'95;
y1 [first] := Y[first]*2.477826e-8;
numPts := numPts+1;
END;
END;
Close(iv); ( close I-V data file )
END; ( end procedure ReadSortlV )
PROCEDURE Truncate;

(ÚDisplaysrawl.Vcuwe,andallowsinteractivetruncation+)
*)
(" (removal of e- attracting region) to be performed.

VAR

yn, vtstr: strinS;
BEGIN { begin Procedure Truncate

)

vt := 50.0;

numout := numin;
Writeln('Plot/Truncate data?
Readln(yn);

WHILE

$n ='y')

OR (Yn

ü

if Yes, Else hit <return>)');

='Y') DO

BEGIN
Str(vt:9:3,vtstr);

EnterGraphic; ( enter graphics mode

)

SetHeaderOn;

wi¡dow
DefineWindow(1,1,1,XMaxCIb,YMaxGlb); { background
CATION')
TRLrlrl
;
CHARACTERISTIC
I-V
DefineHeader(1,'
DefìneWorld(1,0,0,1 00'100);
SelectWorld(1);

SelectWindow(1);
DrawBorder;
DrawTextW(77,50,1,'TRUNCATE V=');

-

DrawTextW(88,50,1,vtstr)

1,21.

-

;

DrawTextW(7g,g6,1,'Y to truncate, Then new V, Eise hit <return>');
Defi neWindo w (2,2,30,XMaxGlb-25,YMaxGlb-30); { foreground window
DefineHeader(2,fìlename) ;
Defi neWorld (2,-30,-102e-6,50,102e4)
SelectWorld(2);

;

SelectWindow(2);
DrawBorder;
SetClippingOn; ( prevents screen crashes
Drawline(-50,0,50,0); { V axis }
Drawli¡e(0,-102e-6,0,1'02e-6); ( I axis )

)

FORk:=-4TO4DO

BEGIN ( axis tick marks

)

Dra wLine(-1, 20 e' 6*k,7,20 e4*k)
*k, -2e4,10*k,2e-6)
Dra wlin e( 1 0

;
;

END;

FOR j := 1 TO numin DO DrawPoint(xlj),-ytjì); ( dra1l raw data
Drawline(vt ,-102e4,vt,1'02e-6); { draw truncation indicator }

Readln(yn);
IF (yn = 'y') OR (yn = 'Y') THEN Readln(vt); { retry truncation
END;
LeaveGraphic; { leave graphics mode }
j := 1; { calculate new total number of data points }
WHILE (x[j] < vt) AND (i< numin) DO ¡ := i+1;

numout := i1;
END; { end procedure Truncate

)

}

)

PROCEDURE GetEst;
*)
(* Sets default first estimates of plasma Parameters, and asks
*)
(n for changes. Calculates coefficients needed by L-M, and sets
*)
data
measu¡ed
for
(r which aå to be varied' Sets variances
*)
(* pairs to 1, since they aren't known.

VAR
yn, Pname: strinS;

vaiue: single;
BEGIN ( begin procedure GetEst

)

Writeln('Trial plasma parameters are: ');
Writeln;

Writeln('n=',init[1]:11,' Te=',init[2]:5:3,' Ti=',init[3]:5:3,
' VP=',inlt[+]:5:3,' L=',init[5]:5:3);
Writeln;
Yn :='y';

WHILE $n ='y') OR (Yn ='Y') DO
BEGIN ( get new initial plasma parameters )
Writelir('Enter nalne àf parameter to change, Then new value");
Writeln('Else hit <refu¡n> to continue"'');
Readln(pname);

IF (pname =

") THEN Yn := 'no'

ELSE

Readl¡(value);
IF (Pname ='n') OR (Pname
THEN initl1] := value

='N')

ELSE

IF (Pname ='te') OR (Pname ='TE')

THEN init[2] := value
ELSE

IF (Pname

='ti')

OR (Pname = 'TI')

THEN init[3] := value
ELSE

-722IF (Pname

-'vP')

OR (Pname = 'VP')

THEN init[4] := value
ELSE

IF (Pname

='f)

OR (Pname

='L')

THEN init[S] := value;
END;
coeff[1] := piodia*lenoe*init[1l"Sqrt((e.init[2])/(2*pi*me))
*Exp(-init[4ìllnit[2]); ( coeffìcients of oML equation ]
coeff[2] := init[2];
coeff [4] ;= (2*Sqr(dia*]enoe*init[1 ] )*e)/ mi;
coeff [3] := coeff[4]*(i¡it[3]+init[4]);

coeffls] := init[5]*1.0e-7;
ma := 5; ( total no. of coefñcients )
mfit := 5; { no. of variable coefficients )
clist[l] := 1; ( list of coefficients to vary
clist[2] := 2;
clist[3] := 3;
ciistt4l := 4;

)

clist[S] := 5;
FOR i r= 1 TO numpts DO sigma[jì := 1; ( set variances, since unknown

END; ( end procedure CetEst

)

PROCEDURE [VComP;

*)
plots I-V data and model data as Cu¡rent (Amps) vs. Voltage
+)
(Volts), for comparison of i¡itial guess with data.
VAR
nstri¡, testrin, tistrin, vPstrin: string;
vfstr, vtstr, lstr, 8o: string;
model: plotarray;
BEGIN { begin procedure IVComP )
(n
(+

¡,4r

¡i¡sln(' Wait...')

;

Str(init[1]:11,nstrin); ( convert initial parameters to strings
str(init[2] :9:3,testrin);
Str(init[3]:9:3,tistrin);
str(init[4] :9:3,vpstrin);
str(init[5]:9:3,lstr);

)

Str(init[7] :9:3,vistr);

GenPoly(x,coeff,numpts,model); ( generate anay fot model data
EnterGraphíc; ( enter graphics mode )

)

SetHeaderOn;

DefineWindow(l,1,1,XMaxGlb,YMaxGlb); { background window
DefineHeader(1,'INITIAL GUESS COMPARATOR');

)

DefineWorld(1,0,0,100,100);
SelectWorld(1);
SelectWindow(1);

DrawBorder;
DrawTextW(77,9,1,'INITIAL ESTIMATESI); ( write initial guesses )
DrawTextW(77,12,1','DENSITY =');
DrawTextW(88,1 2,1,n strin);
D¡awTextW(77,75,1','e- TEMP. =');
DrawTextW(88,15,1,testri n);

DrawTextW(77,78,7,'i+ TEMP. =');
DrawTextW(88,1 8,1,tistrin);
DrawTextW(77,21,,1,' PLASMA POT. =');
DrawTextW(88,21,1,vPstrin)

;

DrawTextW(77,24,7,'LINE SLOPE =');
D¡awTextW(88,24,1,1 str) ;

DrawTextW(77,33,1,'TRLINC' VOLT.=');
DrawTextW(88,33,1,vtstr);

)

-
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?S,g 6,1,' lHlt <return> to Co ntinue' );
DefineWindow(2,2,30,XMaxGIb-25,YMaxGlÞ30);(foregroundwindow

DrawTextW(

DeñneHeade( 2,fiiename);
De ñn

e

Wo rid (2,

:>

0,-102e4,5 0,7 02e' 6) ;

SelectWorld(2);
SetectWindow(2);

DrawBorder;
SetClippingOn; { prevents screen crashes
DrawLine(-50,0,50,0); { V axis )
DrawLine(0,-702e4,0,1'02e4); { I axis }
FOR k := -4 TO 4 DO { axis tick marks )
BEGIN
DrawLi¡e(-1, 20 e4*k,I,20e- 6nk) ;
DrawLine(10*k,-2e-6,70*k,2e4)

)

;

END;

FORI := 1 TO numin DO DrawPoint(xtil,-ytjl); ( draw raw data

)

Drawline(initÍ7],.1'O2e4,iníll7))'02e4),{drawtruncationindicator}
DrawPolygon(model,1,-numpts,0,0,0); ( draw model I-V curve Ì
Readln;

Leavecraphic; ( ieave graphics mode
END; ( end procedure IVComP )
PROCEDURE Param;
(* calculates plasma parameters from

BEGIN { begin Procedure Pa¡am
IF (coeff[4] <= 0.0) THEN

)

oML equation variabies.

*)

)

BEGIN

Writeln('E¡ror in procedure Param:');
Writeln('n is zero or imaginary; Hit CTRL-Break to Exit');
Readl¡;
END;
fin

[1

] := Sqrt((coeffl4ì

*

mi) / (2" e)) / (endia*ien); { density

}

IF (coeff[2] <= 0.0) THEN
BEGIN

Writel¡('Error in procedure Param:');
Writeln('Te is zero or negative; Hit CTRL-Break to Exit');
Readln;

END;

fin[2] := coeffl2); (

e- temPerature )
IF (coeffl1l <= 0.0) THEN
BEGIN
Writeln('Error in procedure Param:');
Writeln('coeffll] is zero or negative; Hit CTRL-Break to Exil);

Readln;

END;

fin[4] := -fi n [2]*(Ln(coeff[ 1 ])-Ln(Pi.dia*len*e*fin

[1

l)

-0.S*Ln((e.fìn[2])/(2"Pi*me))); ( plasma Potential
fint3l := coeff[3]/coeff¡{l-fintaì; ( ii- temPerature )

]

fin[5] := coefflS]/1.0e-7;
fin[9] := Sqrt(errest/numPts); ( estimated std' dev' of avg' data pt'
END; ( end procedure Param

)

PROCEDURE Vf-Calc;
*)
-floating
voltage from the raw I-V daia'
(* Calculates the

BEGIN

j:=1;

WHILE Ytil < 0.0 DC j := j+1;
cross := x[i];
END; { end Procedure Vf-Calc )

)
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PROCEDURE.F-OML;
(É Evaluates oML equation and derivatives wrt/coefÊcients for
(+ use in MnqMin ")

n)

VAR
argl, atgL: single;

BEGÍN ( begin procedure F-OML

)

arg\:= v/aí21;
argT := a[3]-a[4]*v;
lF (argT <= 0.0) THEN
BEGIN

Writeln('Error in procedure F-Oml atY =',v:4:2,'!);
Writel¡('Negative argument of SqrU Hit CTRL-Break to Exit');

Readl¡;
END;
i := a[1]*ExP(argl)-Sqrt(arg2)+a[5]*v; { OML current equation
dydatlJ ;= i¡pþrg1); { derivatives wrtl coefficients )
dydat2l := -(v*a[1 ] /(a[2]*a[2]))-ExP(arg1);
dydal3] ;= -] /(2tSqrt( argZ));

dyda[4] ¡= v/(2*Sqrt(argZ))

}

;

dYda[S] := v;
END; { end procedure F-OML

}

PROCEDURE MrqMin;

*)
(* Main procedure for Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear modelling
o)
(o methù. From Numerical Recipes, Chapter 14'4' Pascal listing

('

pp.774-775. *)

LABEL 99;

VAR
yn: string;
kk, ihit: integer;
atry, da: glma;
oneda: glnpbYnP;

BEGIN { begin Procedtue MrqMin
IF (alambda < 0.0) THEN

BEGIN ( initialization sequence

}

)

kk := mfit+l;

FORj:=lTOmaDO

BEGIÑ ( check lista for ProPer Permutation of coefficients
ihit := 0;
FOR k:= 1 TO mfit DO
BEGIN

IF (lista[k] = j) THEN ihit :=
END;
IF (ihit = 0) THEN
BEGIN

ihittl;

[5¡¿[kk] := j;

kk := kk+1;
END
ELSE IF (ihit > 1) THEN

BECIN
Writeln('pause 1 in routine MRQMIN');
Writeln('improPer PeÍnutation in LISTA');
Readln;

END;
END;
IF (kk <> (ma+1)) THEN
BEGIN

Writeln('pause 2 in routine MRQMIN');
Writeln('improPer Permutation in LiSTA');

)

-
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Readln;

END; { end lista Permutation check }
alambda := 1.0; I initial (default) value

Writel¡; i change aìambda?

]

)

Writeln('lnitial value of Lambda is: ',alambda:S);

Writeln('Change it? (Y if Yes, Then new value, Else hit <return>)');
Readln(yn);

IF (yn = 'Y') OR

$n ='t') THEN Readln(alambda);

Writetn('Test ALambda');

Writel¡('1.000',alambda:9);
MrqCo f(x,y,sig,ndata,a,ma,lista,mfit,al pha, glbeta,chisq);
glochisq := chisq; ( evaluate alpha and beta )

FORI:=lTOmaDO
BEGIN

atry[jì := a[jJ;
END;
END; {end i¡ítialization }
FOR j := 1 TO mfit DO
BEGIÑ { dter alpha by augmenting diagonal elements
FOR k := 1 TO mfit DO
BECIN
covarlj,kl := alPhalj,k];
END;
covar[ij] := alPhaIi,j].(1.0+alambda);
oneda[j,1] ;= glbeta[jì;
END; { end alpha augmentation )
GaussJ(covar,mfit,oneda,l); { soive matrix }
FOR | := 1 TO mfit DO
BEGIN
da[jÌ := onedalil];
END;
FOR j := 1 TO mfit DO
BEGIN ( evaluate success of trial )
atry0istaliìl := a[listali] I +da[i] ;
END;
MrqCo f(x,y,sig,ndata,atry ma,lista, mfit,covar,da,chisq);
IF (chisq < glochisq) THEN
BEGIN ( successfui trial; accept new solution )
alambda := 0.1*alambda;
glochisq := chisq;
FOR j := 1 TO mfit DO
BECIN
FOR k:= 1 TO mfit DO

}

BEGIN

alPha[j,kì := covarlLk];
END;
glbetatiJ := da[i];
aUistaljìì := atryllistali]l;
END;
END
ELSE

BEGIN { trial failed; increase alambda and exit MrqMin
alambda := 10.0*alambda;
chisq := glochisq;
END;
99: END; { end procedure MrqMin )

}

PROCEDURE MrqCof;
(n sub-procedure f'or Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear modellìng

n)

-126(" method. Frcjm Numerical Recipes, Chapter 14'4' Pascal listing

o)

(" pp.775'776. *)

VAR
i: integer;
ymod, wt, sig2i, dy: singie;
dyda: glma;

BEGIN ( begin procedure MrqCof )
FOR j := 1 TO mfit DO
BEGIN { initialise alPha and beta

}

FORk:=lTOjDO

BEGIN
alPha[j,k] := 0.0;
END;
beta[i) := 0.0;
END;
chisq := 0.0;
FOR i := 1 TO ndata DO
BEGIN { begin evaluation of alpha and beta (sum over all data)
F_OML

(

x I i ],a,ym o d,

dYd

a) ;

sig2i := 1.0/(si8[i].si8[i]);

dy := y[i1-Ymod;
FOR j := 1 TO mfit DO
BEGIN

wt := dydallistaljJl*sig2i;
FOR k:= 1 TO j DO
BEGIN

alphatj,kì := alPha[ik]+wt*dydaIlistaIkìl;
END;

beta[jl := beta[j)+dt'wt;
END;
chisq := chisq+dt'dt'sig2i;
END; { end evaluation of aipha and beta )
FOR j := 2 TO mfit DO
BEGIN { fill in symmetric side of matrices
FOR k := 1 TO i-1 Do
BECIN
alpha[k,jl := alPhali,k];
END;
END; { end ñll-in of symmetric sides )
gND; { end procedure MrqCof )

}

PROCEDURE GaussJ;
*)
(n Gauss-Jordan elimination method for solving sets of linear
*)
no-nlin-ear

equations. sub-procedure for Levenberg-Marquardt
(* mtdeling method. From Numerical Recipes, Chapter 2'1'
(* Pascal listing pp.682{83. )

(n

VAR
big, dum, pivinv: single;
i, icol, i¡ow, i, ll: integer;
indxc, indxr, ipiv: glnP;
BEGIN { begin procedu¡e GaussJ }

FORj:=ltonDO

BEGIN { initialise iPiv

}

iPivliì := 0;
END;

FORi:=lTOnDO
BEGIN { begin column reduction

big := 0'0;

FORj:=lTOnDO

)

É)

-
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BEGIN I begur search for Pivot Point ]
IF (ipivtjì <> 1) THEN
BEGIN

FORk:=lTOnDO
BECIN
IF (ipivlkl = 0) THEN
BEGIN

IF (Abs(covartikl) >= big) THEN
BEGIN

big := Abs(covar[j,k]);

irow := i;
icol := k;
END;
END
ELSE IF (iPivlkl > 1) THEN
BEGIN

Writeln('Pausel in GAUSSI - singular matrix');
Readln;

END;
END;
END;
END; { end sea¡ch for pivot Point }
ipiv[icol] := ipiv[icoll+1;
IF (irow + icol) THEN
BEGIN ( begin column interchange, if necessary

)

FORI:=lTOnDO
BEGIN

dum := covar[i¡ow,i];
covar[irow,l] := covarlicol,l];
covarlicol,l] := dum;
END;

FORI:=lTOmDO
BEGIN

dum := onedalirow,l];
oneda[irow,l] := onedaIico1,1];
onedalicol,ll := dum;
END;

END; ( end column interchange
indxr[i] := irow;

)

indxcli] := icol;
IF (cova¡[icol,icol] = 0.0) THEN
BECIN
Writeln('Pause 2 in GAUSSJ - singular matrix');
Readln;

END;

pivinv := 1.0/cova¡[icol,icol];
covar[icol,icol] := 1.0;

FORI:=lTOnDO
BEGIN

covarlicol,1] := covarIicol,iì*pivinv;
END;

FORI:=lTOmDO
BECIN
onedaIicol,l] := onedaIicol,l]*pivinv;
END;

FORII:=lTOnDO
BEGIN { begin row reduction
IF (ll <> icol) THEN
BEGIN

}

-728-dum

:= covarlll,icou;
covartll,icoU := 0'0;

FORI:=lTOnDO
BEGIN

covarlil,U := covar[ll,1l-covarticol,l]
END;

Édum;

FORI:=lTOmDO
BECIN

onedaIi],ll := onedalll,l lrcneda[icol,l]ndum;
END;
END;
END; { end row reduction
END; { end column reduction

}
)

FORI:=nDOWNTOIDO

BECIN { begin column unscramble
IF (indxrlll <> indxcll]) THEN
BEGIN
FOR

k:=

}

1 TO n DO

BECIN

dum := covarfk,indxrfl]l;
covarIk,indx¡[1ì] := covarIk,indxcIl]l;
covar[k,indxc[l]l := dum;
END;
END;
END; { end column unscramble }
END; { end procedure GaussJ }
PROCEDURE IVCraPh;

*)
(* plots I-V data and model data as Current (Amps) vs. Voltage
hardcopy
Prints
a
")
1* (Volts), and prints the fitted Parameters.
(* if desi¡ed. +)
VAR
hcopy: char;
year, month, daY, doweek: word;
lststr: glstr;
yrstr, mostr, dYstr: string;
nstri¡, testrin, tistrin, vpstrin, lstrin, vfstr, vtstr: strin8;
nstrout, testrout, tistrout, vPstrout, Istrout, errstr, numstr: strin8;
model: plotarray;
BEGIN { begin procedure IVCraPh }
GetDate(year,month,day,doweek); { get date }
Str(year:4,yrstr); { convert date parameters to strings )
Str(month:2,mostr);
St¡(day:2,dystr);
Str(inii[t]:tt,nstrin); I convert initial parameters to strings ]

str(inít[2] :9:3,testrin);
Str(init[3]:9:3,tistrin);
str(init[4] :9:3,vpstrin);
S tr(init [ 5 ] :9 :3, lst rin) ;
Str(init[7]:9:3,vtstr);
Str(fin[1]:11,nstrout); ( convert final parameters to strings ]
srr(fin[2] :9:3,testrout);
Str(fin[3]

:9

:3,tistrout)

;

str(fin[4] :9:3,vPStrout);
Str(fin[5]:9 :3,lstrout);
Str(fin[6] :9:3,vfstr);

str(fin[9]:1 l,errstr);
Str(numiist:1,numstr);
FOR j := 1 TO numlist DO Str(list[i]:t,lststrljì);
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GenPoly(X,coeff numpts,model); { Senerate array for model data

}

EnterGraphic; I enter graphics mode ]
SetHeade¡On;

DefìneWindow(1,1,l.,XMaxGlb,YMaxGIb); ( background window
Defi neHeade(1,'LEVENBERG-MARQUARDT MODELLER');

)

Defi neWorld(1,0,0,100,100);
SelectWorld(1);
SelectWindow(1);

DrawBorder;
DrawTextW(17,3,1,filename); ( write file name
DrawTextW(49,3,L,dystr); { write date )

)

DrawTextW(Sl,3,7,' /') ;
DrawTextW(52,3,1, mo str);
DrawTextW(54,3,1,' /');
DrawTextW(55,3,1,Yt'str);

DrawTextW(77,9,1,'INITIAL ESTIMATES:'); { write initial guesses
DrawTextW(77,12,1,'DENSITY =');
DrawTextW(88, 2,1,n strin);
DrawTextW(77,15,1,'e- TEMP' =');

)

1'

DrawTextW(88,1 5,1,testri n);
DrawTextW(77,1'8,1,'i+ TEMP. =');
DrawTextW(88,1 8,1,tistrin) ;
DrawTextW(7 7,21',7,' PL ASMA POT. =') ;
DrawTextW(88,21,1,vPstrin) ;
DrawTextW(7 7,24,7,' LINE SLOPE =' );
DrawTextW(88,24,1,1strin);

DrawTextW(77,30,1,'FINAL VALUES:'); { write calculated parameters
DrawTextW(77,33,1,'DENSITY =');
DrawTextW(88,33,1,n strout);

)

DrawTextW(77,36,1,' e- TEMP' =');
DrawTextW(88,36,L,testro ut);

DrawTextW(77,39,1,'i+

TEMP' =');

DrawTextW(88,39,1,tistrout) ;
DrawTextW(77,42,1,' PL ASMA POT.=');
DrawTextW(88,42,1,vPstrout) ;
DrawTextW(7 7,45,7,' LINE SLOPE =' ) ;

DrawTextW(88,45,1,lstrout);
DrawTextW(77,51,1,' FLO AT POT' =');
DrawTextW(88,51,1,v fstr);

DrawTextW(77,57,\,'STD. DEV. =');
DrawTextW(88,57,1,errstr);

DrawTextW(77,ó3,1,'TRUNC. VOLT. =');
DrawText W(88,63,1,vtstr);
DrawTextW(77,69,7,' COEFFICIENTS VARIED:');

DrawTextW( 22,96,1,,' H for Hardcopy, Else hit <return>');
FOR i := 0 TO numlist-l DO DrawTextW(8O+2*j,72,1,lststr[j+1]);
DrawTextW(80+2*numlist,72,1',' o f' ) ;
DrawTextW(82+2*numlist,72,L,n umstr) ;
DefineWindo w(2,2,30,XMaxGIb-25,YMaxG1Þ30);

{ foreground window
DefineHeade(2,'MEASURED and MODEL I-V CURVES');
DefineWorld (2,-50,-!02e4,50,702e4)
SelectWo¡ld(2);
SelectWindow(2);

;

DrawBorder;
SetClippingOn; { prevents screen crashes
DrawlineG50,0,50,0); I V axis )
Drawline(0,-70?e4,0,702e4); ( I axis )
FOR k := -4 TO 4 DO ( axis tick marks )
BEGIN

}

-i30Drawl,ine(

-1,

DrawLine(1

0

20ú\1',2M4*k)

;

+k,-2e4,1ffk,2e4) i

END;

DrawTextW(40,40e4,1,\ertical Axis = ['); { axis labels }
DrawTextW('40,-55e4,7,' (20 micro-Amps/div')');
DrawText W( 40, -10 e4,7,' Ho rizo nta-l Axis = V' ) ;

(next line)}
DrawTextW(-40,-35e4,7,'(10 Volts/div.),); { draw raw data
j := 1 TO numin DO DrawPoint(xtjl,-yttl); { draw raw data }
DrawLi ne(i n ltlT ), -702e-6,initf7 1,702e4) ; ( d raw truncation ind icat o r )
DrawPolygon(model,1,-numpts,0,0,0); I draw model I-V cuwe ]
hcopy := ReadKeY;
IF (ñåopy ='h') OR (hcopy ='H') THEN HardCopy(false,l); ( print )
LeaveGraphic; { leave graphics mode )
END; { end procedwe tVGraPh )
FOR

PROCEDURE GenPolY;
(* Generates the DrawPolygon array from the model oML I-V curve
*)
(* parameters. NOTE: after a TGINST.BAT, set MaxPlotGlb in
*)

o)

t. bnRlvEn.PAS to 1030 from 100 n)to avoid an "out of range"
(* runtime error in this procedure.

VAR
arg: single;

BEGIN { begin procedure GenPolY
FOR j := 1 TO numPts DO

)

BEGIN
xY[j,1J := x[il;
a¡g := a[3]-a[4l.xyli,1l;
IF (arg <= 0.0) THEN
BEGIN

Writeln('Error in procedure GenPoly at v=',xlil: :Z""');
Writeln('Ne8ative argument of Sqrt; Hit CTRL-Break to Exit');
Readln;

END;

xytj,2ì = -a[1 ]*ExP(xy[ j,1 I /a[2ì)+Sqrt(a¡g)-a[5]*xy[j,1 ];
( - because y-axis increases downwards )
END;
END; { end Procedu-re GenPolY }
:

END. { end unit OML

)
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